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Abstract

Wireless backhaul communication and power transfer can make the deployment of outdoor small cells (SCs) more cost effective; thus, their rapid densification can be enabled. For the first time, solar cells can be leveraged for the two-fold function of energy harvesting (EH) and high speed optical wireless communication. In this thesis, two complementary concepts for power provision to SCs are researched using solar cells – the optical wireless power transfer (OWPT) in the nighttime and solar EH during daytime. A harvested power of 1 W is considered to be required for an autonomous SC operation. The conditions of darkness – worst case scenario – are initially selected, because the SC needs to harvest power in the absence of ambient light. The best case scenario of daytime SC EH from sunlight is then explored to determine the required battery size and the additional power from optical sources.

As a first approach, an indoor 5 m experimental link is created using a white light-emitting diode for OWPT to an amorphous silicon (Si) solar panel. Despite the use of a large mirror for collimation, the harvested power and energy efficiency of the link are measured to be only 18.3 mW and 0.1%, respectively. Up to five red laser diodes (LDs) with lenses and crystalline Si (c-Si) cells are used in a follow-up study to increase the link efficiency. A maximum power efficiency of 3.2% is measured for a link comprising two LDs and a mono-c-Si cell, and the efficiency of all of its components is determined. Also, the laser system is shown to achieve an improvement of the energy efficiency by 2.7 times compared with a state-of-the-art inductive power transfer system with dipole coils. Since the harvested power is only 25.7 mW, an analytical model for an elliptical Gaussian beam is developed to determine the required number of LDs for harvesting 1 W; this shows an estimated number of 61 red LDs with 50 mW of output optical power per device. However, a beam enclosure of the developed Class 3B laser system of up to a 3.6 m distance is required for eye safety. A simulation study is conducted in Zemax for the design of an outdoor 100 m infrared wireless link able to harvest 1 W under clear weather conditions. Harvesting 1.2 W and meeting eye safety regulations for Class 1 are shown to be feasible by a 1550 nm laser link. The required number of laser power converters is estimated to be 47 with an area of $5 \times 5$ mm$^2$ per device. Also, the dimensions of the transmitter and receiver are considered to be acceptable for the practical application of SC EH.

In the last part of this thesis, two multi-c-Si solar panels are initially used for EH in an outdoor environment during daytime. The power supply of at least 1 W is shown to be achievable during hour periods under sunny and cloudy conditions. A maximum average power of 4.1 W is measured in the partial presence of clouds using a 10 W solar panel. Since the variability of weather conditions induces the harvested power to fluctuate with values of mW, the use of optical sources is required in periods of insufficient solar EH for SCs. Therefore, a hybrid solar/laser based EH design is proposed for a continuous annual SC provision of 1 W in ‘darker’ places on earth such as Edinburgh, UK. The 10 W multi-c-Si solar panel and the 1550 nm laser link are considered; thus, the feasibility of supplying the SC with at least 1 W per hour monthly using a battery with energy content of only 60 Wh is shown through simulations. A maximum monthly average harvested power of 824 mW is shown to be required by the 1550 nm laser system that has already been overachieved through simulations in Zemax.
Small cells (SCs) are low powered radio access points, which allow data communication to users within areas ranging from a few metres (m) to two kilometres. They have been widely acknowledged for their benefits to the energy consumption of wireless networks. A wide outdoor deployment of SCs could potentially be enabled, if the respective cost was reduced and there was no need for a mains power supply. Hence, alternative cost effective sources of power provision to SCs are explored in this thesis; these are based on the complementary concepts of nighttime optical wireless power transfer or charging and daytime solar energy harvesting (EH). The required electrical power for an autonomous SC operation is determined to be 1 Watt (W).

The key elements to transmit optical power without wires are light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). Also, optical devices, such as mirrors and lenses, are used to collimate, i.e. make rays parallel, and focus the light beams. While photovoltaic (PV) panels are mostly used to harvest electrical energy from sunlight, they are also able to convert optical power from laser sources and LEDs to electricity. Experimental results in this thesis show that the use of red laser beams offer more efficient power transfer compared with white LEDs. This is because LEDs radiate in a spherical form complicating light collimation, while the radiation of LDs is inherently more directive. The eye safety regulations and the system dimensions are shown to be the main restrictive factors for laser charging of SCs. Eye safety parameters depend on the transmitted optical power and the wavelength of the laser transmitter. Also, the system dimensions are mostly limited by cost. Most importantly, an eye safe infrared (IR) laser system of suitable dimensions is designed to transfer power at 100 m and is shown to be capable of harvesting 1.2 W through simulations.

In the last part of this thesis, two PV panels are used for daytime solar EH in an outdoor environment. The required power of 1 W is shown to be generated by each solar panel for periods of hours under sunny and partly cloudy weather conditions. However, the presence of high density clouds is shown to decrease the harvested power significantly; hence, additional charging from laser sources and a battery are needed. Therefore, a hybrid solar/laser based EH system is simulated to investigate the feasibility of an annual autonomous SC operation in ‘darker’ places on earth such as Edinburgh in the UK. The results show the possibility of supplying a SC with 1 W per hour using the solar panel from the experiments, the 100 m IR laser link and a small battery.
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θ [deg]/[rad]  Angle of incidence of parallel solar rays on the earth’s surface
a_x [deg]/[rad]  Angular divergence along x-axis in the simulation model
a_y [deg]/[rad]  Angular divergence along y-axis in the simulation model
α [deg]/[rad]  Angular subtense of an optical rectangular source defined in BS EN 60825-1:2014
τ [m]  Astigmatism of the beam generated from a LD
β [m]  Back focal length of a thick lens
\( E_g [eV] \)  Bandgap energy of a semiconductor
\( N_c \)  Cells number of a solar panel connected in series
\( R_{ch} [Ω] \)  Characteristic resistance of a solar receiver
\( q_{0x} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along x-axis at the emission point of a LD
\( q_{4x} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along x-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver
\( q_{1x} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along x-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens
\( q_{2x} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along x-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens
\( q_{0y} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along y-axis at the emission point of a LD
\( q_{4y} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along y-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver
\( q_{1y} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along y-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens
\( q_{2y} \)  Complex parameter of a Gaussian beam along y-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens
\( q \)  Complex parameter of Gaussian beams
\( C_6 \)  Correction factor used in BS EN 60825-1:2014
\( λ_c [m] \)  Cut-off wavelength of a semiconductor
\( D_{ap} [m] \)  Diameter of a circular aperture
\( Δ_s [m] \)  Diameter of a WLED source
\( Δ_{opt} [m] \)  Diameter of collimation optics
\( D_{im} [m] \)  Diameter of the circular image of a laser beam
**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_{\text{LoS}}$</td>
<td>Direct current gain of the LoS optical channel for a generalised Lambertian source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H'_{\text{LoS}}$</td>
<td>Direct current gain of the LoS optical channel for a generalised Lambertian source with collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{in}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Direct current input electrical power to an optical source (either a LED or a LD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$ [m], $d_2$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance between a lens and a laser screen defined for the measurement of circular image diameter of a diverging laser beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d'$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance between a LED and the planar surface of a PCX lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d''$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance between a LED and the vertex of a PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_0$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance between the emission point of a LD and the vertex of the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{1x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance of the Gaussian beam waist along $x$-axis reshaped by a lens and the vertex of the output lens surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{1y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Distance of the Gaussian beam waist along $y$-axis reshaped by a lens and the vertex of the output lens surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{eff}}$ [m$^2$]</td>
<td>Effective area of a solar receiver (either cell or panel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{0,\text{eff}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Effective dark saturation current of diode of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>Effective diode ideality factor of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f''$ [m]</td>
<td>Effective focal length of a PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$ [m]</td>
<td>Effective focal length of a thick lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{Ph,eff}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Effective generated photo-current of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ [m]</td>
<td>Effective reflected focal length of the OAP mirror used in simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{S,\text{eff}}$ [$\Omega$]</td>
<td>Effective series resistance of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{P,\text{eff}}$ [$\Omega$]</td>
<td>Effective shunt resistance of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{m}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Electrical current at the MPP of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{L}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Electrical current of a resistance load connected to the output of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{L}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Electrical power harvested by the load resistor of a solar panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{m}}$ [V]</td>
<td>Electrical voltage at the MPP of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_L$ [V]</td>
<td>Electrical voltage of a resistance load connected to the output of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>Error between the theoretical and experimental value of power efficiency for a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_r$ [m]</td>
<td>External diameter of a reflector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{LD}}$</td>
<td>External power efficiency of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f'_{\text{sr}}$</td>
<td>Fill factor of a solar panel for a LED based link with collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{sr}}$</td>
<td>Fill factor of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A'$</td>
<td>First element of a total $ABCD$ matrix for a LD and lens based optical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{A}$</td>
<td>First element of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens with spherical surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_D$ [A]</td>
<td>Forward current of diode of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D'$</td>
<td>Fourth element of a total $ABCD$ matrix for a LD and lens based optical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{D}$</td>
<td>Fourth element of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens with spherical surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{4x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $x$-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $x$-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{2x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $x$-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{4y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $y$-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $y$-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{2y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along $y$-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along $x$-axis at the rectangular emission cross section of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{3x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along $x$-axis reshaped by a lens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along $y$-axis at the rectangular emission cross section of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{3y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along $y$-axis reshaped by a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_s$ [m]</td>
<td>Half length of a rectangular optical power sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_0$ [m]</td>
<td>Half length of a rectangular solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_s$ [m]</td>
<td>Half width of a rectangular optical power sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_0$ [m]</td>
<td>Half width of a rectangular solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_m$ [m]</td>
<td>Height of the OAP mirror used in the simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{id}$ [W]</td>
<td>Ideal electrical power harvested by a PV receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{id}'$ [W]</td>
<td>Ideal electrical power harvested by a solar receiver of a LED based link with collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Inclination angle between the $z$-axis and the surface of a PV panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{in}$ [A]</td>
<td>Input current to a driver of LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{in,d}$ [W]</td>
<td>Input electrical power to a driver of LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{in}$ [V]</td>
<td>Input voltage to a driver of LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{lr}$</td>
<td>Layout rays in the simulation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_m$ [m]</td>
<td>Length of the OAP mirror used in the simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_l$ [m]</td>
<td>Lens diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Lens reflectance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Lens refractive index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_c$ [m]</td>
<td>Lens thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$ [eV]</td>
<td>Lower energy level of an atom in a band diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{LED}$ [lm/W]</td>
<td>Luminous efficiency or efficacy of a LED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$ [lm]</td>
<td>Luminous flux of a WLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{PM,\text{max}}$ [m]</td>
<td>Maximum aperture diameter of a PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{0,\text{eff,\text{max}}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Maximum effective dark saturation current of diode of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\Phi,\text{eff,\text{max}}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Maximum effective generated photo-current of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff,\text{max}}}$</td>
<td>Maximum effective ideality factor of diode of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{S,\text{eff,\text{max}}}$ [Ω]</td>
<td>Maximum effective series resistance of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{P,\text{eff},\text{max}}$ [Ω]</td>
<td>Maximum effective shunt resistance of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{T_{\text{x},\text{o},\text{m}}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Maximum optical power of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{LED},\text{o},\text{m}}(\lambda_{m})$ [W]</td>
<td>Maximum optical power of a WLED at a specific wavelength $\lambda_{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$ [W]/[W/m$^2$]</td>
<td>Maximum permissible exposure of a laser product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{m}$ [W]</td>
<td>Maximum power harvested by a resistance load of a PV receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta'_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum total electrical efficiency of a LED based link with collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum total electrical efficiency of an OW link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{\text{min}}$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Minimum angular subtense of an optical source defined in BS EN 60825-1:2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{PM,\text{min}}}$ [m]</td>
<td>Minimum aperture diameter of a PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{0,\text{eff},\text{min}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Minimum effective dark saturation current of diode of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{Ph,\text{eff},\text{min}}}$ [A]</td>
<td>Minimum effective generated photo-current of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff},\text{min}}$</td>
<td>Minimum effective ideality factor of diode of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{S,\text{eff},\text{min}}$ [Ω]</td>
<td>Minimum effective series resistance of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{P,\text{eff},\text{min}}$ [Ω]</td>
<td>Minimum effective shunt resistance of the discrete space of an exhaustive search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{NOHD}}$ [m]</td>
<td>Nominal ocular hazard distance of a laser product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{Tx}}$</td>
<td>Number of optical transmitters, i.e. pairs of a LD and a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$ [V]</td>
<td>Open-circuit voltage of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{0}$ [m]</td>
<td>Operating wavelength of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{opt}}$</td>
<td>Optical efficiency of collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Rx},\text{o},\text{1}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Optical power collected by a lens at its planar input surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Rx},\text{o}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Optical power collected by a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{s}$ [W]</td>
<td>Optical power measured by the S121B sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Rx},\text{o},\text{t}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Optical power transmitted by a lens at its spherical output surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta'_{\text{hr}}$</td>
<td>Optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency of a solar panel of a LED based link with collimation optics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>Optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{lpc}$ [m]</td>
<td>Optimised distance along the $y$-axis of the LPC from the mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Order of a generalised Lambertian optical source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_p$ [A]</td>
<td>Parallel current to the source of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_x$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Parallel to the junction beam divergence of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_0$ [W/m²]</td>
<td>Peak optical intensity of a Gaussian beam at the emission point of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_y$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Perpendicular to the junction beam divergence of a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_x$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Plane angle along $x$-axis of a truncated cone created by the full laser beam widths at 36.8% of peak intensity at $d_1$ and $d_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_y$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Plane angle along $y$-axis of a truncated cone created by the full laser beam widths at 36.8% of peak intensity at $d_1$ and $d_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$ [deg]/[rad]</td>
<td>Plane angle of a truncated cone created by the laser beam circular images at two link distances $d_1$ and $d_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_d$</td>
<td>Power efficiency of a driver of LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{4x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $x$-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $x$-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{2x}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $x$-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{4y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $y$-axis at the input plane of a solar receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $y$-axis at the tangent plane to the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{2y}$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam along $y$-axis at the tangent plane to the output surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of the input surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$ [m]</td>
<td>Radius of the output surface of a lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Ratio of the power conversion efficiency over the FF of a solar panel of a LED based link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k'$</td>
<td>Ratio of the power conversion efficiency over the FF of a solar panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of a LED based link with collimation optics

$z_{0x} [m]$  Rayleigh range of a Gaussian beam generated by a LD along $x$-axis
$z_{0y} [m]$  Rayleigh range of a Gaussian beam generated by a LD along $y$-axis
$z_{3x} [m]$  Rayleigh range of a Gaussian beam of a LD reshaped by a lens along $x$-axis
$z_{3y} [m]$  Rayleigh range of a Gaussian beam of a LD reshaped by a lens along $y$-axis

$G_{\text{solar}} [W/m^2]$  Received solar irradiance by a PV panel
$\eta_{\text{ref}}$  Reference efficiency of a solar panel
$T_{\text{ref}} [^\circ C]$  Reference temperature of a solar panel
$h_r [m]$  Reflector height
$r'$  Reflector reflectance
$R_L [\Omega]$  Resistance load connected to the output of a solar receiver
$B' [m]$  Second element of a total $ABCD$ matrix for a LD and lens based optical system
$B [m]$  Second element of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens with spherical surfaces
$\phi_{1/2} [\text{deg}/[\text{rad}]]$  Semi-angle of half power of a WLED
$\phi_{1/2}' [\text{deg}/[\text{rad}]]$  Semi-angle of half power of an extended optical source with a WLED and collimation optics
$I_{sc} [A]$  Short-circuit current of a solar receiver
$G_{\text{sim},0} [W/m^2]$  Simulated overall peak intensity of the beam
$\gamma_0$  Solar irradiance coefficient of a PV panel
$S_x$  Super-Gaussian factor along the $x$-axis in simulation
$S_y$  Super-Gaussian factor along the $y$-axis in simulation
$\beta_0 [^\circ C^{-1}]$  Temperature coefficient of a solar panel
$T [^\circ C]/[K]$  Temperature of a PV panel
$C' [m^{-1}]$  Third element of a total $ABCD$ matrix for a LD and lens based optical system
$C [m^{-1}]$  Third element of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens with spherical surfaces
$T_2 [s]$  Time parameter used in BS EN 60825-1:2014
$d [m]$  Total distance of an OW link
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{Tx}}$</td>
<td>Total efficiency of a transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta'_{\text{Tx}}$</td>
<td>Total efficiency of a transmitter with a LED and collimation optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Tx,o}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Total optical power of an elliptical Gaussian beam generated by a LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{LED,o}}$ [W]</td>
<td>Total output optical power of a WLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_c$ [m]</td>
<td>Transverse coherence length of a laser beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$ [eV]</td>
<td>Upper energy level of an atom in a band diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_D$ [V]</td>
<td>Voltage across the diode of a single diode based solar panel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ [m]</td>
<td>Wavelength of a WLED in the VL spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_m$ [m]</td>
<td>Width of the OAP mirror used in the simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Optical wireless communications (OWC) have been proposed as a complementary technology to radio frequency (RF) data communication and as a potential solution to the exponential increase in demand for wireless data transmission [1]. The broad research field of OWC can be separated into two parts: free space optical (FSO) communications and visible light communications. Free space optical systems mostly comprise coherent data transmission using sources of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) at the transmitter and photodiodes (PDs) at the receiver. Also, FSO systems are usually deployed outdoors covering distances of several kilometres. Visible light communications facilitate the use of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and PDs and are mainly applied to indoor public places such as offices, conference venues, museums, hotels and hospitals.

The technology of small cells (SCs) is widely accepted as one of the solutions with most potential to the exponential increase in capacity demand of heterogeneous mobile networks [2]. Despite the fact that a large scale outdoor deployment of SCs offers advantages such as high network capacity [3] and reduced power consumption [4], the high installation cost is the most restrictive factor. The technology of optical fibres is considered to be one of the potential solutions to the provision of high speed backhaul communication to SCs [5]. However, its main disadvantages are the installation cost and the requirement for a mains power supply. Therefore, alternative sources of power supply and wireless backhaul communication are needed in order to make the deployment of SCs more cost effective.

A dense and irregular outdoor installation of SCs might not allow for a mains power supply due to the remoteness and inaccessibility of their location. Energy harvesting (EH) or power harvesting (PH) from renewable resources has been proposed as a potential solution to the problem of designing self-sustainable and energy autonomous communication networks [6]. The application of EH from natural sources such as sun and wind is considered to be more feasible for SCs due to the lower energy demand and cost compared with typical macro-cells [7]. How-
ever, the variability of weather conditions results in unpredictability in the levels of harvested power and unreliability for communication applications requiring high quality of service. As a result, the concept of wireless power transfer (WPT) or wireless energy transfer, based on artificial electromagnetic (EM) radiation, is considered to be a more reliable complementary solution.

The concept of WPT was inspired and demonstrated for the first time by Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century using a RF resonant transformer, termed a Tesla coil [8]. The application of WPT is also feasible using devices operating at the visible light and infrared (IR) part of the EM spectrum, such as laser diodes (LDs) or LEDs and solar cells. This concept applied to the optical domain is termed optical wireless power transfer (OWPT).

1.2 Objectives

In practice, the structure of a SC base station has to be uncomplicated. Current types of SCs include femtocells, picocells and microcells. Microcells have the largest size and power requirements with femtocells having the smallest. Typical values of power consumption of 6 W–10 W are currently reported for SCs; these are expected to decrease to 5 W by 2020 [9]. Also, 5.2 W of power consumption have already been reported for femtocells [7, 10]. The overall power consumption of a state-of-the-art transceiver phased array chip-set is reported to be 2 W operating at millimetre waves [11]. However, the use of variable gain and low noise amplifiers inevitably increases the total required electrical power of the device [11]. In this thesis, the use of exclusively passive components is considered to reduce power consumption more than the minimum reported value of 2 W. For the same reason, all the signal processing functions are assumed to be moved to a central unit. Under these main assumptions, electrical power supply of 1 W is considered to be required for an autonomous SC operation.

Therefore, the first objective is to investigate the simultaneous application of OWPT for the provision of 1 W and high speed FSO backhaul communication to outdoor SCs. However, the research in this thesis is focused on the concept of OWPT to SCs during nighttime. The condition of darkness is selected, because the SC needs to harvest power even in the absence of ambient light. Hence, the optical wireless (OW) links must be able to transfer power of some units of W. Also, to ensure eye safety along the entire wireless link, the optical beam needs to be shaped accordingly. The installation of SCs is considered within the infrastructure of urban
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areas, such as on lamp posts or bus stations. Thus, the power transfer links need to operate at relatively long distances in the order of $100 \text{m} - 300 \text{m}$. In addition, the potential large scale outdoor deployment of SCs requires the transmitter and receiver to be compact, i.e. in the order of $\text{cm}^3$. Since light can provide high speed data communication and EH at the same time [12], intelligent sleep mode concepts can be applied to the SC. When the light is turned off, there is no need for a backhaul communication link; thus, the SC goes into sleep mode. So long as light is shed on a PV cell, energy is transferred along with high speed data; this is a unique two-fold objective that is achievable using solar cells. The final objective is to explore the concept of solar PH for the daytime provision of $1 \text{W}$ to SCs. This is to determine if the additional use of electrochemical storage and optical sources for power transfer is required.

1.3 Contribution

For the first time in this thesis, a $5 \text{m}$ indoor OW link is created to harvest electrical power of $1 \text{W}$ during darkness hours. A white light-emitting diode (WLED) is used to transmit $5 \text{W}$ of optical power to an amorphous Si PV panel. Three different optical devices are used for light collimation at the transmitter. Also, an analytical model is developed for the end-to-end link and simple electrical measurements are taken to determine unknown parameters of the model. Despite the use of a large mirror at the optical source, the maximum harvested power and power efficiency of the link are reported to be only $18.3 \text{mW}$ and $0.1\%$, respectively. Thus, an increase in the energy efficiency of the link and, therefore, in the efficiency of each component is targeted for a follow-up study. Hence, up to five red LDs with collimation lenses are used for OWPT in the order of $\text{mW}$ to a crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar receiver. In addition to the link implementation, a theoretical framework is developed for the end-to-end laser based WPT system; the propagation model of an elliptical Gaussian beam and a single diode based physical model of a solar panel are used. These models are used for curve fitting of the collected data, determination of parameters for eye safety and, most importantly, an estimation of the required number of LDs for harvesting $1 \text{W}$. The highest power efficiency of $3.2\%$ is attained for the link that comprises two LDs and a mono-crystalline silicon (mono-c-Si) PV cell; this corresponds to an increase by 32 times compared with the WLED based system. Also, the components efficiency is determined, and a power efficiency of $13.3\%$ is reported for the mono-c-Si cell. Most importantly, the implemented laser system is compared in terms of energy efficiency with an inductive power transfer system with optimally shaped dipole coils; a 2.7 times improve-
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ment is shown to be provided by the red laser based WPT system. The main drawback is the requirement for beam shielding up to a distance of 3.6 m for the developed Class 3B system. Since the realised EH links operate at a distance of 5.2 m, another experimental study is undertaken to show that practical links of 100 m–300 m are feasible. Hence, the divergence of a collimated beam created using the red LD and a large diameter lens is determined with a targeted value of 1 mrad. An average elliptical beam divergence of 4.4 mrad of full width at 36.8% of peak intensity is reported at 4.4 times the required value. Therefore, the OW link can be characterised as highly directive, and the geometrical losses can be counterbalanced using a large solar panel or collection mirror at the receiver.

The required number of red LDs for harvesting 1 W from the mono-c-Si PV cell is shown to be 61. Each red LD has a typical output optical power of 50 mW and a typical power efficiency of 22%. This offers the basis for the next simulation design of a laser array comprising 42 LDs and collimation lenses operating at 785 nm in Zemax. The smaller number of 785 nm laser sources compared with the 61 red LDs is used because of their higher output optical power and efficiency, i.e. 171 mW and 27%, respectively, per device. An average full width at half maximum beam divergence of 1.4 mrad is calculated for the 785 nm laser link according to the analytical model. Optical power of 7 W is shown to be received by the solar cell up to a distance of 30 m through simulations and theory. This high amount of power is expected to increase the solar cell’s efficiency above 13.3%, so that the harvested electrical power of 1 W would be affirmed. This is because an increase in the incident optical power on the solar cell results in a decrease of its series resistance. This is attributed to the increase in the conductivity of the active layer [13]. Also, it is assumed that the received optical power of 7 W is lower than the level of maximum efficiency point of the solar cell [14]. Yet beam enclosure of the designed Class 3B system will be needed for eye safety. A significant increase in the LD power efficiency and size of optics used at the transmitter and receiver is considered in the next simulation study for the creation of a Class 1 laser system. Thus, a 100 m WPT link is designed using a high power 975 nm LD, the mono-c-Si solar cell and two large mirrors at the transmitter and receiver for collimation and collection, respectively. The transfer of optical power of 8.7 W to the solar cell is regarded to be sufficient for PH of 1 W. However, the mirror volume is considered to be unacceptable for a practical application of SC EH, since it is in the order of m³. To affirm practical dimensions of an OWPT system for SCs, an increased maximum permissible exposure (MPE) limit for eye safety is required. Hence, the wavelength of 1550 nm is selected for the last simulation design, since it offers a MPE of 100 mW/cm².

4
Thus, a highly directive link is created using two mirrors with dimensions of cm$^3$, and the beam convergence is in the order of µrad. Harvesting 1.2 W of electrical power at 100 m is shown to be feasible using 47 small laser power converters (LPCs); this is the major contribution of the simulations. Each LPC has a size of $5 \times 5$ mm$^2$ and achieves 42% of power efficiency for 237.5 mW/cm$^2$ of received irradiance [15]. However, this laser system is expected to be highly sensitive to pointing errors and to have stringent requirements for beam tracking. Hence, the use of a reception mirror of larger dimensions will be needed to counterbalance misalignment losses.

The final contribution is given with an experimental study, where two multi-crystalline silicon (multi-c-Si) PV panels are used for daytime solar EH in an outdoor environment. The solar panels are capable of harvesting maximum power of 5 W and 10 W under standard test conditions. The variability of weather conditions is shown to cause fluctuations in the harvested electrical power. Despite the unfavourable presence of high-density clouds, the constant power supply of at least 1 W is shown to be possible using the 10 W PV panel for three hours in total. Also, a maximum average harvested power of 4.1 W is reported using the 10 W solar panel for a two-hour period. However, there are time periods of solar PH in the order of mW, during which the additional use of optical sources for WPT is required. This unique potential of simultaneous EH from a natural resource and man-made radiation sources is offered in the optical region of the EM spectrum using solar panels, while it is absent from the RF part of the EM spectrum using rectennas. Therefore, a follow-up simulation study is provided to determine the required battery size for the SC powered through solar EH on an annual basis. The 5 W and 10 W PV panels from the experiments are considered, and the feasibility of an energy autonomous SC operation is shown. However, the dimensions and the weight of the batteries are considered to be unacceptable for the practical application of SC EH. Hence, a hybrid power provisioning system is proposed assuming the use of the 10 W panel for solar PH and the 1550 nm laser based WPT link. The required electrical load of 1 W per hour is shown to be met using the LPC with a maximum harvested power of 2 W and the multi-c-Si solar panel without the need for electrochemical storage. The use of a battery is important though, since it will provide the SC with the required power during unfavourable weather conditions, such as fog and rain. Thus, a battery of suitable dimensions is shown to keep a full state of charge during the whole year.
1.4 Layout

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides the relevant background to research in Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, a literature review of experimental RF based and OWPT systems is given. Also, practical values of features of the components available for OWPT and EH from sunlight are reported. References of practical OW systems for simultaneous communication and power transfer are given with the limitations imposed by an atmospheric channel and potential solutions to them. In addition, the physical models of the components of a LD based WPT system are presented along with metrics of the energy efficiency of the link and its components. In Chapter 3, an analytical framework of a WLED based link is provided for the scenarios of uncollimated and collimated WPT. Also, the experimental WLED based WPT system is given. The components, setup and methodology of each experiment are provided. The experimental and analytical results are given. In Chapter 4, two studies are given for an experimental red LD based WPT system; the total link and components power efficiency and the laser beam collimation are investigated. Details of the components, setup and method of each experiment are provided. Also, the eye safety regulations are examined for the laser system with the highest link efficiency using the analytical model that is developed in Chapter 2. The measured data are given and are verified by the analytical framework of Chapter 2. The experimental system created for the measurement of beam divergence is given with a respective discussion of the experimental and theoretical results. In Chapter 5, three designs of a 100 m IR wireless link for harvesting 1 W are given in Zemax. The simulation model and eye safety regulations of the link comprising multiple 785 nm LDs and the mono-c-Si cell are provided. Also, the simulation results, supported by the physical model of the laser system of Chapter 2, are discussed. The two scenarios of the single link consisting of a 975 nm LD and the mono-c-Si cell are presented. In particular, the motivation, concept, simulation model, eye safety issues and the results of each scenario are given. The motivation, simulation model and the results of the third design including a single 1550 nm LD and a LPC are provided. In Chapter 6, the concept of solar EH with electrochemical storage for SCs is investigated. The components and setup of the two outdoor scenarios using the 5 W and 10 W PV panels are given. Also, the respective experimental results are discussed. The follow-up simulation study for the determination of the required battery for an autonomous year-round SC operation is given. In Chapter 7, the key findings of this thesis are summarised, and concluding comments are provided. Finally, the limitations of the concept of OWPT to SCs are discussed along with possible future directions.
Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the relevant background to research in Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, measured data of practical state-of-the-art (SotA) systems for wireless power transfer (WPT) operating in the radio frequency (RF) region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum are reported from literature. The harvested power and components efficiency of experimental optical wireless power transfer (OWPT) systems and different technologies of solar cells are referred. The fundamental operation principles of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and sources of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) are reviewed. More importantly, an overview of the optimum wavelengths for optical energy harvesting (EH) is given. Since one of the research objectives is to achieve high speed free space optical (FSO) backhaul communication and power transfer to outdoor small cells (SCs), the constraints imposed by an atmospheric channel and the potential solutions are discussed.

In addition to the literature review, an essential analytical framework is provided for laser based WPT systems with the physical models of each component used. An elliptical Gaussian propagation model is considered for the beam transmitted from a laser diode (LD). The framework developed for a LD based WPT link is used in Chapter 4 for curve fitting of the experimental measurements, the calculation of eye safety parameters and an estimation of the number of LDs required to harvest 1 W from a solar receiver. Also, these models are used to support the simulation results of the first design of Chapter 5.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. The literature review is given in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the system model is given for LD based WPT.

2.2 Prior work

Previous work on RF based and OWPT systems; the available cells for solar EH; the fundamental properties of LEDs and LDs; the optimal wavelengths for optical EH; simultaneous
optical wireless communications (OWC) and power transfer; and challenges of an atmospheric communication channel and potential techniques to overcome them is given below.

### 2.2.1 Radio frequency based WPT

Tesla’s pioneering work remains the research focus mostly in the RF and more particularly in the microwave region of the EM spectrum [16, 17]. The main techniques of WPT are near field magnetic resonance coupling [18, 19]; inductive coupling [20, 21]; far field RF or microwave power transfer (MPT) [22, 23]; and power transmission from laser sources [24, 25].

A strongly coupled magnetic resonance system (CMRS) was created in [18] and was able to transfer an amount of 60 W to a distance of 2 m with an overall wall-to-load efficiency of 15%. In [19], a CMRS with two lumped impedance transformers was developed with the capability of delivering 10 W at a distance of 13 cm with a total efficiency of 34.5%. Also, the delivery of 105 W at a distance of 30 cm was shown in [20] by the implementation of an inductive power transfer system with a direct current (DC)-to-load efficiency of 77%. However, so long as the outdoor installation of SCs requires a harvested amount of electrical power of 1 W at relatively long link distances in the order of 100 m−300 m, the only potential solutions are considered to be the techniques of wireless power transmission from RF or microwave antennas and laser sources [16].

The EH functionality of RF or microwave radiation is executed by a diode based circuit, termed as rectenna [16, 26]. The rectenna consists of a rectifying circuit and a receiving antenna for the conversion of the input RF or microwave power to DC power. In [16], an overview of the SotA measured values of rectenna efficiency ranging from 1.2% to 90.6% was presented. However, the results of total link efficiency and distance were not reported. Note that rectennas are exclusively designed to harvest either ambient RF power in the order of a few µW [27] or RF power from ‘dedicated’ antennas [28]. Thus, they do not have the ability to harvest power from a natural resource.

### 2.2.2 Optical wireless power transfer and solar EH

The concept of OWPT based on laser sources was first introduced for the application of solar power satellite (SPS) [24, 29]. A SPS is a large structure of photovoltaic (PV) cells that is used for EH from sunlight in space. The generated electrical power is transmitted without
wires to receiver stations at distant locations such as the earth’s surface, high altitude platforms, satellites, moon and other planets [30]. The techniques of RF and laser based WPT from the SPS to earth have been mostly considered [24]. Wireless power transmission from SPSs to earth can last continuous periods of time compared with the use of solar panels on earth. This is attributed to the absence of nighttime in space [30]. Also, higher amounts of power can be generated using microwave or laser sources to transfer power to earth because of the lack of a diffusing atmosphere. The harvested electrical power by rectennas on earth from a SPS is expected to be two to three times the generated power from sun by terrestrial PV modules of the same area as rectennas [30]. The low end-to-end power efficiencies achieved by MPT systems remain a great challenge for the technology of SPSs; hence, these values are not usually reported in relevant literature [31]. However, a maximum overall link efficiency of 54% was reported for the SPS application with MPT at 2.45 GHz in 1965; efficiencies of 69%, 95% and 82% were demonstrated for the microwave generator, transmitted beam and the overall capture and rectification of the rectenna, respectively [32].

Current research developments in the technology of high power LDs report levels of output optical power greater than 10 W with a respective conversion efficiency of more than 65% in the wavelength region of 940 nm–980 nm [33]. Also, the use of passive optical elements for light collimation, such as lenses and mirrors, creates uncomplicated laser systems of very high directivity. In addition to this important characteristic, the wide availability of outdoor solar panels presents the unique potential of power harvesting (PH) both from ambient light, where sunlight is included, and from dedicated laser sources establishing the principle of hybrid solar EH and OWPT. Moreover, high levels of irradiance of 100 mW/cm² are considered to be received from sunlight under standard test conditions (STC) [34]. The STC refer to a radiation spectrum of air mass (AM) of 1.5 and a solar receiver temperature of 25 °C. The AM measures how much the atmospheric absorption modifies the intensity and spectral content of solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface [34]. This factor is computed by $a_m = 1/\cos(\theta)$, where $\theta$ represents the angle of incidence to the earth’s surface. The STC value of $a_m = 1.5$ is achieved for $\theta = 48.2^\circ$.

Apart from lasers, other available optical sources for wireless energy transfer are LEDs, widely used for the illumination purpose. In general, the main benefits of a LED compared to a LD source are: significantly lower manufacturing cost, high reliability and low dependence of the current-optical power characteristic on temperature variations. On the other hand, the beams generated from LDs generally provide higher directivity or collimation than the diffuse light
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from LEDs. However, eye and skin safety becomes an important issue in laser applications where high amounts of optical power need to be transferred to a solar receiver.

In [35], consolidated tables with reported efficiency values of solar cells and modules measured at STC are given. In particular, the modules of amorphous silicon (Si) have an efficiency of 12.3%. Also, the inexpensive technologies of mono-crystalline Si cells and multi-crystalline Si modules have an efficiency in the order of 25.6% and 18.5%, respectively. The use of Si cells is common because of the convenient absorption characteristics matching the solar spectrum [34]. The best efficiency values are reported for the technology of concentrator photovoltaics that is based on multi-junction (MJ) cells [36]. A maximum efficiency of 45.7% of a MJ cell with a concentrator is reported in [35]. In a single junction solar cell, incident photons with energy higher than the cell’s bandgap lose their redundant energy as heat, while photons with energy lower than the cell’s bandgap are not absorbed and their energy gets lost. Therefore, the principle of MJ cells is based on the use of multiple junctions – made of different semiconductor materials and connected in series – for harvesting energy from different wavelengths of the solar spectrum [37].

The optical illumination incident on the cells of a solar panel is desired to be uniform [38]. Thus, the electrical power harvested by the PV panel is maximised and any mismatch losses between the cells are mitigated. In a typical in-series connection of the cells of a solar panel, the cell that receives the lowest irradiance determines the electrical output of the whole panel. To minimise these mismatch losses, either the cells should be connected in parallel [38] or bypass diodes along with a blocking diode should be added to the PV system [39]. Also, partial or non-uniform illumination on a single solar cell creates ‘hot-spots’. These inhomogeneities need to be avoided, since the power efficiency and spectral response of the PV cell are negatively affected [40].

Laser power converters (LPCs) are a particular type of single junction PV cells that has attracted intense research interest. This is because LPCs achieve maximum values of power efficiency under monochromatic illumination conditions [15, 41]. This is explained by the fact that photons with energy marginally higher than the bandgap of the solar cell contribute to the creation of electron-hole pairs with almost negligible heat losses [34].

Multiple gallium arsenide (GaAs) LPCs were developed in [42] with an output voltage of 4 V. Their conversion efficiency was 50.1% at 810 nm for an irradiance of 51.6 W/cm², but the
distance of the optical wireless link was not reported. Also, an indium GaAs phosphide LPC was developed in [15] with an efficiency of 45% under the illumination conditions of 1550 nm and 100 mW/cm². However, a decreased efficiency of 13.3% was reported at STC. An OWPT system was created in [25] consisting of ten high power LDs at 1.4 µm with collimation lenses and 16 gallium antimonide diodes. The reported maximum power harvested by the LPCs at 4 m was 590 mW, while the total link efficiency was not given.

2.2.3 Fundamental properties of LEDs and LDs

To understand the operation differences between LEDs and LDs, the fundamental three ways of light interaction with an atom, i.e. absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission, must be explained [43]. In absorption, an atom is raised from the ground state or a lower energy level, \( E_1 \), to a higher energy level or excited state, \( E_2 \), absorbing the incident photon. The inverse mechanism of absorption is spontaneous emission; here an atom transits from an upper energy level to a lower energy level releasing a photon; this is a random process. In stimulated emission, a photon of energy \( E_2 - E_1 \) interacts with an atom placed at an upper energy level. This atom transits to a lower energy level emitting a second photon with identical characteristics of the first one. The operation principle of LEDs is based on spontaneous emission, where light is generated by the radiative recombination of electrons and holes [44]. When LDs are biased below the threshold current, they produce light spontaneously in the same manner with LEDs. However, LDs typically operate above the threshold current in an approximately linear region of output power; this region is characterised by stimulated emission [44].

Stimulated emission acts as an internal mechanism of optical amplification in laser sources and results in an important property, i.e. the optical coherence. This means that all of the photons created by stimulated emission have the same phase, and add constructively to produce a wave of larger amplitude with well defined frequency and phase [44]. The partial coherence of a wave can be analysed along the perpendicular and parallel directions to the wavefront. The degree of coherence along the propagation axis is known as longitudinal or temporal coherence. In the ideal case of perfect temporal coherence, the planes of constant phase are uniformly positioned without any interruption. In practice, however, the degree of coherence of optical sources is limited either by the finite light duration or by interruptions in the wave phase. The average time between phase interruptions of the electric field is termed coherence time [44]. Also, the average distance between two consecutive phase interruptions in a wave is called longitudinal
coherence length [44]. The spectral width or linewidth of an optical source can be defined by the wavelength interval over which the optical intensity is reduced by a fraction of its maximum value; it is typically expressed using the full width at half the maximum intensity [45]. Note that the spectral width is inversely proportional to the coherence time; thus, the linewidth is narrow when the coherence time is long [43]. Laser is considered to be highly coherent and monochromatic in contrast to LED based radiation that is highly incoherent. Typical values of linewidth for LDs and LEDs are of the order of 2 nm and 50 nm, respectively [44].

The degree of coherence along a wavefront is termed transverse or spatial coherence. In the ideal case of perfect spatial coherence, the wavefronts are continuous and the phase of the optical wave has no interruptions. Spatial coherence has a major impact on the divergence of laser beams. The divergence of a perfectly coherent laser beam passing through a circular aperture of diameter, $D_{ap}$, can be expressed using the half angle $\theta \simeq \lambda_0/D_{ap}$ for distances $z \gg D_{ap}$, where $\lambda_0$ denotes the operating wavelength of the LD [43]. In the case of a partially coherent beam, the transverse coherence length, $D_c < D_{ap}$, is defined to be the maximum separation of two points along the wavefront at which the electric fields are correlated [43]. The diffraction pattern of a partially coherent laser beam is analogous to that of a coherent beam transmitted through an aperture of diameter $D_c$; the half-angular beam divergence is given by $\theta \simeq \lambda_0/D_c$ [43]. Incoherent light beams such as these produced by LEDs have typically very small transverse coherence length; thus, they have very large divergence. A partially coherent light beam is called diffraction limited when the transverse coherence length increases and becomes equal to the aperture diameter.

### 2.2.4 Overview of optimum wavelengths for optical EH

The selection of an appropriate wavelength is of major importance for the application of OWPT to outdoor SCs at practical distances which are between 100 m and 300 m. This is because modifying the transmission wavelength affects the maximum allowable limits for eye safety which in turn have a significant impact on the suitability of the system dimensions. Also, each optical wavelength experiences different atmospheric absorption. In addition, the responsivity of the selected solar cell technology takes different values over the wavelength spectrum because of the quantum mechanisms of photon absorption and electron-hole pair generation.

The maximum permissible exposure (MPE) for point laser sources is given as a function of wavelength in Figure 2.1 according to Table A.1 and Table 9 of [46].
Figure 2.1: Maximum permissible exposure of point sources of laser as a function of wavelength [46].

lengths are shown to have very low MPE values which increase gradually from 0.1 µW/cm² to 0.1 mW/cm² at 400 nm. In the visible part of the wavelength spectrum, the MPE keeps increasing from 0.1 mW/cm² to 1 mW/cm² at 700 nm. The MPE increases exponentially from 1 mW/cm² to 5 mW/cm² in the infrared wavelength region between 0.7 µm and 1.05 µm. While the maximum exposure limit remains equal to 5 mW/cm² up to 1150 nm, it increases exponentially up to 40 mW/cm² at 1.2 µm. There is a huge exponential increase in the MPE for the wavelengths between 1.2 µm and 1.4 µm that is attributed to the use of the correction factor $C_7 = 8 + 10^{0.04(\lambda_0-1250)}$ of Table 9 [46]. Note that a lower correction factor $C_7 = 8$ and, thus, MPE of 40 mW/cm² is given for wavelengths between 1.2 µm and 1.4 µm in the previous British Standard BS EN 60825-1:2007 [47]. The highest MPE of 1 W/cm² along the whole laser spectrum is achieved for wavelengths between 1.31 µm and 1.4 µm. Note that a dual limit of MPE is applied in the wavelength range between 1250 nm and 1400 nm for the cornea and the skin; thus, the MPE is limited by the skin safety according to Table A.5 [46]. Wavelengths of more than 1.4 µm and less than 1 mm have a MPE of 100 mW/cm².

Atmosphere is considered to be highly transparent in the visible part of the spectrum [48]. The atmospheric attenuation is given as a function of the wavelength in Figure 2.2 assuming clear weather conditions. This graph was derived in [48] using the MODTRAN (MODeRate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission) software [49]. There are ‘windows’ around the central
Figure 2.2: Atmospheric attenuation as a function of the transmission wavelength [48].

wavelengths of 780 nm, 850 nm, 1050 nm, 1250 nm and 1550 nm which experience very low atmospheric attenuation of less than 0.2 dB/km.

Since typical c-Si solar cells are used in the experiments of Chapter 4, their spectral response measured in A/W is given in Figure 2.3 as a function of the wavelength [50]. The red curve

Figure 2.3: Spectral response of typical c-Si solar cells as a function of wavelength [50].

corresponds to the theoretical spectral response of an ideal solar cell, while the blue curve refers to the measured spectral response of a c-Si cell used with glass on top of it. Spectral response is a similar parameter of solar cells with quantum efficiency. While quantum efficiency is defined
by the ratio of the number of generated electrons by the solar cell over the number of incident photons, spectral response is given by the ratio of the output current over the received optical power of the cell \([50]\). Since the bandgap energy of c-Si is \(E_g = 1.12\,\text{eV}\) \([34]\), its cut-off wavelength is determined to be \(\lambda_c = 1.11\,\mu\text{m}\) using the formula \(\lambda_c = \frac{hc}{E_g}\). Parameters \(h\) and \(c\) denote Planck’s constant and the speed of light, respectively. The ideal spectral response is shown to transit sharply from \(0.88\,\text{A/W}\) to zero at the cut-off wavelength; this is because photons of longer wavelengths have lower energy than that of the bandgap of c-Si and, therefore, cannot be absorbed. Also, shorter wavelengths than \(\lambda_c\) have higher energy than \(E_g\); thus, the decrease in photons wavelength results in a decreased spectral response because their increased redundant energy is lost as heat in the semiconductor. Note that the optimum wavelength region for EH using c-Si PV cells is shown to be from about 960 nm to 1040 nm, since the spectral response takes its highest values.

Overall, the use of visible light wavelengths is mostly constrained by the relatively low MPE values. On the other hand, visible light has low atmospheric losses due to absorption and can contribute to EH using off-the-shelf c-Si solar cells with responsivity values ranging from 0.28 A/W to 0.56 A/W, i.e. from 36.8% to 73.7% of the maximum responsivity. Hence, red LDs are initially selected to be used in the experiments of Chapter 4. As a next step, the wavelength of 785 nm is selected for the operation of LDs in Chapter 5. The 785 nm diodes have – higher efficiency in the particular study and – larger MPE compared with 660 nm laser sources, and c-Si PV cells harvest more power from wavelengths of 785 nm rather than 660 nm. Also, the 785 nm wavelength is considered to be highly transparent in atmosphere as well as the red one. The wavelength selection of 975 nm in Chapter 5 is explained by the high power efficiency of the diode (54%) and the higher responsivity of the c-Si solar cell, i.e. 0.73 A/W or 96.1% of the maximum spectral response. The MPE at 975 nm is higher than that of lower wavelengths, but it is still low compared with that of higher wavelengths such as those of more than 1.3 \(\mu\text{m}\). The atmospheric losses for the 975 nm wavelength are of the order of 2 dB/km which are tolerable for the link distances between 100 m and 300 m. The huge MPE of 1 W/cm\(^2\) could be exploited in combination with a low value of atmospheric attenuation, e.g. 2 dB/km, using the 1310 nm wavelength. However, wavelengths of more than 1.2 \(\mu\text{m}\) cannot contribute to power generation in c-Si PV cells; thus, the use of single-junction solar cells needs to be considered for LDs operating at 1310 nm. Since the MPE values for 1.2 \(\mu\text{m}\) ≤ \(\lambda_0\) ≤ 1.4 \(\mu\text{m}\) are quite different in the two British standards, more research is required for the eye safety of these wavelengths. Therefore, the use of \(\lambda_0 = 1550\,\text{nm}\) is considered in the last study of Chapter 5 because of the
2.2.5 Simultaneous OWC and power transfer

The data transfer using visible light communications systems has been investigated broadly [51, 52] and the feasibility of a data rate of 3 Gb/s by a LED source was demonstrated in [53]. Most importantly, the simultaneous use of a solar panel both for PH in the order of mW and high speed OWC with a data rate of 12 Mb/s was demonstrated in [12] for link distances of up to 95 cm. Also, the same concept was realised in [54], but with the use of a small solar cell capable of harvesting 1 mW of power and receiving data with a rate of only 3 kb/s.

2.2.6 Impact of the atmospheric channel to the communication signal and potential solutions

Laser beam propagation through an atmospheric channel is constrained by factors such as atmospheric attenuation, scintillation, misalignment and ambient light noise [48]. Atmospheric attenuation causes power reduction of the optical waves. It is presented in the form of absorption by gas molecules and Rayleigh and Mie scattering by gas molecules or aerosol particles that are suspended in the air and exist in fog, rain, clouds, smoke and dust [55]. Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering – a process where the total kinetic energy of the system is conserved – of optical or other form of EM radiation by particles of much smaller size than the wavelength of radiation [55]. It is caused by the relative tendency of a charge distribution, like the electron cloud of an atom or molecule, and therefore of any material body to have its charges displaced by any external electric field, i.e. electric polarizability. The blue colour of the sky and the setting of red rising sun are attributed to Rayleigh scattering. Mie scattering is similar to Rayleigh scattering, but the size of the particles is of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of incident light [55]. The scattered and incident optical radiation have the same wavelength. Mie scattered radiation has a more complex functional dependence on the interaction between the optical wavelength and particle size distribution than that in Rayleigh scattering [55]. The term scintillation is used to describe the random changes in light intensity caused by variations in the refractive index of the atmosphere [55]. These changes of the refraction index are caused by inhomogeneities in the temperature and the pressure of the atmosphere, i.e. atmospheric turbulence, due to solar heating and wind [56]. Since highly directive laser beams are applied in FSO systems, precise alignment between the transmitter and receiver
is required for the maximum possible collection of optical power by the detector. Finally, ambient light, where sunlight is included, can affect the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver, as it is detected in the form of shot noise.

Atmospheric losses under clear weather conditions are considered to be negligible and, in this case, only geometrical losses are dominant [57]. Note that a FSO link may become unavailable under heavy fog conditions, but these conditions occur rarely and depend on the local topography and wind conditions. In addition, even under such worst-case weather conditions, multiple FSO links can be created by a number of transmitters and receivers applying the maximal ratio combining technique for the selection of the best channel. The scintillation effect results in fading, i.e. temporal and spatial fluctuations of the optical and therefore electrical power of the received signal. The negative effects of scintillation can be alleviated using the method of aperture averaging [58]. Also, the use of a multi-element receiver, such as a solar panel, and relatively large optical devices, such as mirrors, for light collimation and reception are the most efficient ways to address misalignment problems. Therefore, the use of a large aperture at the receiver is considered to be an effective mitigation technique of the effects of scintillation and misalignment. In data communication, while a typical photodetector can be driven to saturation from excessive amounts of ambient light, a solar receiver is more resilient to large amounts of received optical power. Also, since ambient light presents slow variations in time, it can be totally removed either by the use of optical filters or other advanced detection techniques. Finally, the presence of ambient light is an important advantage for EH, as the solar receiver is able to harvest energy not only from dedicated laser sources, but also from a natural resource, i.e. sunlight.

2.3 Analytical framework for a LD based WPT system

An elliptical Gaussian model is considered for the laser beam generated from a diode and the reasoning for this is given in Section 2.3.1. The analytical model of the laser beam transmitted through a lens to free space is given in Section 2.3.2. The physical model of a solar panel is given in Section 2.3.3. Metrics for the power efficiency of a laser based link and its components are given in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.1 Motivation for a Gaussian beam model and paraxial approximation

The manufacturers’ data sheets for LDs give a graph of the far field relative intensity versus the parallel and perpendicular to the junction angular divergence of the beam. These angular divergence graphs can be approximated by Gaussian curves of different widths for the LDs reported in Chapter 4 and in the first design of Chapter 5. Since the selected LDs operate at the fundamental transverse electrical mode, an elliptical Gaussian beam propagation model is considered for the generated laser beam [59].

Ray optics, also known as geometrical optics, is the simplest theory that describes light propagation [60]. According to this theory, light consists of optical rays travelling from one medium to another under defined geometrical rules. Optical rays are described by their position in space and inclination. In paraxial optics, a subset of ray optics, rays propagate at small angles from an optical axis, which the optical components are aligned with. Also, in wave optics, waves with wavefront normals forming small angles with the propagation \( z \)-axis are called paraxial. These waves satisfy the paraxial Helmholtz equation [61]. A well known and useful solution of this equation is the Gaussian beam. Paraxial optics is used in first-order ray tracing and Gaussian optics. In particular, the paraxial approximation is used and is described by the properties:

\[
\sin(\vartheta) \approx \vartheta, \quad \tan(\vartheta) \approx \vartheta \quad \text{and} \quad \cos(\vartheta) \approx 1, \quad \text{where} \quad \vartheta \ [\text{rad}] \quad \text{is the angle between the optical axis and the ray.}
\]

2.3.2 Elliptical Gaussian beam propagation through a thick lens

A geometrical illustration of a Gaussian beam passing through a lens is shown in Figure 2.4 on the \( x-z \) and \( y-z \) planes, respectively. Perfect alignment of the LD, the lens and the solar panel or cell is assumed, even if misalignment of the optical axes of these components exists in practice. When a Gaussian beam passes through any circularly symmetric optical component aligned with the optical beam axis, the Gaussian beam remains Gaussian so long as the paraxial approximation holds for the system [59]. The geometrical parameters and the intensity characteristics of the Gaussian beam emitted from the LD are modified by the geometrical and optical properties of the lens. Therefore, the beam parameters are calculated at four different transverse planes, namely, the emission rectangular area of the LD; the vertices of the input and output surfaces of the aspheric lens; and the positions of the new beam waists along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes, respectively.
Figure 2.4: Geometrical representation of the elliptical Gaussian beam transmitted through a thick lens along the x- and y- axes.
2.3.2.1 Generated beam from the LD

The LDs used in the experimental studies have a multi-quantum well (MQW) structure. The emission rectangular layers of the junction placed inside the packages of the LDs have an area of \( (2W_{0x}) \times (2W_{0y}) \) [62]. Parameters \( W_{0x} \) and \( W_{0y} \) denote the beam waists along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes, respectively. They are calculated from the far field relative intensity patterns as a function of the angular divergences [63, 64]. In particular, the beam waists generated from the LD (\( z = 0 \)) are given by [59]:

\[
W_{0x} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \tan(\vartheta_x)} \approx \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \vartheta_x} 
\]

and

\[
W_{0y} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \tan(\vartheta_y)} \approx \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \vartheta_y}.
\]

The symbols \( \vartheta_x \) [rad] and \( \vartheta_y \) [rad] represent the parallel and perpendicular to the junction beam divergences. The values of \( \vartheta_x \) and \( \vartheta_y \) correspond to the half width at half maximum (HWHM) intensity points of the Gaussian graphs [63, 64]. The selection of the HWHM beam divergence values is made for the applicability of the paraxial approximation. However, note that the beam divergence of a Gaussian beam can also be defined according to the \( 1/e \approx 0.368 \) and \( 1/e^2 \approx 0.135 \) of peak intensity points [48, 65], where \( e \) denotes the base of the natural logarithm.

It is considered that the optical beam passes from the package aperture of the LD without any optical losses. Also, it is assumed that the protective glass window placed at the front surface of the LD package does not affect the intensity characteristics of the optical beam generated from the MQW source [63, 64]. Therefore, diffraction effects from the circular aperture of the LD are not considered here. This is explained by the Gaussian form of beam intensity shown in the respective LD data sheets [63, 64] instead of the form of a Bessel beam characterised by side lobes [59].

The temperature of the LD is an important parameter which has an impact on its power efficiency, lifetime, wavelength, linewidth and threshold current [63]. In particular, an increase in the case temperature results in a decrease in the diode’s efficiency and lifetime; and an increase in the lasing wavelength and threshold current. In the experiments, a Si transfer heat compound is used as the interface between the LD’s case and a small aluminium tube which acts as a passive heat sink. However, no active temperature control is used for the LDs in the experimental work of this thesis. The lack of thermoelectric cooling is considered to be an important advantage.
for the overall power efficiency of the laser based power transfer systems. This is because thermoelectric coolers have high cost and quite low power efficiency with values of less than 8% [66].

The rectangular shape of the active layer and the varying gain profile across the active layer along the ‘slow’ beam axis induces the effect of ‘astigmatism’ to a LD [67]. Therefore, the beam waist of the LD along $x$-axis is located at a different point than the LD beam waist along $y$-axis, and the distance between these two points is termed astigmatism.

The beam radii along the $x$- and $y$-axes can be expressed as a function of distance from the emission area of the LD by [59]:

$$W_x(z) = W_{0x} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{z}{z_{0x}}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

and

$$W_y(z) = W_{0y} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{z}{z_{0y}}\right)^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $0 \leq z \leq d_0$; and $d_0$ denotes the distance between the emission point of the LD and the vertex of the input surface of the lens. Also, $z_{0x}$ and $z_{0y}$ represent the Rayleigh range of the LD beam along the $x$- and $y$-directions, respectively. The Rayleigh range is defined as the axial distance between the beam waist and the point where the beam radius is increased by a multiplication factor of $\sqrt{2}$ from its minimum value. These parameters are given by $z_{0x} = \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0}$ and $z_{0y} = \frac{\pi W_{0y}^2}{\lambda_0}$ [59].

The beam radii at the tangent plane to the input surface of the lens ($z = d_0$) along the $x$- and $y$-axes are calculated by:

$$W_{1x} = W_x(d_0) = W_{0x} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{d_0}{z_{0x}}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

and

$$W_{1y} = W_y(d_0) = W_{0y} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{d_0}{z_{0y}}\right)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The radii of curvature at $z = d_0$, of the Gaussian beam generated from the LD along the $x$- and
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The \( q \)-parameters of the Gaussian beam at \( z = d_0 \) in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions are described by [59]:

\[
\frac{1}{q_{1x}} = \frac{1}{R_{1x}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{1x}^2},
\]

and

\[
\frac{1}{q_{1y}} = \frac{1}{R_{1y}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{1y}^2},
\]

where \( j = \sqrt{-1} \) is the imaginary unit.

The optical intensity or irradiance, \( G \), of the generated elliptical Gaussian beam in the Cartesian coordinate system, \((x, y, z)\), is expressed as follows [59]:

\[
G(x, y, z) = G_0 \frac{W_{0x} W_{0y}}{W_x(z) W_y(z)} \exp \left\{-2 \left[ \frac{x^2}{W_x^2(z)} + \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z)} \right] \right\}, \tag{2.11}
\]

where \( 0 \leq z \leq d_0 \); \( G_0 = G(0, 0, 0) \) is the overall peak intensity; and \( \exp(.) \) denotes the natural exponential function.

The total optical power, \( P_{Tx,o} \), of the generated beam is computed at a distance of \( 0 \leq z \leq d_0 \) by [59]:

\[
P_{Tx,o} = \frac{\pi}{2} G_0 W_{0x} W_{0y}. \tag{2.12}
\]

The proof of (2.12) is presented in Appendix A. Combining (2.11) and (2.12), the laser beam intensity can be described as a function of \( P_{Tx,o} \) by:

\[
G(x, y, z) = \frac{2P_{Tx,o}}{\pi W_x(z) W_y(z)} \exp \left\{-2 \left[ \frac{x^2}{W_x^2(z)} + \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z)} \right] \right\}. \tag{2.13}
\]

### 2.3.2.2 Thick lens

A method to relate the input and output of an optical system is the use of ray transfer or \( ABCD \) matrices [60]. The method of \( ABCD \) matrices is also widely used in microwave
communications [68]. In matrix optics, a simple $2 \times 2$ matrix connects the position and angle of paraxial rays at the input and output plane of an optical system through linear algebraic equations. Note that the application of the $ABCD$ law to a Gaussian beam connects the $q$-parameters of the beam [59].

The rear surface of the aspheric lens is considered to be spherical. This assumption provides a worst-case scenario for the lens model in terms of light collimation. The elements of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens, $M_{\text{lens}}$, with two spherical surfaces of different radii of curvature are [69]:

$$
A = 1 - \frac{t_c(n - 1)}{nR_1}, \quad (2.14)
$$

$$
B = \frac{t_c}{n}, \quad (2.15)
$$

$$
C = -(n - 1) \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2} \right) - \frac{t_c(n - 1)^2}{nR_1R_2}, \quad (2.16)
$$

$$
D = 1 + \frac{t_c(n - 1)}{nR_2}. \quad (2.17)
$$

The parameters $t_c$ and $n$ represent the thickness and the refractive index of the lens, respectively. Also, $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the radii of the input and output surface of the lens, respectively. If a collimation lens is placed at its focal point as specified in the respective data sheet, the distance between the emission point of source and the input lens surface is termed back focal length, and is given by [69]:

$$
\beta = f \left[ 1 - \frac{t_c(n - 1)}{nR_1} \right], \quad (2.18)
$$

where quantity $f$ denotes the effective focal length. The $q$-parameters of the beam for the $x$- and $y$-axes at $z = d_0$ and $z = d_0 + t_c$ are connected through the relationships [59]:

$$
q_{2x} = \frac{Aq_{1x} + B}{Cq_{1x} + D} \quad (2.19)
$$

and

$$
q_{2y} = \frac{Aq_{1y} + B}{Cq_{1y} + D}. \quad (2.20)
$$

Also, the $q$-parameters of the beam at $z = d_0 + t_c$ are given by:

$$
\frac{1}{q_{2x}} = \frac{1}{R_{2x}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{2x}^2} \quad (2.21)
$$
and
\[ \frac{1}{q_{2y}} = \frac{1}{R_{2y}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{2y}^2}. \] (2.22)

Parameters \( W_{2x} \) and \( W_{2y} \) represent the beam radii along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes at the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens \((z = d_0 + t_c)\). Also, \( R_{2x} \) and \( R_{2y} \) denote the radii of curvature of the reshaped Gaussian beam from the lens at \( z = d_0 + t_c \). Then, all of these quantities can be calculated from:

\[ R_{2x} = \frac{1}{\text{Re}\{1/q_{2x}\}}, \] (2.23)

\[ R_{2y} = \frac{1}{\text{Re}\{1/q_{2y}\}}, \] (2.24)

\[ W_{2x} = \sqrt{-\frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \text{Im}\{1/q_{2x}\}}} \] (2.25)

and

\[ W_{2y} = \sqrt{-\frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \text{Im}\{1/q_{2y}\}}} \] (2.26)

Operators \( \text{Re}\{.\} \) and \( \text{Im}\{.\} \) represent the real and imaginary parts of \( 1/q_{2x} \) and \( 1/q_{2y} \), and are calculated by (2.19) and (2.20), respectively.

### 2.3.2.3 Reshaped beam from the lens

The distance between the reshaped beam waists and the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-direction are \( d_{1x} \) and \( d_{1y} \), respectively. These values of distance can be computed by [59]:

\[ d_{1x} = -\frac{R_{2x}}{1 + \left[ \frac{\lambda_0 R_{2x}/(\pi W_{2x}^2)}{\lambda_0 R_{2x}/(\pi W_{2x}^2)} \right]^2} \] (2.27)

and

\[ d_{1y} = -\frac{R_{2y}}{1 + \left[ \frac{\lambda_0 R_{2y}/(\pi W_{2y}^2)}{\lambda_0 R_{2y}/(\pi W_{2y}^2)} \right]^2}. \] (2.28)

Also, the waists of the reshaped Gaussian beam, \( W_{3x} \) and \( W_{3y} \), are given by [59]:

\[ W_{3x} = \frac{W_{2x}}{\sqrt{1 + \left[ \frac{\pi W_{2x}^2}{\lambda_0 R_{2x}} \right]^2}} \] (2.29)
and
\[ W_{3y} = \frac{W_{2y}}{\sqrt{1 + \left[ \pi W_{2y}^2 / \left( \lambda_0 R_{2y} \right) \right]^2}} \]  
(2.30)
along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axis, respectively.

Now, the reshaped beam radius along the \( x \)-axis can be expressed as a function of distance from the vertex of output surface of the lens by:
\[ W_x'(z') = W_{3x} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{z'}{z_{3x}} \right)^2} \]  
(2.31)
where \( z' = z - d_0 - t_c - d_{1x} \geq -d_{1x} \) is a substituted variable for distance, and \( z_{3x} = \pi W_{3x}^2 / \lambda_0 \) is the Rayleigh range along the \( x \)-axis. Similarly, the reshaped beam radius along the \( y \)-direction is given as a function of distance from the vertex of output surface of the lens by:
\[ W_y'(z'') = W_{3y} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{z''}{z_{3y}} \right)^2} \]  
(2.32)
where \( z'' = z - d_0 - t_c - d_{1y} \geq -d_{1y} \) is another substituted variable for distance, and \( z_{3y} = \pi W_{3y}^2 / \lambda_0 \) is the Rayleigh range along the \( y \)-axis.

The reshaped Gaussian beam intensity can be computed according to (2.13) by:
\[ G'(x, y, z) = \frac{2(1 - r) P_{Tx,0}}{\pi W_x'(z') W_y'(z'')} \exp \left\{ -2 \left[ \frac{x^2}{W_x^2(z')} + \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z'')} \right] \right\} \]  
(2.33)
where \( z \geq d_0 + t_c \) and \( r \) denotes the reflectance of the lens.

### 2.3.2.4 Total system’s \( ABCD \) matrix

An alternative method to relate the \( q \)-parameters of the Gaussian beam at \( z = 0 \) and \( z = d + d_0 + t_c \), where \( d \) denotes the distance of the vertex of output lens surface from the input plane of solar receiver, is the use of an \( ABCD \) matrix for the total optical system. Three matrices can be used to model the free space between the LD and the input surface of the lens; the lens; and the free space between the output lens surface and input surface of the solar receiver.

In particular, the \( ABCD \) matrix of free space between the LD and the lens placed at \( z = d_0 \)
is [60]:

\[
M_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & d_0 \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.34)

Also, the \(ABCD\) matrix of free space between the output of the lens and the incidence plane to the solar panel is calculated by:

\[
M_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & d + d_0 + t_c \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.35)

Therefore, the \(ABCD\) matrix for the entire optical link can be written as the product of ray transfer matrices of the individual components [60]:

\[
M = M_2M_{\text{lens}}M_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
A' & B' \\
C' & D'
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.36)

The elements of \(M_{\text{lens}}\) are given in (2.14)–(2.17). Also, the elements of \(M\) are calculated to be:

\[
A' = 1 - \frac{t_c(n-1)}{nR_1} - (d + d_0 + t_c)\left((n-1)\left(\frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2}\right) + \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_1R_2}\right),
\] (2.37)

\[
B' = d_0 - d_0 \frac{t_c(n-1)}{nR_1} - d_0(d + d_0 + t_c)^2\left((n-1)\left(\frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2}\right) + \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_1R_2}\right) + \frac{t_c}{n} + (d + d_0 + t_c)\left(1 + \frac{t_c(n-1)}{nR_2}\right),
\] (2.38)

\[
C' = -(n-1)\left(\frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2}\right) - \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_1R_2},
\] (2.39)

\[
D' = -d_0(n-1)\left(\frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2}\right) - d_0 \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_1R_2} + 1 + \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_2}.
\] (2.40)

Therefore, the general \(ABCD\) matrix \(M\) is applied to the elliptical Gaussian beam using the transformations [59]:

\[
q_{4x} = \frac{A'q_{0x} + B'}{C'q_{0x} + D'}
\] (2.41)

and

\[
q_{4y} = \frac{A'q_{0y} + B'}{C'q_{0y} + D'},
\] (2.42)

where \(q_{0x} = j\pi W_{0x}^2/\lambda_0\) and \(q_{0y} = j\pi W_{0y}^2/\lambda_0\) denote the \(q\)-parameters of the Gaussian beam at the LD emission point, i.e. \(z = 0\), along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axis, respectively; and \(q_{4x}\) and
$q_{4y}$ are the $q$-parameters of the Gaussian beam at the input plane of the solar receiver, i.e. $z = d + d_0 + t_c$, along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Substituting the values of $q_{0x}$ and $q_{0y}$ to (2.41) and (2.42), the inverse of $q_{4x}$ and $q_{4y}$ are calculated to be:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{A'C' \left( \pi W_{0x}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'D'}{A' \left( \pi W_{0x}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2} - j \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} \left( A' \left( \pi W_{0x}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2 \right)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.43)

and

$$\frac{1}{q_{4y}} = \frac{A'C' \left( \pi W_{0y}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'D'}{A' \left( \pi W_{0y}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2} - j \frac{\pi W_{0y}^2}{\lambda_0} \left( A' \left( \pi W_{0y}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2 \right)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.44)

respectively. The proof of (2.43) and (2.44) is given in Appendix A. The inverse terms of $q_{4x}$ and $q_{4y}$ are also given by [59]:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{1}{R_{4x}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{4x}^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.45)

and

$$\frac{1}{q_{4y}} = \frac{1}{R_{4y}} - j \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{4y}^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.46)

where $R_{4x}$ and $R_{4y}$ denote the beam radii of curvature at $z = d + d_0 + t_c$ along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Also, the quantities $W_{4x}$ and $W_{4y}$ represent the beam radii at $z = d + d_0 + t_c$ along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Since the imaginary parts of (2.43) and (2.45) are equal, the beam radius at the solar receiver along $x$-axis is given by:

$$W_{4x} = W_{4x}(d) = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{0x}} \sqrt{\left( A' \left( \pi W_{0x}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2 \right)}.\hspace{1cm} (2.47)$$

Similarly, the imaginary parts of (2.44) and (2.46) are equal, and therefore the beam radius at the solar receiver along $y$-axis is given by:

$$W_{4y} = W_{4y}(d) = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{0y}} \sqrt{\left( A' \left( \pi W_{0y}^2 \lambda_0 \right)^2 + B'^2 \right)}.\hspace{1cm} (2.48)$$

### 2.3.3 Solar panel physical model and curve fitting

One of the widely used solar cell models is the single diode exponential one [34]. Since most of the receivers in the experimental studies are PV panels and not cells, a single diode based physical model of a solar panel proposed in [70] is considered. The solar panel consists of $N_c$
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cells connected in series. The physical equivalent circuit of that model is shown in Figure 2.5. A variable resistor, $R_L$, is connected to the output branch, $HH'$, of the solar receiver, while no load resistor is considered in [70]. Parasitic resistance effects of this PV panel are modelled by an effective series resistance, $R_{S,eff}$, and an effective shunt resistance, $R_{P,eff}$. The main factors that contribute to the series resistance generation are the current flow across the p-n junction of the cells; the contact resistance between the metallic grid and the semiconductor; and the resistance between the top and rear metallic contacts. The shunt resistance is caused mainly by manufacturing imperfections rather than a flawed design of solar cells.

![Physical equivalent circuit of the solar panel to an effective single solar cell model.](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Physical equivalent circuit of the solar panel to an effective single solar cell model.

The application of Kirchhoff’s current law to the circuit node $F$ in Figure 2.5 gives:

$$I_{Ph,eff} + I_L - I_P - I_D = 0, \quad (2.49)$$

where $I_{Ph,eff}$ is the effective generated photo-current; $I_L$ denotes the load current; $I_P$ is the parallel current to the source flowing through the branch $FF'$; and $I_D$ is the forward current of the diode. The current $I_D$ is given by the Shockley diode equation [70]:

$$I_D = I_{0,eff} \left\{ \exp \left( \frac{q e V_D}{A_{eff} k_B T} \right) - 1 \right\}, \quad (2.50)$$

where $V_D$ is the voltage across the diode and is given by:

$$V_D = -(V_L + R_{S,eff} I_L). \quad (2.51)$$

Thus, the forward current of the diode can be written using (2.51) as:

$$I_D = I_{0,eff} \left\{ \exp \left[ \frac{-q e (V_L + R_{S,eff} I_L)}{A_{eff} k_B T} \right] - 1 \right\}. \quad (2.52)$$
The value of $I_{0,\text{eff}}$ represents the effective dark saturation current of the diode. The physical constants $q_e = 1.602 \times 10^{-19} \text{C}$ and $k_B = 8.617 \times 10^{-5} \text{eV/K}$ denote the electron charge and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The temperature of the PV panel is assumed to be $T = 298 \text{K}$. The quantities $A_{\text{eff}}$ and $V_L$ represent the effective ideality factor of the diode and the load voltage, respectively. Kirchhoff’s voltage law is applied to the loop $F'H'HF$, and the current $I_P$ is computed by:

$$I_P = -\frac{V_L + R_{S,\text{eff}}I_L}{R_{P,\text{eff}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.53)

A transcendental relationship connects the load current and load voltage. This is observed by the substitution of $I_D$ for the second part of (2.52) and $I_P$ for the second part of (2.53) in (2.49). Transcendental equations have only approximate numerical solutions and do not have closed form solutions. The electrical power, $P_L$, harvested by the load resistor is given by

$$P_L = V_L I_L.$$  

This particular model has two measurable parameters, $I_L$ and $V_L$, and five unknown parameters, $I_{0,\text{eff}}, R_{S,\text{eff}}, A_{\text{eff}}, R_{P,\text{eff}}$ and $I_{P,\text{eff}}$. These parameters are strongly dependent on the values of optical power incident on the panel. An estimation method of the five unknown parameters is followed by the application of a simple exhaustive search algorithm with discrete search space. The optimization problem that is solved can be expressed based on [71] as follows:

$$\min_{I_{0,\text{eff}}, R_{S,\text{eff}}, A_{\text{eff}}, R_{P,\text{eff}}, I_{P,\text{eff}}} \sum_{i=1}^{21} \left| I_{P,\text{eff}} + I_L(i) + \frac{V_L(i) + R_{S,\text{eff}}I_L(i)}{R_{P,\text{eff}}} - I_{0,\text{eff}} \right| \exp \left\{ \frac{-q_e [V_L(i) + R_{S,\text{eff}}I_L(i)]}{A_{\text{eff}} k_B T} \right\} - 1 \right|$$

subject to:

$$I_{0,\text{eff},\text{min}} \leq I_{0,\text{eff}} \leq I_{0,\text{eff},\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.55)

$$R_{S,\text{eff},\text{min}} \leq R_{S,\text{eff}} \leq R_{S,\text{eff},\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.56)

$$A_{\text{eff},\text{min}} \leq A_{\text{eff}} \leq A_{\text{eff},\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.57)

$$R_{P,\text{eff},\text{min}} \leq R_{P,\text{eff}} \leq R_{P,\text{eff},\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.58)

$$I_{P,\text{eff},\text{min}} \leq I_{P,\text{eff}} \leq I_{P,\text{eff},\text{max}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.59)

Twenty one measurements are conducted for every $V$-$P$ curve of the WPT systems implemented in the experiments. The subscripts ‘min’ and ‘max’ of each of the five unknown parameters of (2.55)–(2.59) denote the real positive minimum and maximum value of the finite search space, respectively. The five identified parameters are first refined by the application of
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‘fsolve’ in Matlab and the resulting values are applied to (2.49)–(2.53) for curve fitting of the experimental data. Note that the experimental measurements of $I_L$ and $V_L$ are also used for the determination of a local solution to this non-linear curve fitting problem [72].

2.3.4 Total link and components power efficiency

An important aspect of the technology of wireless power transmission and harvesting is the total efficiency of a link that is a function of the efficiency of components. The external power efficiency of a LD can be defined as:

$$\eta_{LD} = \frac{P_{Tx,o}}{P_{in}} \times 100\%, \quad (2.60)$$

where $P_{in}$ is the DC input electrical power to the LD.

The OWPT links are created under line-of-sight (LoS) conditions. So long as the experiments are conducted in an indoor environment, no atmospheric attenuation of the laser beam due to absorption from molecules and scattering effects (Mie or Rayleigh) with aerosol particles is considered [48, 73]. Therefore, only geometrical losses of the transmitted optical power are assumed due to the laser beam divergence over distance.

In practice, the typical geometry of a solar receiver (cell or panel) is rectangular with an effective area of $S_{eff} = 2x_0 \times 2y_0$, where $x_0$ is the half length and $y_0$ is the half width. The ratio of the optical power collected by the rectangular solar receiver at a distance of $z \geq d_0 + t_c$, $P_{Rx,o}(z)$, over the total transmitted optical power can be defined as the collection efficiency, $\eta_c(z)$. This factor can be calculated in the case of a single optical link by:

$$\eta_c(z) = \frac{P_{Rx,o}(z)}{(1-r)P_{Tx,o}} \times 100\% = \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W'_x(z')} \right] \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}y_0}{W'_y(z'')} \right] \times 100\%. \quad (2.61)$$

Quantities $W'_x(z')$ and $W'_y(z'')$ are given by (2.31) and (2.32), respectively. An analytical derivation of (2.61) is provided in Appendix A. The value of $\eta_c(z)$ provides information about the geometrical losses of the optical link. Note that the geometrical losses are determined by the degree of collimation of an optical source.

The most important metric of the energy efficiency of a solar panel or cell is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. In the particular design, the conversion efficiency of the solar
receiver is expressed as a function of $z$ and is computed by [34]:

$$\eta_{sr}(z) = \frac{P_m}{P_{Rx,o}(z)} \times 100\%, \quad (2.62)$$

where $P_m$ denotes the maximum electrical power and is given by $P_m = V_m I_m$. Parameters $V_m$ and $I_m$ represent the voltage and current at the maximum power point of the panel, respectively.

Also, the fill factor (FF) or curve factor (CF) of the PV panel is given by [34]:

$$f_{sr} = \frac{V_m I_m}{V_{oc} I_{sc}} \times 100\%. \quad (2.63)$$

This factor shows how well the circuit approximates the ideal behaviour of a current source. where $V_{oc}$ and $I_{sc}$ denote the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, respectively. The product $V_{oc} I_{sc}$ represents the ideal harvested electrical power of the PV panel or cell. The responsivity of a solar receiver can be defined as:

$$\rho(z) = \frac{I_{Ph,eff}}{P_{Rx,o}(z)}. \quad (2.64)$$

A common assumption of $I_{Ph,eff} \approx I_{sc}$ is made practically [74]. This is explained by the low series resistance and high parallel resistance of the solar panel. In this case, the responsivity becomes a purely measurable quantity as both the short-circuit current and the received optical power can be measured.

The power efficiency of a solar panel is typically given as a function of the temperature of the cells $T$ and the received solar irradiance, $G_{solar}$, by [75]:

$$\eta_{sr} = \eta_{ref}[1 - \beta_0(T - T_{ref}) + \gamma_0 \log_{10}(G_{solar})], \quad (2.65)$$

where $\eta_{ref}$ denotes the reference efficiency of the solar panel at a reference temperature $T_{ref} = 25$ °C; and $\beta_0$ and $\gamma_0$ are the temperature and solar irradiance coefficient of the solar panel, respectively. Typical values of $\beta_0 = 4.8 \times 10^{-3}$ °C$^{-1}$ and $\gamma_0 = 0.12$ are considered for the Si material [75]. The solar panel efficiency is given as a function of the cells temperature in Figure 2.6. The reference PV efficiency and received solar irradiance are assumed to be 12.5% and 200 W/m$^2$, respectively [75]. The PV efficiency is shown to decrease linearly with the temperature of the cells that is dependent on environmental conditions [75].

The variations of $V_{oc}$, $f_{sr}$ and $\eta_{sr}$ with the solar irradiance of a typical c-Si PV cell are given...
in Figure 2.7 [14]. The well-known single diode based model is used for the equivalent physical circuit of the solar cell [34]. The white and black markers represent the theoretical and experimental values, respectively, of the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), the CF or FF and the solar cell efficiency ($\eta$). The FF and the efficiency of the PV cell are shown to have a similar behaviour with the increase in solar irradiance. The CF increases to a maximum value of 0.73 at 70 mW/cm$^2$ according to the dashed line and then decreases monotonically with the increased input intensity. The efficiency curve increases to the highest value of 13.5% at 83 mW/cm$^2$ based on the dashed line and decreases constantly at higher illumination intensities. Note that the FF and the efficiency increase with almost the same rate in the low region of optical intensity between 20 mW/cm$^2$ and 40 mW/cm$^2$, while the FF decreases with a larger rate (or faster) than that of the efficiency in the higher range of intensity, i.e. between 110 mW/cm$^2$ and 160 mW/cm$^2$.

Finally, the maximum link efficiency is computed by:

$$\eta_{\text{max}} = \frac{P_m}{P_{\text{in}}} \times 100\%.$$  \hfill (2.66)

The combination of (2.60)–(2.66) forms an expression of the maximum link efficiency as a
function of the LD, lens, collection and solar receiver efficiency given by:

$$\eta_{\text{max}} = \eta_{\text{LD}}(1 - r)\eta_c(z)\eta_{\text{sr}}(z) \times 100\% = \eta_{\text{LD}}(1 - r)\eta_c(z)f_{\text{sr}}\rho(z)V_{\text{oc}} \times 100\%, \quad (2.67)$$

where the assumption $I_{\text{Ph,eff}} \simeq I_{\text{sc}}$ is made.

### 2.4 Summary

In this chapter, a review of previous work with respect to RF and optical systems designed for WPT and their applications was given. Efficiency values of different solar cell technologies were reported from literature. The fundamental differences in the operation of LEDs and LDs were discussed. More importantly, an overview of the optimum wavelengths for optical EH was given in accordance with the eye safety, atmospheric absorption and spectral response of Si solar cells. Also, a discussion of the limitations imposed by an atmospheric channel to a communication signal with respective potential solutions was provided. In addition, the physical models describing a laser based link for WPT were presented. In particular, an elliptical Gaussian propagation model was applied to a LD and an effective single diode based solar cell equivalent model was used to analyse the electrical behaviour of a solar panel. Collimation
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lenses and free space were modelled using $ABCD$ matrices. These models are connected to predict for the first time the end-to-end power efficiency of a laser based WPT system. Thus, they offer the basis for the experimental and simulation work given in the next chapters.
Chapter 3
White light-emitting diode based wireless power transfer systems: Energy efficiency

3.1 Introduction

The technology of visible light communications (VLC) has been demonstrated to be able to provide high speed data transfer [53, 76]. While the communication capabilities have been investigated fairly well, a limited number of studies has been presented for the energy harvesting (EH) potential of a VLC link [12].

Typical values of power consumption of $6 \text{ W} - 10 \text{ W}$ are currently reported for small cells (SCs) and are expected to decrease to $5 \text{ W}$ by 2020 [9]. While $5.2 \text{ W}$ of power consumption have already been reported for femtocells [7, 10], the use of exclusively passive components is considered in this work in order to reduce power consumption more than the reported values. Also, all the signal processing functions are assumed to be moved to a central unit. Under these main assumptions, 1 W of electrical power is considered to be required for the operation of a small radio frequency (RF) cell.

Thus, the objective of this study is to harvest 1 W of electrical power implementing an indoor visible light (VL) link. The link consists of a white light-emitting diode (WLED) and a solar panel. The harvested power and total efficiency are investigated for the optical wireless (OW) link created by (a) the single WLED and (b) the WLED with collimation optics – a spherical lens, a reflector and a parabolic mirror (PM). An analytical model is developed for the first time for an end-to-end link used for EH from LED based radiation to verify the measured data of the experiments. Ambient light is ensured to be negligible in the measurements and does not contribute to the collected optical power of the solar panel.

In this chapter, the PM based link is shown to achieve the largest amount of harvested power due to the largest dimensions of the mirror. An increase in the dimensions of optics results in an
increase of the directivity of light according to the brightness theorem [77, 78]. The maximum harvested power and link efficiency are measured to be 18.3 mW and 0.1%, respectively, when the PM is used for light collimation. Since these levels are relatively low for SC EH, the use of laser diodes (LDs) and solar cells of higher efficiency is considered in the next chapters. Most importantly, the developed analytical model is combined with simple electrical measurements extracting for the first time the ratio of optical-to-electrical power efficiency over the fill factor (FF) of the solar panel for different scenarios of light collimation. Thus, these extracted parameters could be scaled for respective future experiments conducted at longer link distances and with larger components.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 the analytical framework is provided. The selected components are given in Section 3.3. The objective, methodology, results and discussion of Studies I–III are provided in Sections 3.4–3.6, respectively. Finally, a summary of the chapter is given in Section 3.7.

3.2 Analytical framework

An optical source is characterised by a value of ‘brightness’, i.e. the optical power radiated per solid angle unit per emitted surface area unit. The ‘optical intensity’, known also as ‘irradiance’, another important quantity of a light source, is defined as the transmitted optical power per unit of emitted surface area. The structure of surface light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is the simplest one and is mostly met in high brightness WLEDs. Surface LEDs are characterised by a Lambertian intensity distribution. In other words, the optical source has the same luminosity when it is observed from any direction. The intensity varies proportionally to $\cos(\phi)$, where $\phi$ denotes the angle from the normal to the emission plane. A decrease in the intensity value by half occurs for an angle of $\phi_{1/2} = 60^\circ$. The size $\phi_{1/2}$ is known as the ‘semi-angle of half power’ and is used as a metric of light collimation. Therefore, although the Lambertian radiation pattern of a LED with $\phi_{1/2} = 60^\circ$ is very convenient for illumination coverage of large areas, this is a major obstacle for efficient wireless energy transfer (WET) of light. To overcome the wide emission pattern of a LED, the use of well designed optical elements at the transmitter is required.

In this context, three different optical elements for light collimation are considered: a plano-convex (PCX) lens, a reflector and a PM. The receiver consists of a solar panel with a number
of cells connected in series. Also, a variable resistor is connected to the solar panel output representing the load that consumes the harvested electrical power. A block diagram of the link designed for optical wireless power transfer (OWPT) is given in Figure 3.1.

![Block diagram of the WLED based link with collimation optics.](image)

The uncollimated light transmission of a bare WLED is investigated in Section 3.2.1, while the transmission of power using optics is studied in Section 3.2.2. The planes of the optical source and the solar panel are considered to be parallel. It is also assumed that perfect alignment of the optical axes among the WLED, the respective collimation optics and the solar panel is attained. Therefore, line-of-sight (LoS) conditions are assumed for the OWPT channel [79].

### 3.2.1 Single WLED based link

The electrical power supply to an electronic driver for LEDs is given by $P_{\text{in,d}} = V_{\text{in}}I_{\text{in}}$, where $V_{\text{in}}$ and $I_{\text{in}}$ denote the input to the LED driver voltage and current, respectively. The power efficiency of the driver can be defined as:

$$\eta_d = \frac{P_{\text{in}}}{P_{\text{in,d}}} \times 100\%,$$

where $P_{\text{in}}$ is the input electrical power to the WLED. The photometric unit of luminous flux of a WLED, $\Phi$, can be expressed as [80]:

$$\Phi = 683 \frac{\text{lm}}{\text{W}} \int_{380\,\text{nm}}^{720\,\text{nm}} p(\lambda)V_{\text{es}}(\lambda)\,d\lambda.$$
where $\lambda$ is the variable wavelength in the visible light spectrum, $p(\lambda)$ denotes the power spectral distribution (PSD) of the source and $V_{es}(\lambda)$ represents the eye sensitivity function. The luminous efficiency, also known as luminous efficacy [80], of the source is defined as the ratio of the luminous flux over the input electrical power to the LED and is given by:

$$\eta_{\text{LED}} = \frac{\Phi}{P_{\text{in}}} \quad (3.3)$$

The manufacturers’ data sheets for WLEDs give a graph of the relative PSD as a function of the wavelength. For this reason, (3.2) is written as:

$$\Phi = 683 \text{ lm} W_{\text{LED,o,m}}(\lambda_m) \int_{380 \text{ nm}}^{720 \text{ nm}} b(\lambda)V_{es}(\lambda) d\lambda, \quad (3.4)$$

where $P_{\text{LED,o,m}}(\lambda_m)$ denotes the maximum optical power at a specific wavelength $\lambda_m$. The term $b(\lambda)$ represents the relative PSD of the light source and is given by $b(\lambda) = p(\lambda)/P_{\text{LED,o,m}}(\lambda_m)$.

The total optical power of the WLED, $P_{\text{LED,o}}$, can be determined as follows [80]:

$$P_{\text{LED,o}} = P_{\text{LED,o,m}}(\lambda_m) \int_{380 \text{ nm}}^{720 \text{ nm}} b(\lambda)d\lambda. \quad (3.5)$$

The solution of (3.4) for $P_{\text{LED,o,m}}(\lambda_m)$ is substituted to (3.5). Also, (3.1) and (3.3) are taken into account, and the resulting formula expresses the output optical power of the WLED as a function of the input electrical power to the driver:

$$P_{\text{LED,o}} = \frac{\eta d \eta_{\text{LED}}}{683 \text{ lm}} \int_{380 \text{ nm}}^{720 \text{ nm}} b(\lambda)V_{es}(\lambda) d\lambda \cdot P_{\text{in,d}}. \quad (3.6)$$

The practical importance of (3.6) is that all the parameters of the second part can be directly obtained from the data sheet of the WLED [81]. The values of $V_{es}(\lambda)$ can be acquired from [80].

The direct current (DC) gain of the LoS channel according to the generalised Lambertian law is calculated by [79, 82]:

$$H_{\text{LoS}} = \frac{(m + 1)S_{\text{eff}}}{2\pi d^2}, \quad (3.7)$$

where $m$ denotes the Lambertian order of the WLED, $S_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective area of the solar panel and $d$ is the link distance. The DC gain of a LoS channel provides information about the geometrical losses of the optical link. In fact, the geometrical losses are determined by the
efficiency of collimation of the optical source. The Lambertian order is computed by:

\[ m = \frac{-\ln(2)}{\ln[\cos(\phi_{1/2})]} \], \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where \( \phi_{1/2} \) is the semi-angle of half power in the radiation pattern of the WLED [79].

The optical power received by the photovoltaic (PV) panel at its input plane, \( P_{\text{Rx,o}} \), can be calculated by:

\[ P_{\text{Rx,o}} = H_{\text{LoS}} P_{\text{LED,o}}. \] \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

An ideal harvested electrical power of the solar panel can be defined as \( P_{\text{id}} = V_{\text{oc}} I_{\text{sc}} \), where \( V_{\text{oc}} \) is the open-circuit voltage and \( I_{\text{sc}} \) denotes the short-circuit current.

The most important metric of the energy efficiency of a solar panel or cell is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. This factor is computed by [34]:

\[ \eta_{\text{sr}} = \frac{P_{\text{m}}}{P_{\text{Rx,o}}} \times 100\%, \] \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

where \( P_{\text{m}} \) denotes the maximum electrical power and is given by \( P_{\text{m}} = V_{\text{m}} I_{\text{m}} \). Also, \( V_{\text{m}} \) and \( I_{\text{m}} \) represent the voltage and current at the maximum power point (MPP) of the panel, respectively.

The FF of a PV panel, \( f_{\text{sr}} \), is given by [34]:

\[ f_{\text{sr}} = \frac{P_{\text{m}}}{P_{\text{id}}} \times 100\%. \] \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

This parameter shows how well the circuit approximates the ideal behaviour of a current source.

The combination of (3.6)–(3.11) results in the following relationship:

\[ P_{\text{id}} = \frac{\eta_d \eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{380\text{nm}}^{720\text{nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda \left\{ -\frac{\ln(2)}{\ln[\cos(\phi_{1/2})]} + 1 \right\} S_{\text{eff}} k}{683 \text{lm/W} \int_{380\text{nm}}^{720\text{nm}} b(\lambda) V_{\text{es}}(\lambda) d\lambda 2\pi d^2 P_{\text{in,d}}}, \] \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where \( k = \eta_{\text{sr}} / f_{\text{sr}} \) is defined as the ratio of power efficiency over the FF of the solar panel.

The values of \( \eta_{\text{sr}} \) and \( f_{\text{sr}} \) are highly dependent on the received optical power, the temperature and the form of incident illumination on the PV panel [13, 14, 42]. The power efficiency and FF of the panel are dependent on \( P_{\text{Rx,o}} \), i.e. \( k = k(P_{\text{Rx,o}}) \). The optical power collected by the solar panel varies with the link distance and the collimation degree of the optical source. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no analytical model in the literature able to predict
the variation of \( \eta_{sr} \) and \( f_{sr} \), and therefore \( k \), as a function of the optical power received from an artificial electromagnetic source. Thus, these \( k \) parameters are extracted from simple electrical measurements of the ideal harvested power, as shown in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Measurements of the optical power would require much more time because of the small area of 1 cm\(^2\) of a typical spectral irradiance receiver compared with the large collection area of the solar panel. As a next step, these values could be used to model different link setups and their accuracy should be verified experimentally. More importantly, the extracted \( k \) parameters could be scaled for respective experiments considering longer link distances and larger components.

The maximum total electrical efficiency of the link is given by:

\[
\eta_{\text{max}} = \frac{P_m}{P_{\text{in,d}}} \times 100\%.
\] (3.13)

The maximum total electrical link efficiency can be expressed by the combination of (3.11)–(3.13) as:

\[
\eta_{\text{max}} = \frac{\eta_d \eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{380\text{ nm}}^{720\text{ nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda \left\{ - \frac{\ln(2)}{\ln(\cos(\theta_1/2))} + 1 \right\} S_{\text{eff}} \eta_{sr}}{683 \int_{380\text{ nm}}^{720\text{ nm}} b(\lambda)V_{\text{es}}(\lambda) d\lambda 2\pi d^2} \times 100\%.
\]

\[= \eta_{\text{Tx}} H_{\text{LoS}} \eta_{sr} \times 100\%, \]

(3.14)

where the total efficiency of the transmitter is defined by:

\[
\eta_{\text{Tx}} = \eta_d \frac{\eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{380\text{ nm}}^{720\text{ nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda}{683 \int_{380\text{ nm}}^{720\text{ nm}} b(\lambda)V_{\text{es}}(\lambda) d\lambda} \times 100\%.
\] (3.15)

### 3.2.2 Single WLED based links with collimation optics

The use of optical elements for light collimation at the transmitter modifies the radiation pattern of the optical source. Also, optical losses due to absorption and scattering are induced by the material and surface roughness of the optics, respectively.

The etendue law, also known as brightness theorem, states that the product of the source area and the solid angle subtended by the system’s entrance pupil as seen by the source either remains constant or increases in an optical system with passive components [77, 78]. So long as the LED source and the collimation optics have a circular symmetry, the brightness theorem can be applied to a single dimension of the problem of geometrical optics, shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Geometry of a surface LED and a collimation optical device.

In this case, the etendue law can be expressed by:

$$\frac{\Delta_s}{2}\phi_{1/2} \leq \frac{\Delta_{\text{opt}}}{2}\phi'_{1/2} \Leftrightarrow \Delta_s\phi_{1/2} \leq \Delta_{\text{opt}}\phi'_{1/2}, \quad (3.16)$$

where $\Delta_s$ denotes the diameter of the WLED; and $\Delta_{\text{opt}}$ is the diameter of the collimation optics considered to be the same at the input and output plane. In the right triangle $OPQ$, the tangent of $\phi_{1/2}$ is given by:

$$\tan(\phi_{1/2}) = \frac{\Delta_{\text{opt}}}{d'} = \frac{\Delta_{\text{opt}}}{2d'}, \quad (3.17)$$

where $d'$ is the distance between the optical source and the input plane of the optics. The approximation of small angles, i.e. $\phi_{1/2} \ll 1 \text{ rad}$, gives $\tan(\phi_{1/2}) \approx \phi_{1/2}$. Thus, the application of $\phi_{1/2} = \Delta_{\text{opt}}/(2d')$ to (3.16) provides a lower bound for the semi-angle of half power of the extended optical source and is expressed by [83]:

$$\phi'_{1/2} \geq \frac{\Delta_s}{2d'}. \quad (3.18)$$

When a PCX spherical lens is placed at its focal point, geometrical optical losses are induced by the diffuse light of the WLED. The optical power collected by the planar surface of the lens can be calculated applying $S_{\text{eff}} = \pi(\Delta_l/2)^2$ to (3.7) and using (3.9) by:

$$P_{Rx,o,l} = \left(\frac{m + 1}{8d'}\right)^2 P_{\text{LED,o}} \quad (3.8)$$

$$P_{Rx,o,l} = \left\{ -\frac{\ln(2)}{\ln[\cos(\phi_{1/2})]} + 1 \right\} \frac{\Delta_l^2}{8d'^2} P_{\text{LED,o}}, \quad (3.19)$$
where $\Delta_l$ is the lens diameter. The optical power transmitted by the lens at its output spherical surface is given by $P_{\text{Tx,o,l}} = (1 - r)P_{\text{Rx,o,l}}$, where $r$ denotes the reflectance of the lens. Therefore, the optical efficiency of the extended source – WLED and lens – is defined as the ratio of transmitted optical power of the lens over the output optical power of the LED and is computed by:

$$\eta_{\text{opt}} = \frac{P_{\text{Tx,o,l}}}{P_{\text{LED,o}}} \times 100\% \tag{3.19}$$

$$\eta_{\text{opt}} = \frac{(1 - r) \left\{ - \frac{\ln(2)}{\ln(\cos(\phi_{1/2}))} + 1 \right\}}{8d^2} \Delta_l^2 \times 100\%. \tag{3.20}$$

The ideal electrical power harvested by the solar panel is given by:

$$P_{\text{id}}' = \eta_d\eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda \eta_{\text{opt}} \left\{ - \frac{\ln(2)}{\ln(\cos(\phi_{1/2}'))} + 1 \right\} S_{\text{eff}} k' \times 100\% \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda)V_e(\lambda)d\lambda \frac{2\pi d^2}{683 \text{ lm} W} P_{\text{in,d}}, \tag{3.21}$$

where $\eta_{\text{opt}}$ denotes the optical efficiency of the collimation optics, i.e. the transmitted optical power of the optics over the output optical power of the LED; $\phi_{1/2}'$ is the semi-angle of half power in the radiation pattern of the extended source, i.e. optical source with collimation optics; and $k' = \eta_{\text{sr}}'/f_{\text{sr}}'$ represents the ratio of efficiency over the FF of the solar panel. Parameter $k'$ is used instead of $k$ due to the higher expected levels of optical power received by the solar panel.

The maximum total electrical efficiency of the link can be written:

$$\eta_{\text{max}}' = \frac{\eta_d\eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda \eta_{\text{opt}} \left\{ - \frac{\ln(2)}{\ln(\cos(\phi_{1/2}'))} + 1 \right\} S_{\text{eff}} k'}{683 \text{ lm} W \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda)V_e(\lambda)d\lambda \frac{2\pi d^2}{683 \text{ lm} W}} \times 100\% \times \eta_{\text{sr}}' \times 100\%, \tag{3.22}$$

where $H_{\text{LoS}}'$ is the – modified by the collimation optics – DC gain of the LoS channel. The total efficiency of the transmitter is given by:

$$\eta_{\text{Tx}}' = \eta_d \frac{\eta_{\text{LED}} \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda) d\lambda \eta_{\text{opt}}}{683 \text{ lm} W \int_{720\text{nm}}^{380\text{nm}} b(\lambda)V_e(\lambda)d\lambda} \times 100\%. \tag{3.23}$$
3.3 System components

The selected PV panel is based on an amorphous silicon (a-Si) material. The main reason is that a-Si solar cells present the best responsivity in the VL spectrum of 380 nm – 720 nm compared to other technologies such as these of crystalline silicon (c-Si), cadmium telluride and copper indium gallium selenide [84, 85].

The physical, optical and electrical characteristics of the LED and a-Si solar panel are given in Table 3.1. The measured power efficiency of the driver is 88%. The WLED used is a high brightness BXRA-40E2200-B-00 Bridgelux array of 24 chips [81]. The main component of the receiver is an A+ Life PA6-005 solar panel with a number of 20 thin films or cells connected in series. The dimensions of the rectangular PV panel are 30.4 × 23.8 cm².

The geometrical and optical features of the three collimation optics are given in Table 3.2. First, an Edmund optics PCX spherical lens made of borosilicate glass Schott BK7 with magnesium fluoride anti-reflection coating [86] is placed in front of the optical source. Secondly, a spotlight CN12159 LENA-S-DL LEDiL reflector made of polycarbonate is used. The external diameter and height of the reflector are denoted by Δ_r and h_r, respectively. The reflectance of the reflector is defined as the ratio of the transmitted optical power over the collected optical power.
power and is represented by \( r' \). The respective data sheet values of the LED and the reflector are applied to (3.16) with \( \Delta_{\text{opt}} = \Delta_r \); thus, the semi-angle of half power of the reflector can be assumed to be \( \phi_{1/2} = 9.5^\circ \). Also, an uncoated aluminium Edmund optics on-axis PM is used for light collimation. The maximum and minimum aperture diameters are represented by \( \Delta_{\text{PM,max}} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{PM,min}} \), respectively, and \( f'' \) is the effective focal length of the mirror. The semi-angle of half power of the mirror is calculated to be \( \phi_{1/2} = 3^\circ \) substituting \( \Delta_s = 1.6 \text{ cm} \) and \( d'' = 16.8 \text{ cm} \) to (3.18). Since the centre of the mirror has a circular hole, the optical losses are taken into account in the analytical model.

### 3.4 Study I: Ideal harvested power versus distance

The objective of Study I is to compare the variation of the ideal harvested electrical power as a function of distance for five scenarios using the same electrical power dissipation at the transmitter. Thus, the scenario that achieves the largest total power efficiency can be determined. More importantly, the measured values of ideal harvested power are used in the analytical model in order to determine the unknown \( k \) and \( k' \) parameters.

The parameters \( V_{oc} \) and \( I_{sc} \) are measured for a distance range of \([0.5, 5]\text{ m}\) using increments of 0.5 m in order to compute \( P_{id} \). The electrical power consumption of the transmitter, i.e. \( P_{\text{in,d}} \), is kept constant and equal to 18.3 W.

In Scenario I, the WLED is used in the absence of any optical device for collimation at the transmitter. In Scenario II, the optical setup of the transmitter includes the WLED and the spherical PCX lens. The lens is placed at the focal point and has a distance of \( f = 7.5 \text{ cm} \) from the vertex of the circular surface of the WLED. In Scenario III, the optical transmitter comprises the WLED with the reflector. In Scenario IV, the optical part of the transmitter consists of the WLED and the spherical PCX lens. However, the lens is located at \( d'' = 2.5 \text{ cm} \) from the optical source because the ideal harvested electrical power is maximised at the particular distance. This is observed in the experiments by the measured values of \( V_{oc} \) and \( I_{sc} \). In Scenario V, the transmitter includes the WLED and the large PM. The position of the PM is at \( d'' = 16.8 \text{ cm} \) from the WLED because the value of \( P'_{id} \) is maximised. The last four experimental scenarios are shown in Figure 3.3. Also, the OW link created at a distance of 4 m in Scenario V is shown in Figure 3.4.

The analytical results of Study I are presented in Figure 3.5. These graphs are derived using
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(3.12), (3.16)–(3.20) and (3.21). The system that uses the PCX lens located at its focal point exhibits an almost constant gain of 10 dB over the single LED link for distances greater than 1.5 m. The spot-light reflector collects and transmits more rays from the WLED compared with the PCX lens due to its closed cone surface. The PCX lens placed at its focal point does not capture much light because of its small size and the wide semi-angle of half power of the LED. To overcome the lens optical losses, the fourth experimental scenario of Study I was conducted. As a result, the light output of the lens increases, but the collimation or directivity of the beam decreases. A small gain of approximately 1.2 dB is achieved when the lens is located at its optimised position compared to the system with the reflector. The last scenario with the large PM attains the best performance in terms of energy efficiency. As the distance increases, the ideal harvested electrical power decreases with a lower rate of change compared to the other configurations. This is due to the increase in the effective surface area of the PM, i.e. the paraboloid surface area that reflects the collected LED rays by the solar panel, that compensates the channel losses with increased distance. At a distance of 5 m, the mirror exhibits a gain of 10.5 dB compared to the system with optimised lens positioning. Overall, the gain of the system with the PM is 28.4 dB at a distance of 5 m compared to the single LED link.

Figure 3.3: Study I: Transmitter configuration of four experimental scenarios.
The theoretical parameters $k$ and $k'$ are extracted in the distance range of $[0.5, 5]$ m measuring the values of $P_{id}$ and $P'_{id}$ and applying them to the theoretical model. Parameters $k$ of Scenario I and $k'$ of Scenarios II–V are given in Table 3.3. These parameters denote the ratio of ideal electrical harvested power over the received optical power, as observed by the division of the two parts of (3.10) and (3.11). In Scenario I, the received optical power and $k$ decrease as the distance increases. Therefore, $P_{id}$ decreases with a larger rate than $P_{Rx,o}$. Also, the power efficiency decreases faster than the FF of the solar panel according to the definition of $k$ and Figure 2.7; thus, it can be inferred that the received optical power is at lower levels than the maximum efficiency point. In Scenarios III and IV, parameter $k'$ increases, while $P'_{id}$ decreases with distance up to 1.5 m. This means that the received optical power decreases with a faster rate than $P'_{id}$ up to 1.5 m and with a slower rate than $P'_{id}$ for $1.5 \leq d \leq 5$ m. The behaviour of $k'$-parameter which increases and then decreases can be attributed to the fact that the solar panel efficiency increases reaching its highest value and then decreases as the optical power decreases based on Figure 2.7. Note that in the PM based link, parameter $k'$ increases up to a longer distance of 3.5 m compared with the other scenarios. This is because $P_{Rx,o}$ takes higher values than these of the other collimation scenarios in Figure 2.7; therefore, the solar panel efficiency reaches the maximum value at the distance of 3.5 m and is reduced after that point.
3.5 Study II: Ideal harvested power versus input power

The objective of Study II is to observe how the ideal harvested electrical power scales with the power consumption at the transmitter for the three scenarios that achieved the highest efficiency in Study I. Again, parameters $k'$ are derived through the application of the measured values of $P_{id}'$ to (3.21).

In Study II, the link distance is fixed to 5 m. The experimental values of $V_{oc}$ and $I_{sc}$ are obtained as $P_{in,d}$ is modified from 3.25 W to 30.3 W. Thus, the ideal harvested electrical power is calculated for the three experimental systems.

The analytical results are illustrated in Figure 3.6. These graphs are derived using (3.12) and
(3.21). The logarithmic scale is used for $P'_{id}$ in $y$-axis, because the difference of the black and red curve can be better observed in dBm compared with the linear scale in mW. The curve of the system using the mirror presents a greater rate of increase compared to the graphs of the other two systems. This means that the PM offers the greatest total maximum efficiency of all of the EH systems. The scenario comprising the lens attains a gain of approximately 1.5 dB compared to the system with the reflector. The use of the large PM offers a performance superiority in terms of harvested power of about 10 dB and 11.5 dB in comparison with the other two systems.

The determined values of $k'$ of the three scenarios are given in Table 3.4. As the input electrical power to the optical source increases, the collected optical power from the solar panel increases. Since the ratio $k'$ increases, the ideal harvested electrical power increases with a larger rate than the received optical power.

### 3.6 Study III: Harvested power versus load voltage

The objective of Study III is to determine the peak harvested power and resistor value at the MPP of the solar panel for Scenario V.
In this last experiment, the setup of the PM based transmitter is selected, as it achieved the best performance in terms of energy efficiency in Studies I and II. Different variable resistors are connected to the output of the solar panel. The resistance value of each variable resistor is modified for the measurement of the load current and voltage. Thus, the actual harvested electrical power of the PV panel is calculated.

In this last experiment, the setup of the PM based transmitter is selected, as it achieved the best performance in terms of energy efficiency in Studies I and II. Different variable resistors are connected to the output of the solar panel. The resistance value of each variable resistor is modified for the measurement of the load current and voltage. Thus, the actual harvested electrical power of the PV panel is calculated.

The measured data of Study III fitted by two quadratic curves are shown in Figure 3.7. The measured values of the electrical parameters of Study III are summarised in Table 3.5. Based on the measured data of Table 3.5, the values of $P_{\text{in,d}}$, $P_{\text{id}}'$ and $P_{\text{m}}$ can be calculated by the

![Figure 3.7: Study III: Harvested electrical power versus the load voltage of the mirror based system at $d = 5\, \text{m}$.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>$P_{\text{in,d}}$ [W]</th>
<th>$P_{\text{id}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3.3 6.1 9.3 12.3 15.4 18.4 21.0 24.6 27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>5.2 5.9 6.5 6.9 7.3 7.7 8.2 8.6 30.4 31.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2.1 2.8 3.3 3.9 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.2 30.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 3.4: Parameters $k'$ in Study II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>$P_{\text{in,d}}$ [W]</th>
<th>$P_{\text{id}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3.3 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.0 5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>6.0 9.4 12.3 15.3 18.5 20.7 23.7 27.3 30.4 31.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2.1 2.8 3.3 3.9 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.2 30.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
products of the respective voltage and current. Therefore, the values of \( P'_{id} = 24.71 \text{ mW} \) and \( P_m = 7.69 \text{ mW} \) are obtained for \( P_{in,d} = 9.19 \text{ W} \) that is in the low power region of the LED’s dynamic range. The FF of the panel and the total maximum efficiency of the link are calculated to be \( 31.12\% \) and \( 0.084\% \) using (3.11) and (3.13), respectively. The resistor value at the MPP of the panel is \( 1.43 \text{ k}\Omega \). In addition, it is found that \( P'_{id} = 60.67 \text{ mW} \) and \( P_m = 18.32 \text{ mW} \) for \( P_{in,d} = 18.3 \text{ W} \), i.e. in the middle power region of the WLED’s dynamic range. It is also calculated that \( f_{sr} = 30.2\% \) and \( \eta_{max} = 0.1\% \). In this case, the measured load is \( R_L = 2.07 \text{ k}\Omega \).

A comparison of Tables 3.1 and 3.5 indicates that the measured values of the OWPT system with the PM are significantly lower than the respective data sheet electrical characteristics of the solar panel. This is explained by the fact that the spectral content of sun radiation is significantly wider than the VL spectrum of the WLED. More importantly, the received levels of optical irradiance from sunlight are in the order of \( 100 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \), while the irradiance of the PM based system is expected to be in the order of some units of mW/cm\(^2\) in practice.

### Table 3.5: Measured data of Study III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_{in} ) [V]</th>
<th>( I_{in} ) [mA]</th>
<th>( V_{oc} ) [V]</th>
<th>( I_{sc} ) [mA]</th>
<th>( V_m ) [V]</th>
<th>( I_m ) [mA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 34.3 )</td>
<td>( 268 )</td>
<td>( 7.97 )</td>
<td>( 3.1 )</td>
<td>( 3.99 )</td>
<td>( 1.93 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 36.1 )</td>
<td>( 507 )</td>
<td>( 11.24 )</td>
<td>( 5.4 )</td>
<td>( 5.09 )</td>
<td>( 3.6 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7 Summary

In this chapter, the limits of WET using off-the-shelf PV devices and WLEDs with bespoke optical subsystems were investigated with the goal to harvest 1 W of electrical power. This was considered to be the typical power needed to operate the access point of a small RF wireless cell. A VL wireless link was implemented at 5 m using a high brightness WLED and an a-Si solar panel. Condition of darkness were considered because the SC needs to harvest power even in the absence of ambient light – especially sunlight. Since the radiation pattern of the WLED was wide, three different optical devices – a lens, a reflector and a PM – were used for light collimation. The maximum power efficiency of the link was achieved using the large PM as the directionality of light was maximised. This was attributed to the brightness theorem which shows that the angle divergence and the diameter of an optical beam are inversely proportional. Despite the most efficient light collimation offered by the PM, the measured link efficiency and harvested power were 0.1% and 18.3 mW, respectively. The low efficiency and harvested power of the PM based link were attributed to the significant geometrical losses and the low
power efficiency of the a-Si PV panel. Therefore, the next step was determined to be the use of LD arrays and c-Si solar cells to increase the power link efficiency and harvest 1 W.

Most importantly, an analytical model was developed for the entire link considering OWPT exclusively from artificial radiation sources to PV panels. This theoretical model was combined with uncomplicated electrical measurements in order to extract the $k$ parameters – ratio of optical-to-electrical power efficiency over the FF of the solar panel for different scenarios of light collimation. As a next step, the determined parameters will be used to model different link setups in order to verify their accuracy experimentally. Thus, $k$ parameters could be used for future large scale experiments carried out at longer link distances and with larger components.
Chapter 4

Red laser based wireless power transfer systems: Energy efficiency and collimation

4.1 Introduction

The harvested power and link efficiency levels in Chapter 3 are in the order of mW and only 0.1%, respectively. In this chapter, the optical wireless (OW) links are created by diodes of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) and crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar panels or cells in order to increase the power efficiency of the link. Laser diodes have higher directivity than light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and c-Si cells have higher efficiency than amorphous silicon (a-Si) cells.

Two studies are reported in this chapter. In Study I, a small number of laser diodes (LDs) is used for optical power transmission in the order of mW for maintaining the classification of the laser system as low as possible. The objective is to investigate how the electrical harvested power varies with the increase in the number of LDs used at the transmitter. Then, the required number of LDs for harvesting 1 W at the receiver will be estimated using the analytical framework of Chapter 2. However, since the experimental distance in Study I is only 5.2 m and the concept of power supply to small cells (SCs) refers to practical link distances of 100 m–300 m, the operation of the OW link at longer distances needs to be affirmed. For this reason, Study II is undertaken for the determination of the laser beam divergence. A targeted value of 1 mrad is considered because the beam diameter is only 10 cm at 100 m, assuming the LD to be a point source. Therefore, the geometrical losses of such a laser link could be compensated by the use of a receiver with a large aperture.

In Study I, the implemented optical wireless power transfer (OWPT) links operate at a distance of 5.2 m in order to compare metrics of electrical performance (such as total power efficiency and harvested power) with the respective parameters measured in Chapter 3. A significant improvement of the total power efficiency of the link by 31.7 times is shown. Also, the physical
model from Chapter 2 developed for the propagation of an elliptical Gaussian beam through a lens to free space is used to obtain the laser classification and to determine the irradiance limits for eye safety [46]. The effective single diode physical model of the solar panel [70], presented in Chapter 2, is applied to the experimental data for curve fitting. Most importantly, the analytical models are used to estimate the number of optical transmitters, i.e. LDs and collimation lenses, required to achieve 1 W of harvested power. Since the total link efficiency is a function of the efficiency of the components, the efficiency of the LDs and solar cell is measured to determine the geometrical losses. The performance of this link in terms of total efficiency is fairly compared with a state-of-the-art (SotA) inductive power transfer system (IPTS) with optimally shaped dipole coils [21]; this shows an improvement by 2.7 times. The maximum harvested power is measured to be only 25.7 mW; and an estimated number of 61 LDs and lenses is shown to be required for harvesting 1 W.

In Study II, a single LD is used with a large lens for light collimation. Also, the physical model of the Gaussian beam propagation is applied to the experimental measured points of irradiance. Thus, divergence values of full width at 36.8% of the peak intensity of 3 mrad and 5.75 mrad are reported along the small and large axes of the beam, respectively. These values correspond to an average beam divergence of 4.4 mrad that is 4.4 times the targeted value of 1 mrad. Therefore, it can be concluded that the developed OW link is capable of transmitting power efficiently at long distances, such as 100 m–300 m.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. The study of total link and components power efficiency is given in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the study of laser beam collimation is provided. Finally, a summary of the chapter is given in Section 4.4.

### 4.2 Study I: Total link and components power efficiency

The eye safety regulations and experimental system with respective results and discussion of Study I are given below.

#### 4.2.1 Eye safety regulations

Important parameters for eye safety are given below for the LD used in all of the experiments and the LD and collimation lens used in Scenario III of Experiment II according to the British
4.2.1.1 Single LD

The LD used in the experiments (i.e. HL6544FM) has not been classified by the manufacturer [63]. For this reason, a methodology for its classification is presented in Appendix B.1, based on [46]. This methodology leads to the conclusion that the LD is classified as Class 3B. Laser products of Class 3B are normally hazardous when there is intrabeam ocular exposure, i.e. within the nominal ocular hazard distance (NOHD), \(d_{NOHD}\), according to [46]. Also, the viewing of diffuse reflections is normally safe. The accessible emission limit (AEL), \(\kappa\), of Class 3B is \(\kappa = 500\) mW according to Table 8 of [46]. The maximum permissible exposure (MPE), \(\nu\), is determined from Table A.1 [46] to be \(\nu = 10\) W/m\(^2\) = 1 mW/cm\(^2\). The LD irradiance measured from a square aperture stop with side length \(2x_0\) at a distance \(z\) is computed by:

\[
G_{Rx}(z) = \frac{\text{erf}\left(\frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_x(z)}\right) \text{erf}\left(\frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_y(z)}\right) P_{Tx,o,m}}{(2x_0)^2},
\]

where \(P_{Tx,o,m}\) denotes the maximum output optical power of the LD; and \(W_x(z)\) and \(W_y(z)\) are the Gaussian beam radii along \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes given by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. In order to determine the NOHD, the inequality \(G_{Rx}(d_{NOHD}) \leq \nu = 1\) mW/cm\(^2\) needs to be solved. The graphical solution of this inequality, i.e. the intersection point of the two curves representing \(G_{Rx}(z)\) and \(\nu\), for the applied values of \(\lambda_0\) to \(x_0\) given in Table 4.1, to (2.3), (2.4) and (4.1) results in \(d_{NOHD} = 63\) cm. Therefore, a safe setup requires proper enclosure of the beam inside a tube with a length of 63 cm from the LD. This is because visual access to the laser beam and its specular reflections inside the NOHD must be prevented.

4.2.1.2 Laser diode and collimation lens

When the optical beam of a LD is collimated by the use of a lens, its optical and geometrical characteristics are modified compared with the use case of a single LD. Therefore, reclassification of the laser is required. This process is analysed in Appendix B.2. Even in this case, the laser system is classified as Class 3B. Again, the AEL is 500 mW. However, the MPE is given in Table A.2 of [46] by \(\nu = 18C_6T^{-0.25}_2\) [W/m\(^2\)] for \(t > T_2\), where \(C_6\) is a correction factor computed in Appendix B.2 to be 10.867. Parameter \(T_2\) is determined from Table 9 of [46] to be
Table 4.1: Analytical parameters for the determination of \( d_{\text{NOHD}} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating wavelength of LD, ( \lambda_0 )</td>
<td>[nm]</td>
<td>660.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{Tx,o,m}} )</td>
<td>[mW]</td>
<td>130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along ( x )-axis at the rectangular emission</td>
<td>[( \mu \text{m} )]</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross section of the LD, ( W_{0x} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam waist along ( y )-axis at the rectangular emission</td>
<td>[( \mu \text{m} )]</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross section of the LD, ( W_{0y} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance between the emission point of the LD and the vertex of the</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input lens surface, ( d_0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along ( x )-axis at the input lens plane, ( W_{1x} )</td>
<td>[( \mu \text{m} )]</td>
<td>355.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along ( y )-axis at the input lens plane, ( W_{1y} )</td>
<td>[( \mu \text{m} )]</td>
<td>609.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam along ( x )-axis at the tangent</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plane to the input lens surface, ( R_{1x} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam along ( y )-axis at the tangent</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plane to the input lens surface, ( R_{1y} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first element of the ( ABCD ) matrix of the thick lens, ( A )</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second element of the ( ABCD ) matrix of the thick lens, ( B )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>third element of the ( ABCD ) matrix of the thick lens, ( C )</td>
<td>[cm(^{-1})]</td>
<td>-1.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fourth element of the ( ABCD ) matrix of the thick lens, ( D )</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam along ( x )-axis at the tangent</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plane to the output lens surface, ( R_{2x} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam along ( y )-axis at the tangent</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plane to the output lens surface, ( R_{2y} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along ( x )-axis at the output lens plane, ( W_{2x} )</td>
<td>[( \mu \text{m} )]</td>
<td>837.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian beam radius along ( y )-axis at the output lens plane, ( W_{2y} )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance of the Gaussian beam waist along ( x )-axis reshaped by the</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>-13.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lens and the vertex of the output lens surface, ( d_{1x} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance of the Gaussian beam waist along ( y )-axis reshaped by the</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>-13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lens and the vertex of the output lens surface, ( d_{1y} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ T_2 = 10 \times 10^{[(\alpha - \alpha_{\text{min}})/0.585]} = 10 \times 10^{[(16.3 - 1.5)/0.585]} = 14.13 \text{s}, \]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) are defined and determined in Appendices B.1 and B.2. Therefore, the value of MPE is calculated to be

\[ \nu = 18 \times 10.867 \times 14.13^{-0.25} = 100.89 \text{ W/m}^2 = 10.09 \text{ mW/cm}^2. \]

Here, the irradiance of the optical transmitter measured from a square aperture stop with side length \( 2x_0 \) at a distance \( z \) is given by:

\[ G_{\text{Rx}}(z) = \frac{\text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_x(z')}\right]\text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_y(z'')}\right]}{(2x_0)^2}P_{\text{Tx,o,m}}, \]

where the assumption \((1 - r) \simeq 1\) is made (\( r \) is the lens reflectance); and \( W_x(z') \) and \( W_y(z'') \) are the reshaped Gaussian beam radii along \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes given by (2.31) and (2.32), respectively. Again, the inequality \( G_{\text{Rx}}(d_{\text{NOHD}}) \leq \nu = 10.09 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \) needs to be solved for the
determination of $d_{\text{NOHD}}$. This inequality is solved graphically by the application of the values of Table 4.1 to (2.1)–(2.10), (2.14)–(2.32) and, finally, (4.2). The resulting value of NOHD is $d_{\text{NOHD}} = 3.6 \text{ m}$, and this means that the laser beam must be enclosed into a shielding tube of length of 3.6 m from the output surface of the lens for eye safety. For a safer practical setup with a smaller NOHD, either the distance between the LD and the lens should be modified so that the beam becomes more divergent inducing more geometrical losses to the link, or the transmission power should decrease according to the MPE level.

4.2.2 Experimental system and results

The selected components, Experiment I, Experiment II, Experiment III and Experiment IV are given below. Apart from Experiment I, the rest of the experiments are conducted in the absence of ambient light corresponding to OWPT to SCs during nighttime.

The system block diagram created for wireless power transfer (WPT) in Experiments I and II is shown in Figure 4.1. First, an amount of electrical power, $P_m$, is supplied to a number, $N_{\text{Tx}}$, of optical transmitters. The LDs are connected in parallel. The optical power generated from either a single LD or multiple LDs, $P_{\text{Tx, o}}$, is passed through a single lens or multiple lenses for beam collimation. Distance $d_0$ is adjusted so that the product of $V_{\text{oc}}$ and $I_{\text{sc}}$ is maximised at the solar receiver. Parameters $V_{\text{oc}}$ and $I_{\text{sc}}$ represent the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current of the solar panel or cell, respectively. The output optical power of a single lens or multiple lenses, $(1 - r)P_{\text{Tx, o}}$, is transmitted through an indoor line-of-sight wireless channel that induces mostly geometrical and misalignment losses. The optical power collected from the solar receiver is $P_{\text{Rx, o}}$. A final amount of electrical power, $P_L$, is harvested from a variable resistor that represents the load of the photovoltaic (PV) panel or cell.

In Experiments I and II, the fill factor (FF) of the solar receiver $f_{\text{sr}}$, the maximum total electrical efficiency of the link $\eta_{\text{max}}$, and the maximum electrical power harvested by the load $P_m$ are determined. Parameters $f_{\text{sr}}$ and $\eta_{\text{max}}$ can be calculated using (2.63) and (2.66), respectively. For this reason, the variable resistor is modified for the measurement of 21 pairs of $(V_L, I_L)$ by the use of two multimeters. Variables $V_L$ and $I_L$ denote the load voltage and load current, respectively. The number of measurements is selected to be 21, as this is considered to be an acceptable compromise between time and resolution. More importantly, the objective function of (2.54) takes the value of $5.37 \times 10^{-4}$ for 21 points of one of the curves. The decrease in the number of measured data to 20 and 19 results in the values of $5.36 \times 10^{-4}$ and $5.39 \times 10^{-4}$.
respectively, for the objective function. Thus, there is a convergence to $5.4 \times 10^{-4}$. Also, the respective values of the load resistance, $R_L$, are measured. The values of $V_L$ and $I_L$ are in the range $[0, V_{oc}]$ and $[0, I_{sc}]$, respectively. The link distance measured from the output surface of the lens to the input plane of the receiver is 5.2 m.

4.2.2.1 System components

A single mode Opnext HL6544FM high power LD with a multi-quantum well (MQW) structure is used as the optical source for power transmission [63]. This laser is a continuous wave source. The semiconductor material of this LD is aluminium gallium indium phosphide. The selected wavelength of 660 nm allows for a visible and, therefore, practically uncomplicated alignment of the link components. Also, the spectral responsivity of c-Si receivers has a large value in the red region of the visible light (VL) spectrum [87, 88]. Moreover, in terms of eye safety, the natural aversion response constitutes an inherent protection factor when there is exposure to bright VL [46]. The data sheet parameters of the selected LD are given in Table 4.2. Angles $\vartheta_x$ and $\vartheta_y$ are the beam divergences which refer to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity along the parallel and perpendicular plane to the junction, respectively. The size $\eta_{LD}$ denotes the power efficiency of the LD and is defined as the ratio of the output optical power over the input electrical power. The linewidth of the red LD is not provided by the manufacturer. Thus, a spectral irradiance receiver Labsphere E-1000 is used for the measurement of the spectral FWHM. To avoid the saturation of the receiver, the forward voltage and current of the diode are 2.07 V and 50 mA, respectively. The FWHM is determined to be 6.24 nm. However,
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note that the linewidth could be affected by the temperature of the LD; therefore, this value is expected to change at higher output power levels.

The relatively large angular divergence of the optical source requires the use of a precise lens for light collimation. Although lenses with spherical surfaces are low cost and are relatively uncomplicated to manufacture, they have spherical aberrations [69]. This inherent defect of spherical lenses prevents efficient light collimation. In contrast, the complex geometry of aspheres allows for correction of spherical aberration and creates collimated beams of better quality [69]. Therefore, two aspheric condenser lenses are used in the experiments. The first condenser lens is an ACL12708U-A with anti-reflection coating (ARC) and the second lens is an uncoated ACL4532 [89, 90]. The data sheet parameters of the two aspheric lenses are given in Table 4.2. Parameter Δl represents the lens diameter. Quantities R1 and R2 denote the radii of the input and output surface of the lens, respectively. The sizes t, c, f and n are the thickness, effective focal length and refractive index of the lens, respectively.

Table 4.2: Data sheet parameters of red LD and lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser diode (LD)</th>
<th>Coated aspheric lens</th>
<th>Uncoated aspheric lens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Param.</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₀</td>
<td>[nm]</td>
<td>660.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϑₓ</td>
<td>[mrad]</td>
<td>174.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ϑᵧ</td>
<td>[mrad]</td>
<td>296.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[deg]</td>
<td>10.0*</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.Tx,o</td>
<td>[mW]</td>
<td>50.0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η_LD (%)</td>
<td>22.2**</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values.
**Typical values.

The selected off-the-shelf optical receivers are two multi-c-Si solar panels and a mono-c-Si solar cell. In general, mono-c-Si cells have larger efficiency and are more expensive than multi-c-Si cells. The data sheet parameters of the three solar receivers used for OWPT are summarised in Table 4.3. Parameter N_c denotes the number of solar cells that are connected in series. Size S_eff is the effective area of the PV receiver. Quantity η_st represents the power conversion efficiency of the solar panel or cell. Initially, the use of a SX 305 PV panel in Experiment I and Scenario I of Experiment II is investigated in terms of energy harvesting (EH) [91]. This solar panel comprises 36 multi-c-Si cells with silicon nitride ARC. The cells are placed in the form of a 4 × 9 matrix and are connected in series. The total effective area of the panel is
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Table 4.3: Data sheet parameters of solar receivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>[cm$^2$]</td>
<td>389.88</td>
<td>$S_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>[cm$^2$]</td>
<td>68.64</td>
<td>$S_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>[cm$^2$]</td>
<td>156.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_m$</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>4.50$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$P_m$</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>0.80$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$P_m$</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>2.91$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>11.54$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>11.66$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>18.62$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>73.17$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$f_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>72.46$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$f_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>78.53$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$Standard test conditions (STC) values.

17.1 $\times$ 22.8 cm$^2$. Also, a MC-SP0.8-NF-GCS multi-c-Si panel with eight cells connected in series is used in Scenario II of Experiment II [92]. The dimensions of this panel are 8.8 $\times$ 7.8 cm$^2$. The two multi-c-Si solar receivers are shown in Figure 4.2 for a comparison of their size. Finally, the mono-c-Si cell has the dimensions of 12.5 $\times$ 12.5 cm$^2$ and is used in Scenario III of Experiment II [93].

Figure 4.2: Size comparison of the two multi-c-Si solar panels.

4.2.2.2 Experiment I: Method and setup

Two experimental scenarios are implemented in Experiment I. A single pair of LD-lens is used in these scenarios. The transmitter comprises the uncoated 4.5 cm lens placed at 2.6 cm from the LD in the first scenario. The second scenario is realised by the use of the coated 1.3 cm lens at 3.75 mm from the LD. An illustration of this scenario is given in Figure 4.3(a) for the link distance of 5.2 m. Also, the PV panel area is ‘overfilled’ with the red laser beam, i.e. the elliptical beam illuminates the total area of the rectangular panel and a small region around it, as shown in Figure 4.4(a).
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(a) Scenario II of Experiment I.  
(b) Scenario I of Experiment II with $N_{Tx} = 5$.

Figure 4.3: Experimental red laser links for OWPT to a multi-c-Si panel (a) with ambient light, and (b) without ambient light.

4.2.2.3 Experiment I: Calculation of the LD parameters

In the far field pattern diagram from [63], the parallel and perpendicular to the junction beam divergences corresponding to the full width at 0th intensity point are $2\theta_x = 40^\circ = 698.13$ mrad and $2\theta_y = 80^\circ = 1.4$ rad, respectively. The elliptical cone defined from these values of angular divergence contains 100% of the optical power. Solving (2.1) and (2.2) for $W_{0x}$ and $W_{0y}$ results in $W_{0x} = \lambda_0/\left[\pi \tan(\theta_x)\right] = 660/\left[\pi \tan(20^\circ)\right] = 577.2$ nm, and $W_{0y} = \lambda_0/\left[\pi \tan(\theta_y)\right] = 660/\left[\pi \tan(40^\circ)\right] = 250.37$ nm, respectively. Therefore, the rectangular cross section of the MQW laser source has length $l = 2W_{0x} = 1.15$ $\mu$m, and width $w = 2W_{0y} = 500.74$ nm $\simeq 0.5$ $\mu$m. The Rayleigh range – given in Chapter 2 – along the $x$- and $y$- axis is calculated to be $z_{0x} = \pi(577.2^2 \times 10^{-9})/660 = 1.586$ $\mu$m, and $z_{0y} = \pi(250.37^2 \times 10^{-9})/660 = 0.298$ $\mu$m, respectively. An output optical power $P_{Tx,o} = 62.6$ mW of the LD can be computed for a forward current of 120 mA from [63]. Therefore, for a direct current (DC) input power
4.2.2.4 Experiment I: Analytical results

An illustration of the Gaussian beam radii along the axes of $x$ and $y$ as a function of distance for five theoretical scenarios is shown in Figure 4.5. These curves are derived using (2.34)–(2.48). The system performance criterion is the collection of 100% of optical power from the solar panel.

Light collimation is improved in both axes by the addition of any of the two (1.3 cm or 4.5 cm) lenses compared to the non-collimated scenario (single LD). In the cases of setting the lenses at their focal points (pairs of orange and magenta lines), the scenario of the 4.5 cm lens achieves better light transmission than that of the 1.3 cm one.
This effect can be attributed to the longer radii of curvature of ACL4532 (see Table 4.2) resulting in larger beam waists and Rayleigh ranges. Similar performance is attained for the lens based scenarios (pairs of black and green lines), when the lenses are placed at the distances of 3.9 mm and 2.2 cm from the LD, respectively. Most importantly, it is observed that light collimation is further improved when either of the two aspheric lenses is placed out of its focus and much closer to the LD. This is because the laser beam uses a smaller lens surface and the marginal rays are better collimated when focusing at larger distances. This theoretical effect indicates that in the experimental links the LD-lens distances should be set close to the theoretical values of 3.9 mm and 2.2 cm.

4.2.2.5 Experiment I: Measured data and curve fitting

The experimental data of \((V_L, P_L)\) of Experiment I are shown in Figure 4.6. Basic polynomial curve fitting is applied to each set of measurements. In terms of maximum harvested power, a gain factor of 1.2 is attained by the last scenario (black solid line) compared to the first one (magenta solid line) when the dissipated power at the transmitter is 315 mW. This finding is explained by the fact that the uncoated 4.5 cm lens attenuates the transmitted optical power to the solar panel more than the 1.3 cm lens with ARC. This difference is also noticeable in the
reflectance values of lenses, as presented in Table 4.2.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.6:** Experiment I: Load voltage versus harvested power curves.

### 4.2.2.6 Experiment II: Method and setup

Experiment II consists of three different scenarios. The coated aspheric lens with a diameter of 1.3 cm is used in all of these scenarios. In Scenario I, the number of LD-lens combinations, i.e. $N_{Tx}$, scales from one to five, respectively. Different laser beams ‘overfill’ the same total area of the panel. The 5.2 m red light link created by five diodes illuminating the whole area of the panel is shown in Figure 4.3(b). Also, five optical transmitters are used pointing the laser beams at different regions of the solar panel. Therefore, different cells are illuminated by the five optical sources in this case as shown in Figure 4.4(b).

In Scenario II, the value of $N_{Tx}$ scales from one to four. In Figure 4.7(a), the pattern of two optical transmitters on the PV panel is illustrated. In Scenario III, the number of $N_{Tx}$ increases from one to three. In Figure 4.7(b), the laser beam pattern on the solar cell for $N_{Tx} = 3$ and the measured voltage and current of the load are shown.

The experimental measurements of $P_L$ over $V_L$ for Scenarios I, II and III are shown in Figures
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Figure 4.7: Beam pattern formed by (a) two optical transmitters on the multi-c-Si panel and (b) three optical transmitters on the mono-c-Si cell with $P_m$ measurement.

4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. The curves labelled as ‘Physical Model’ are generated by a local solution of (2.54). The measured parameters of all the three scenarios are summarised in Table 4.4 and the respective parameters of the parabolic mirror (PM) based OW link shown in Chapter 3 are given for comparison. Also, the five estimated parameters of the model of solar receiver are given in Table 4.5. The values of $I_{0,\text{eff}}$ and $I_{P,\text{eff}}$ give the effective dark saturation current of the diode and the effective generated photo-current, respectively. Parameters $R_{S,\text{eff}}$ and $R_{P,\text{eff}}$ represent the effective series resistance and the effective shunt resistance of the panel/cell, respectively. The quantity $A_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective ideality factor of the diode.

Note that a peak harvested power is observed for each $V$-$P$ curve in Scenarios I, II and III. The peak electrical power harvested from a solar receiver is feasible under the conditions of perfect load matching. In this case, the characteristic resistance of the solar receiver, i.e. the output resistance at the maximum power point (MPP), is equal to the resistance of the load [39]. Thus, the maximum possible amount of electrical power is transferred to the load connected to the output of the solar cell or panel.

4.2.2.7 Experiment II: Results and discussion of Scenario I

Generally, the FF values denote a low energy efficiency of the panel, as observed in Table 4.4. This is attributed to both the low irradiance levels received as well as mismatch losses of the cells. As long as the irradiance distribution of the laser beam is elliptical and Gaussian, the cells placed at the edges of the PV panel are illuminated with lower optical power compared
with the centrally placed cells. Power generated by cells with higher illumination levels can be dissipated by cells with lower irradiance levels instead of the load. Therefore, the electrical output of the entire panel is determined by the cells with the lowest performance. The increase in $\eta_{\text{max}}$ with the number of LDs used is due to a respective increase in the solar panel efficiency. However, this trend is not confirmed in the cases of $N_{\text{Tx}} = 4$ and $N_{\text{Tx}} = 5$. This can be explained by imperfections induced from the implementation of the optical transmitters. In particular, the fourth LD added to the system is mounted on a slotted lens tube, while the others on closed-surface cylindrical tubes. Thus, more optical losses could be induced by the fourth optical transmitter; therefore, the maximum link efficiency for $N_{\text{Tx}} = 4$ and $N_{\text{Tx}} = 5$ (overlapping beams on the whole area of the panel) is less than that of $N_{\text{Tx}} = 3$. Although the best measured value of $\eta_{\text{max}} = 0.74\%$ is very low, note that the maximum possible is $2.56\%$ for the components used ($22.2\% \times 11.54\% = 2.56\%$). This theoretical upper bound can be approximated by increasing $N_{\text{Tx}}$. The five unknown parameters of solar panel scale with an increase in $P_{\text{Rx,0}}$ due to a respective increase in $N_{\text{Tx}}$, and this is in agreement with [94].
4.2.2.8 Experiment II: Results and discussion of Scenario II

In Scenario II, the values of \( f_{sr} \), \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) and \( P_m \) are quite low when one optical transmitter is used. In this case, the laser beam illuminates the whole rectangular area of the solar panel. Again, cells placed at the edges of the panel receive less optical power compared with the centrally placed ones due to the elliptical and Gaussian beam profile. As a result, the total electrical output of the PV panel is determined by cells with the lowest electrical performance.

![Experiment II: Load voltage versus harvested power curves for Scenario II.](image)

A significant increase in the values of \( f_{sr} \), \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) and \( P_m \) by at least 1.5, 2.9 and 5.6 times, respectively, is observed when \( N_{\text{TX}} > 1 \) compared with the case of \( N_{\text{TX}} = 1 \). When the number of optical transmitters is larger than one, the laser beams cover smaller circular and elliptical areas mainly inside the panel area illuminating different cells as shown in Figure 4.7(a) for \( N_{\text{TX}} = 2 \). Thus, a more uniformly illuminated pattern is formed and the effect of mismatch losses becomes less significant. As \( N_{\text{TX}} \) increases from two to four, the values of \( f_{sr} \), \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) and \( P_m \) increase gently, as expected due to the respective increase in \( P_{\text{Rx,0}} \) and, therefore, \( \eta_{sr} \). The eight-cell multi-c-Si solar panel presents a significantly large \( f_{sr} \) value of 69% in the case of \( N_{\text{TX}} = 4 \). Therefore, this receiver has a very high energy efficiency that is very close to its standard test conditions (STC) value of 72.46%. 
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The values of $f_{sr}$, $\eta_{max}$ and $P_m$ for $N_{Tx} = 4$ are increased by the multiplication factors of 2, 26.6 and 1.7, respectively, compared with the values of the same parameters of the PM based OW link shown in Chapter 3. This significantly improved performance, especially for $\eta_{max}$, is attributed to the large restriction of geometrical losses by the use of the more directive optical sources of LDs compared with LEDs, and to the higher energy efficiency of multi-c-Si than that of a-Si technology of solar panels. Also, $f_{sr}$, $\eta_{max}$ and $P_m$ for $N_{Tx} = 4$ are increased by the factors of 1.8, 4.2 and 4.2, respectively, compared with the same parameters obtained in Scenario I. These improved values are obtained due to the decrease in dimensions and number of cells of the solar panel that allows for the concentration of more optical power uniformly distributed on the cells. Thus, the effect of mismatch losses is less significant than that in Scenario I. Uniform illumination over the different in-series connected cells of a solar panel is desired to maximise its electrical output [38]. Otherwise, the solar cell of the poorest illumination mostly contributes to the total generated photo-current of the panel.

The resistance load values measured at the MPP decrease from 3.2 kΩ to 344 Ω, while the received optical power increases. For a practical $R_L$ value of 50 Ω, better load matching can be achieved either by an increase in $N_{Tx}$ and therefore $P_{Rx,o}$, or by the use of a DC-to-DC converter for maximum power point tracking [95].

**Figure 4.10:** Experiment II: Load voltage versus harvested power curves for Scenario III.
Table 4.4: Measured parameters in Experiment II and Chapter 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>$N_{Tx}$</th>
<th>$d_0$ [mm]</th>
<th>$f_{sr}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{max}}$ (%)</th>
<th>$P_m$ [mW]</th>
<th>$R_L^\dagger$ [kΩ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.69</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.0*</td>
<td>45.08</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0*</td>
<td>66.89</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>68.55</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0*</td>
<td>69.03</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.25**</td>
<td>53.35</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>13.5 · 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.42**</td>
<td>54.20</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>7.3 · 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.25***</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>4.0 · 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V in Chapter 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168.0</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tolerance of * ± 0.5 mm, ** ± 0.75 mm and *** ± 0.25 mm.

$^\dagger$Measured at the maximum power point (MPP).

### 4.2.2.9 Experiment II: Results and discussion of Scenario III

In Scenario III, the values of $f_{sr}$ and $\eta_{\text{max}}$ are expected to increase as the number of optical transmitters increases. However, this expectation is not confirmed in the case of $N_{Tx} = 3$. This is explained by the significantly low decrease in effective series resistance value from 80 mΩ ($N_{Tx} = 2$) to 30 mΩ ($N_{Tx} = 3$) compared with the transition from 1.04 Ω ($N_{Tx} = 1$) to 80 mΩ ($N_{Tx} = 2$), as shown in Table 4.5. Therefore, more power is dissipated in the series resistance and, finally, the FF and efficiency of the solar cell decrease. Comparing Figures 4.11 and 2.7, it can be inferred that the solar cell efficiency reaches its maximum value when two laser transmitters are used ($N_{Tx} = 2$). The series resistance of the cell decreases, when the incident optical power increases. This is attributed to the increase in the conductivity of the active layer [13]. Also, note that the curve of maximum link efficiency as a function of harvested power in Scenario III shown in Figure 4.11 is in close agreement with the curve of solar cell efficiency versus incident optical power in [14].

Comparing all of the three scenarios, the best value of $\eta_{\text{max}} = 3.17\%$ is achieved in the case of $N_{Tx} = 2$ for Scenario III. Note that this value of maximum link efficiency is low because of the low values of $\eta_{LD}$ and $\eta_{sr}(5.2\) m) as shown in Experiments III and IV.

A comparison of the values of $f_{sr}$ and $\eta_{\text{max}}$ for $N_{Tx} = 2$ with the values of the same parameters
of the PM based OW link in Chapter 3 shows an increase of 1.6 and 32 times, respectively. The same comparison with the results of Scenario II presents an increase by 1.6 and 6.2 times, respectively. Also, quantity $P_\text{in}$ for $N_{\text{Tx}} = 3$ is increased by the factors of 1.4 and 4.4 compared with Scenario V of Chapter 3 and Scenario II, respectively. A slightly better performance in terms of $\eta_{\text{max}}$ of Scenario III compared with Scenario II is observed. This is attributed to the larger optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency of mono-c-Si cell than that of multi-c-Si panel as expected by observing Table 4.3. Also, the larger area of 2.3 times of the PV cell compared with the solar panel allows for the reception of a larger amount of $P_{\text{Rx},0}$ reducing the geometrical losses.

Finally, the measured values of $R_L$ at the MPP are quite low due to the low values of $V_L$. Therefore, matching of the output of the cell with a practical load of 50 $\Omega$ can be achieved either by a DC-to-DC converter or by the connection of a large number of cells in series.

### Table 4.5: Estimated parameters of solar receiver model for Experiment II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Tx}}$</th>
<th>$I_{0,\text{eff}}$ [µA]</th>
<th>$R_{S,\text{eff}}$ [kΩ]</th>
<th>$A_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$R_{D,\text{eff}}$ [kΩ]</th>
<th>$I_{\text{Ph,eff}}$ [mA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>117.3</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>115.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>135.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>116.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>145.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>229.2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>175.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>312.83</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52.96</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>675.57</td>
<td>$1.04 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>107.89</td>
<td>$0.08 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>144.29</td>
<td>$0.03 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.2.10 Experiment II: Comparison with an IPTS

In [21], a SotA experimental study is presented by the implementation of an IPTS with dipole coils able to deliver amounts of power in the order of hundreds of W. In Figure 16 of [21],
the power efficiency measured from the input of the inverter to the load resistor is plotted as a function of the power harvested from the load for different values of distance of 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m. The operating frequency of the system is 105 kHz [21]. A comparison of the OW systems implemented in the three scenarios of Experiment II and the IPTS is shown in Figure 4.11 in terms of total power efficiency at a distance of 5 m. When Scenario III is applied,

\[
\eta_{\text{max}} \quad (\%)
\]

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.11:** Experimental maximum link efficiency versus the maximum harvested electrical power.

the maximum link efficiency is improved from a value of 1.17% to 3.17% that represents a significant increase of 2.7 times. Therefore, taking into account the fact that IPTSs are designed to operate at short distances of a few cm [17] or m [21], the developed OW link with two LDs has an acceptable value of \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) and the link distance can be further extended.

### 4.2.2.11 Experiment III

The objective of Experiment III is to determine the efficiency values of each of the four LDs, used in Scenario II of Experiment II, as a function of their input power. Therefore, the output optical power of each LD is measured for 22 different values of input electrical power. Again, this number of measurements is considered to be sufficient for the resolution of the respective graph and the required time for the experiment. A Thorlabs S121B silicon sensor with a square
area of $1 \times 1 \text{cm}^2$ is placed at 1.5 mm from each LD in order to collect and measure the total amount of optical power of each laser beam. The mean values of experimental data are fit by two simple quadratic curves applied to the two operation regions of the device. These two regions are characterised by spontaneous and stimulated emission, respectively.

The external power efficiency of the four LDs is shown in Figure 4.12 as a function of $P_{\text{in}}$. The maximum efficiency values of the four LDs shown as #1, #2, #3 and #4 are measured to be 28.1%, 30.2%, 32.2% and 32.9%, respectively. In the first region of the theoretical curve, the output optical power remains at very low levels of up to 94.6 $\mu$W, as $P_{\text{in}}$ increases from 0 to 95.4 mW. Also, for the same values of $P_{\text{in}}$, the mean value of power efficiency of the four LDs ranges from 0.05% to 0.1%. This region of applied $P_{\text{in}}$ causes spontaneous emission to the LD, one of the basic forms of interaction between atoms and photons in quantum physics [96]. In the second region of the theoretical curve, $P_{\text{Tx,o}}$ increases significantly up to 86.1 mW with a respective efficiency of 29.1%, while $P_{\text{in}}$ scales from 95.4 mW to 320 mW. This region of $P_{\text{in}}$ induces stimulated emission to the optical source [96].

In order to compare the variation between the four LDs, the error in efficiency, $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ (%), is used and is defined as the difference in theoretical efficiency by the experimental efficiency data for each LD. Figure 4.13 shows how the error in efficiency of the four LDs scales with the input

---

**Figure 4.12:** Experiment III: Laser diodes efficiency versus input electrical power.
electrical power of each LD. The mean squared error (MSE) in power efficiency of each of the LDs is calculated to be $3.52 \cdot 10^{-4}$, $3.46 \cdot 10^{-4}$, $3.13 \cdot 10^{-5}$ and $4.89 \cdot 10^{-4}$. This means that the LD shown as #3 in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 best approximates the efficiency values of the theoretical curve. In the case of a large number of LDs, such as the 42 laser based transmitter designed in Chapter 5, the variation of LDs is expected to affect the harvested power. Therefore, to affirm 1 W with high confidence, the required number of optical sources should be estimated based on the LD with the lowest efficiency.

![Figure 4.13: Experiment III: Efficiency error as a function of input electrical power for four LDs.](image)

4.2.2.12 Experiment IV

Experiment IV is undertaken for the determination of the solar cell efficiency. Two LDs with aspheric lenses are transmitting power to the mono-c-Si cell placed at a distance of 5.2 m. The electrical input power is 561.3 mW. The S121B sensor is used for the measurement of 25 values of power, $P_s$, at a distance of 3.4 cm from the solar cell. The 25 measurements are considered to provide a good resolution of the optical power of the laser beams. The measurement points are
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located on a square grid as shown in Figure 4.14. The distance between two consecutive points is 2.08 cm. The average irradiance of the 25 measured points is computed and is multiplied by $S_{\text{eff}}$. Therefore, the value of $P_{\text{Rx,o}}(5.2 \text{ m})$ is calculated, and the parameters $\eta_{\mu}(5.2 \text{ m})$, $\rho(5.2 \text{ m})$ and $\eta_{c}(5.2 \text{ m})$ are determined from (2.62), (2.64) and (2.67), respectively. Quantities $\rho(z)$ and $\eta_{c}(z)$ denote the responsivity and collection efficiency of the PV receiver, respectively, as a function of distance $z$.

Figure 4.14: Experiment IV: Measurement points of power for the calculation of $P_{\text{Rx,o}}$ in front of the solar cell.

The 25 measured data of $P_{s}$ are shown in Figure 4.15 versus the $x$- and $y$- dimensions of the solar cell. The power of each of the two optical transmitters measured at the $(x, y, z)$ points – Cartesian coordinates – of $(0, 0, 3.7 \text{ cm})$ and $(0, 0, 3.2 \text{ cm})$ is 74.58 mW and 72.8 mW, respectively. These values are significantly attenuated at a distance of 5.2 m from the transmitters. In particular, the maximum optical power measured at the $(x, y, z)$ point of $(0, 2.08 \text{ cm}, 5.2 \text{ m})$ is 3.12 mW. The average irradiance value of these 25 measurements is $0.86 \text{ mW/(1 cm}^2) = 0.86 \times 12.5^2 = 134.38 \text{ mW}$.

The application of $P_{m} = 17.8 \text{ mW}$ and $P_{\text{Rx,o}} = 134.38 \text{ mW}$ to (2.62) results in $\eta_{\mu}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 13.25\%$ in the case of $N_{\text{Tx}} = 2$. This value of solar receiver efficiency is 5.37% lower than the respective one at STC (see Table 4.3). For this reason, the specific mono-c-Si cell is selected to be the receiver in the simulation model developed for the objective of harvesting 1 W in Chapter 5. Moreover, the maximum power that this cell can generate under STC is 2.91 W according to Table 4.3 that is larger than the required amount of 1 W.

So long as the experimental value of $\eta_{\mu}(5.2 \text{ m})$ is now known, an estimation of the collection efficiency can be carried out using (2.67). The term $(1 - r)$ of (2.67) is assumed to be negligible because $r = 0.0025 \ll 1$. The input electrical power of 561 mW is equally supplied to the two
optical transmitters. Thus, the electrical-to-optical efficiency of two optical transmitters for 
\( P_{\text{in}} = 561 \text{ mW} \) is the same as \( \eta_{\text{LD}} \) of \( N_{\text{Tx}} = 1 \) for \( P_{\text{in}} = 280.5 \text{ mW} \). Also, a mean value of \( \eta_{\text{LD}} = 26.76\% \) is calculated for \( P_{\text{in}} = 280.5 \text{ mW} \) based on the quadratic curve fitting of Figure 4.12. Therefore, the application of \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 0.0317 \), \( \eta_{\text{LD}} = 0.2676 \) and \( \eta_{\text{sr}}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.1325 \) to (2.67) results in the collection efficiency value of \( \eta_{\text{c}}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 89.4\% \). This very high value allows for the characterisation of the link with two LDs as highly directive so that it effectively delivers 134.38 mW to a solar cell area of 12.5 \( \times \) 12.5 cm\(^2\) placed at 5.2 m with only 10.6\% of optical losses.

Finally, the application of \( I_{\text{Ph,eff}} = 62.6 \text{ mA} \) and \( P_{\text{Rx,o}}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 134.38 \text{ mW} \) to (2.64) gives an estimated responsivity of \( \rho(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.47 \text{ mA/mW} \). An experimental value of responsivity of \( \rho(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.49 \text{ mA/mW} \) is obtained under the assumption of \( I_{\text{Ph,eff}} \approx I_{\text{sc}} = 65.4 \text{ mA} \).

### 4.2.2.13 Estimation of the number of optical transmitters

Let \( N_{\text{Tx,req}} \) be the required number of pairs of LDs and lenses for \( P_{\text{m}} = 1 \text{ W} \) at the link distance \( d = 5.2 \text{ m} \). In Scenario I of Experiment II, a value of \( V_{\text{m}} = 6.89 \text{ V} \) is achieved for five optical transmitters with \( P_{\text{m}} = 10.39 \text{ mW} \). Therefore, a maximum possible value of \( V_{\text{m}}' = 16.5 \text{ V} \) can be assumed for the solar panel at high illumination levels for harvesting \( P_{\text{m}}' = 1 \text{ W} \) according to [91]. The load current at MPP is calculated to be \( I_{\text{m}}' = 1/16.5 = 60.6 \text{ mA} \). The values of 16.5 V and 60.6 mA are substituted for \( V_{\text{L}} \) and \( I_{\text{L}} \), respectively, in the ‘exhaustive’ search algorithm (2.54). This results in the following set of parameters (1.1 mA, 0.1 Ω, 290, 90 kΩ, 69.1 mA).
The responsivity of the solar panel is assumed to be \( \rho = \rho(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.01 \text{ mA/mW} \). Solving (2.64) for \( P_{Rx,o} \) results in \( P_{Rx,o} = I_{Ph,eff}/\rho = 69.1/0.01 = 6.91 \text{ W} \). The total amount of optical power is considered to be received from the panel, i.e. \( P_{Rx,o} = N_{Tx,req}P_{Tx,o} \). Therefore, the required number of optical transmitters is calculated to be \( N_{Tx,req} = P_{Rx,o}/P_{Tx,o} = 6.91/(62.6 \times 10^{-3}) \approx 110 \).

In Scenario III of Experiment II, a value of \( V_m = 351 \text{ mV} \) is achieved with \( P_m = 17.8 \text{ mW} \) for \( N_{Tx} = 2 \). Therefore, a required voltage \( V_m' = 537 \text{ mV} \) is assumed for the solar cell at high illumination levels for attaining \( P_m' = 1 \text{ W} \) according to [93]. The load current at MPP is calculated to be \( I_m' = 1/0.537 = 1.86 \text{ A} \). The values of 537 mV and 1.86 A are substituted for \( V_L \) and \( I_L \), respectively, in the ‘exhaustive’ search algorithm (2.54). This results in the following set of parameters \((I_{0,eff}, R_{S,eff}, A_{eff}, R_{P,eff}, I_{Ph,eff}) = (83.9 \text{ pA}, 0.5 \text{ m\Omega}, 1, 500 \text{ k\Omega}, 1.96 \text{ A}) \). The responsivity of the solar panel is considered to be \( \rho = 0.49 \text{ A/W} \), as measured in Experiment IV. Solving (2.64) for \( P_{Rx,o} \) results in \( P_{Rx,o} = I_{Ph,eff}/\rho = 1.96/0.49 = 4 \text{ W} \). An assumption of 10.6\% of geometrical optical losses is made, as measured in Experiment IV. Thus, the transmitted optical power is calculated to be \( P_{Tx,o} = P_{Rx,o}/\eta_c = 4/0.894 = 4.47 \text{ W} \). Therefore, the required number of optical transmitters is calculated to be \( N_{Tx,req} = 4.47/(73.69 \times 10^{-3}) \approx 61 \), where 73.69 mW is the average output optical power of the two LDs measured in Experiment III.

### 4.3 Study II: Beam collimation

The experimental system, results and discussion of Study II are given below.

#### 4.3.1 Experimental system

In this experimental study, the use of a large diameter lens is investigated for beam collimation. The motivation of using a relatively large optical element in front of the LD is two-fold. Firstly, a decreased beam divergence and, therefore, efficient beam collimation can be achieved by a respective increase in dimensions of the lens according to the etendue law [77, 78]. Also, a lens with large diameter is able to spread the optical power received from the LD decreasing the irradiance values along any of its transverse planes. Therefore, eye safety is improved, and the product of LD-lens can be classified as a lower Class [46].
The Edmund optics plano-convex (PCX) spherical lens – used for collimation in the experiments of Chapter 3 – is used [86]. The diameter, effective focal length and reflectance values of the spherical PCX lens are given in Table 3.2. The remaining data sheet parameters of the spherical lens are $R_1 \to \infty$, $R_2 = -38.76$ mm, $t_c = 32.68$ mm and $n = 1.52$ [86].

The beam generated from the LD is collimated by the lens placed at $d_0 = 5.15$ cm from the LD with a tolerance of $\pm 0.5$ mm. The optical power emitted from the LD is measured to be $4.76$ mW. The pattern of circular and elliptical image of the lens and LD, respectively, at $4$ m from the output surface of the lens are shown in Figure 4.16. The beam divergence is defined and determined in two different ways.

![Figure 4.16: Laser beam pattern and vertical axes for the determination of beam divergence.](image)

First, the beam divergence is defined as the plane angle of the truncated cone created by the circular image that is measured at two different link distances, $d_1$ and $d_2$. In particular, the diameter of the circular image, $D_{im}$, is measured at $d_1 = 4$ m and $d_2 = 8$ m, respectively. In this case, the beam divergence is calculated by:

$$\psi = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{D_{im}(d_2) - D_{im}(d_1)}{2(d_2 - d_1)} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Also, note that the new beam waist is located before the distance of $4$ m so that the images at $4$ m and $8$ m belong entirely to a diverging cone.

Since the first definition does not include any information of the beam intensity, a second definition is used. In particular, the half width of the beam is estimated at the two points where the irradiance is decreased by $1/e \approx 0.368$ times or $36.8\%$ of the peak irradiance. This is in
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accordance with the definition of the $1/e$ beam width in BS EN 60825-1:2014 [46]. For this reason, appropriate curve fitting based on the analytical framework from Chapter 2 is applied to the data measured along the slow $x$- and fast $y$- axes, respectively. A number of 23 irradiance measurements which gives a good resolution of the total optical power of the beam is conducted at the distances of 4 m and 8 m inside the semi-circle of the image. Also, the illumination symmetry around both axes enables the calculation of the received optical power inside the circular image. Here, the beam divergence along the $x$- and $y$- axis is calculated by:

$$\psi_x = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{W'_x(d_2) - W'_x(d_1)}{d_2 - d_1} \right]$$

and

$$\psi_y = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{W'_y(d_2) - W'_y(d_1)}{d_2 - d_1} \right],$$

respectively. The values of $W'_x(z)$ and $W'_y(z)$ denote the beam radii up to the $1/e$ points of peak irradiance along the $x$- and $y$- direction and have been defined in (2.31) and (2.32), respectively.

4.3.2 Results and discussion

The diameters of the circular images at 4 m and 8 m are measured to be 2.9 cm and 3.75 cm, respectively. Thus, the application of $d_1 = 4$ m, $d_2 = 8$ m, $D_{im}(4\text{ m}) = 2.9$ cm and $D_{im}(8\text{ m}) = 3.75$ cm to (4.3) results in a measured beam divergence of $\psi = 2.12$ mrad. This value is more than twice the targeted divergence of 1 mrad that is achievable by the use of a lens with even larger diameter than that of the spherical one. Also, the optical power contained in the circular image is measured to be 1.94 mW and 1.87 mW at $d_1 = 4$ m and $d_2 = 8$ m, respectively. Therefore, 40.8% and 39.3% of the transmitted optical power of $P_{Tx,o} = 4.76$ mW is included in the circular image at 4 m and 8 m, respectively. This means that the lens placed at 5.15 cm from the LD fails to collect and collimate the whole optical power of the source inducing geometrical losses. Finally, the elliptical image (see Fig. 4.16) includes the remaining amount of optical power.

The experimental data of intensity at 4 m and 8 m fitted by the respective curves of analytical model are shown in Figure 4.17. The curves labelled as ‘Analytical Model’ are derived by the use of (2.1)–(2.10) and (2.14)–(2.33). The analytical parameters used for curve fitting of the experimental data are shown in Table 4.6. Parameter $G_0$ denotes the peak intensity of the Gaussian beam at the emission point of the LD. Quantities $W_{3x}$ and $W_{3y}$ represent the
Figure 4.17: Study II: Data of irradiance on the $x$-$y$ transverse plane of the laser beam at 4 m and 8 m accompanied by the respective analytical model curves.

Gaussian beam waists along $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively, which are reshaped by the lens. The MSE in irradiance is calculated to be $1.6 \cdot 10^{-2}$ at 4 m and $3.2 \cdot 10^{-3}$ at 8 m. The slight deviation of some measured data points from the elliptical Gaussian fitting is explained by the existence of the diffraction effect [97]. This effect occurs when an optical wave passes through an aperture and is strongly dependent on the distance between the aperture and the observation plane, the wavelength and the aperture dimensions. In particular, here the diffraction effect stems from the transmission of the laser beam through the circular aperture of the lens mount to free space. The dark and bright fringes observed in the circular image of Figure 4.16 and in Figure 4.7(a) can also be attributed to the sharp intensity distribution of the generated laser beam at its waist [98]. Also, even slight misalignment between the optical source and the lens can significantly affect the beam irradiance pattern observed at the far field. The application of the physical model of the elliptical Gaussian beam for curve fitting results in the values of $W'_x(4 \text{ m}) = 1.2 \text{ cm}$ and $W'_x(8 \text{ m}) = 1.8 \text{ cm}$. Therefore, the application of these values to (4.4) yields $\psi_x = 3 \text{ mrad}$. Similarly, the beam radius along the $y$-axis is calculated to be $W'_y(4 \text{ m}) = 2 \text{ cm}$ and $W'_y(8 \text{ m}) = 3.15 \text{ cm}$. Therefore, the beam divergence of the ‘fast’ axis is
computed to be $\psi_y = 5.75 \text{ mrad}$ by (4.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tx,0}$</td>
<td>[mW]</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_0$</td>
<td>[nm]</td>
<td>660.00</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>21.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta_x$</td>
<td>[deg]</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>[m$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>-13.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta_y$</td>
<td>[deg]</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0x}$</td>
<td>[$\mu$m]</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>$W_{2x}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0y}$</td>
<td>[$\mu$m]</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>$W_{2y}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>13.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_0$</td>
<td>[kW/cm$^2$]</td>
<td>140.70</td>
<td>$R_{2x}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_0$</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>$R_{2y}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1x}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>$d_{1x}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>-3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1y}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>$d_{1y}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>-3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1x}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>51.50</td>
<td>$W_{3x}$</td>
<td>[$\mu$m]</td>
<td>92.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1y}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>51.50</td>
<td>$W_{3y}$</td>
<td>[$\mu$m]</td>
<td>54.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MPE of the 660 nm wavelength at link distances of the order of 100 m to 300 m is expected to be determined assuming that the laser transmitter is a point source. This is because the correction factor $C_6$ and the angular subtense, $\alpha$, of an extended source decrease with an increase in distance [46]. Thus, it is expected to have $\nu = 1 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ according to Figure 2.1. Therefore, the maximum optical power that is allowed to be transmitted through the 7.5 cm diameter lens is calculated to be $(1 \text{ mW/cm}^2) \times \pi (3.75 \text{ cm})^2 = 44.2 \text{ mW}$. In Section 4.2.2.13, it is predicted that the required number of LDs and small lenses is 61 for harvesting 1 W by the mono-c-Si cell. The average output optical power per diode is measured to be 73.7 mW; thus, the total transmitted power by the 61 diodes is required to be $4496 \text{ mW} \approx 4.5 \text{ W}$. Therefore, the required number of red LDs and 7.5 cm spherical lenses is calculated to be $(4496 \text{ mW})/(44.2 \text{ mW}) = 102$. However, such a square array of $10 \times 10$ red LDs with lenses results in the transmitter dimensions of $75 \times 75 \text{ cm}^2$, which are considered to be unsuitable for the practical application of SC EH. Also, a large module of mono-c-Si PV cells would be an appropriate selection for the receiver; one of the challenges would be to illuminate each cell uniformly at the power levels of their maximum efficiency.

### 4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the limits of indoor OWPT were investigated in the absence of ambient light considering the use of LDs and c-Si solar cells. In particular, an experimental study was under-
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taken to determine the harvested power and power efficiency of the link and its components. Up to five red LDs with collimation lenses were used for power transmission. This small number of diodes was selected for reasons of eye safety. A 36-cell multi-c-Si solar panel, an eight-cell multi-c-Si solar panel and a mono-c-Si PV cell were placed at 5.2 m from the optical transmitters to compare their energy efficiency. The highest energy efficiency with a FF of 69% and the maximum harvested power of 30.6 mW were achieved by the eight-cell solar panel when four LDs were used. The highest total power efficiency of 3.2% for a harvested power level of 17.8 mW was attained by the link created using two optical transmitters and the mono-c-Si solar cell. The value of power efficiency was shown to be improved by 31.7 and 4.3 times compared with the links comprising the white LED and PM given in Chapter 3 and the five LDs and 36-cell PV panel, respectively. The link efficiency of 3.2% is relatively low because the average efficiency of two LDs and the solar cell efficiency were measured to be 26.8% and 13.3%, respectively. Yet the geometrical losses were determined to be only 10.6%. This low link efficiency value is not the absolute maximum using today’s components, but can be increased by a respective increase in the components efficiency. This could be achieved using infrared LDs of high conversion efficiency, e.g. 54% at 975 nm, along with monochromatic laser power converters, as shown in the next chapter. Also, the optical link of two red LDs and the solar cell was compared in terms of total power efficiency with a SotA IPTS; an improvement by 2.7 times was shown. Therefore, the concept of indoor OWPT can be concluded to have an acceptable efficiency of comparable levels with RF based EH systems. The additional harvested power from sunlight is expected to offer performance superiority to OWPT systems compared with RF based WPT systems. This is because solar devices are able to harvest power simultaneously from man-made optical sources, such as lasers, and a natural resource, i.e. sunlight, while typical rectennas or induction coils lack this advantage in the RF domain. Most importantly, the analytical framework for an elliptical Gaussian beam and the single diode based solar panel physical model given in Chapter 2 were used to estimate the number of optical transmitters required to harvest 1 W. As a result, 110 red LDs and lenses were shown to be needed, when the 36-cell solar panel was considered, and 61 optical transmitters were shown to be required assuming the use of the solar cell.

The experimental distance of 5.2 m was short given that practical wireless links of 100 m to 300 m were considered to be required for SC EH. Hence, the laser beam divergence was defined and measured in two different ways with a targeted value of 1 mrad. The red LD was used with a large spherical lens for light collimation. The physical model of the elliptical Gaussian beam
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was used for curve fitting of the experimental data. Thus, an average full width divergence of 4.4 mrad at 36.8% of peak irradiance was determined. In order to achieve the targeted value of 1 mrad, the use of a lens of larger diameter should be considered. Also, a divergence of 2.1 mrad was calculated measuring the diameters of two circular beam images. Despite the fact that the achieved beam divergences were larger than 1 mrad, the additional optical losses can be counterbalanced by the use of a large solar panel. To affirm eye safety, the maximum permissible optical power of a single transmitter comprising a red LD and the 7.5 cm lens was calculated to be 44.2 mW. However, the required number of diodes and lenses for harvesting 1 W was predicted to be 102; thus, the total area of the transmitter was 75 × 75 cm² that is not suitable for the application of OWPT to SCs. The developed power transmitter can be concluded to be capable of operating as the basic part of an array of 102 diodes and lenses at 100 m to 300 m according to the analysis. One more engineering challenge was mentioned to be the uniform radiation of the mono-c-Si cells of a large PV module at the levels of their maximum power efficiency.
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, three simulation designs of a 100 m infrared (IR) wireless link are investigated in Zemax for a harvested power of 1 W during darkness hours. Clear weather conditions are assumed and, thus, the atmospheric losses are not considered here [57]. In Zemax, the light propagation through an optical system is modelled using ray tracing. Complex physical effects such as diffraction, aberrations and scattering; and different optical components like mirrors, lenses and diffusers can be modelled in Zemax. Despite the fact that diffraction was observed in the laser beams of Chapter 4, this effect is considered to be insignificant in this chapter because the total measured optical power is of major importance and the dimensions of optics are quite increased in the last two studies.

In Chapter 4, the experimental levels of the transmitted power by five red diodes of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) were in the order of mW. Also, a monocrystalline silicon (mono-c-Si) cell was concluded to achieve higher efficiency compared with that of a multi-c-Si solar panel. As a next step, an array of 42 laser diodes (LDs) is designed in Study I for the transmission of an amount of optical power able to be converted to 1 W by the mono-c-Si cell. The LDs are selected to operate at 785 nm because of the higher efficiency than that of the 660 nm LDs used in Chapter 4. The targeted value of 1 W is shown to be feasible up to the distance of 30 m, but beam enclosure of Class 3B laser systems is required for eye safety [46].

The multi-laser transmitter of Study I is classified as Class 3B because a large amount of optical power passes through small diameter lenses for collimation. Eye safety can be affirmed by a significant increase in the dimensions of the collimation optics for a laser system classification as Class 1 that is the most stringent category [46]. In addition, 975 nm LDs can achieve high efficiency of more than 65% [33] and the responsivity of mono-c-Si cells is maximised from...
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0.9 µm to 1 µm [88]. Hence, a highly efficient single link is designed in Study II combining the use of a 10 W 975 nm LD and the mono-c-Si cell.

In Study II, two Powell lenses are used to modify the elliptical Gaussian beam of the LD into a uniform beam. A uniform illumination pattern is required for the maximum electrical performance of a solar cell. Also, two large mirrors are used at the transmitter and the receiver for beam collimation and collection, respectively. However, the intensity pattern on the solar cell is not uniform due to the large beam astigmatism induced by the Powell lenses. Therefore, the Powell lenses are not used in a second scenario of Study II. The targeted value of 1 W is shown to be feasible up to the distance of 100 m in both scenarios under the required eye safety conditions for a Class 1 system. Nevertheless, the transmitter and receiver are not suitable for a practical small cell (SC) power supply, because the mirror dimensions are in the order of m³.

In order to decrease the mirror dimensions, a 1550 nm LD is used in Study III due to the high maximum permissible exposure (MPE) level of 100 mW/cm² [46]. Since silicon (Si) solar cells have low responsivity at 1.55 µm, the use of an indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAsP) laser power converter (LPC) is considered at the receiver [15,34]. The main contribution of this chapter is given by this highly directive 1550 nm link that is shown to be capable of harvesting 1.2 W and meeting eye safety regulations for Class 1. Also, the dimensions of the transmitter and receiver are considered to be acceptable for a practical application of wireless power supply to SCs.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, the study of the multiple 785 nm laser link with the mono-c-Si solar cell is given. In Section 5.3, the single 975 nm laser link with the mono-c-Si solar cell is studied. Finally, the design of the single 1550 nm link with a LPC is provided in Section 5.4.

5.2 Study I: Multiple 785 nm LDs and mono-c-Si solar cell

The simulation model is given in Section 5.2.1. Eye safety regulations are provided in Section 5.2.2. An elliptical Gaussian propagation model was presented in Chapter 2 for a laser beam transmitted through a lens towards free space. This model is used to support the simulation results given in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 Simulation model

The optical design consists of the following objects: ‘source diode’, ‘even asphere lens’, ‘array’ and ‘detector rectangle’ created in the non-sequential components (NSC) mode. Optical rays hit a predefined sequence of the same surfaces in sequential ray tracing [99]. This limitation is overcome in non-sequential ray tracing; the physical positions and properties of the objects and the direction of the rays determine the objects which the rays hit. Also, rays may hit any part of any non-sequential object, and may hit the same object multiple times, or not at all. Since rays can propagate through the optical components in any order, ray paths of total internal reflection can be considered. While sequential mode is limited to the analysis of imaging and afocal systems, non-sequential mode can be used to analyse stray light, scattering and illumination in both imaging and non-imaging optics. So long as this work focuses on non-imaging systems which refer to the optimal transfer of light power from a source to a target, non-sequential ray tracing is used. Source diode is the most appropriate non-sequential object to model a LD because of the many detailed input parameters it offers. The even asphere lens is a suitable object used to model the complex shape of aspheric lenses.

Laser diodes and respective aspheric lenses are placed in a rectangular array with perfectly aligned optical axes as shown in Figure 5.1(a). Also, the $12.5 \times 12.5$ cm$^2$ detector rectangle modelling the mono-c-Si solar cell is shown at a 5 m link distance in Figure 5.1(b).

![Figure 5.1: Non-sequential components shaded model of (a) the array of 7 × 6 LDs and aspheric lenses and (b) the square solar cell.](image)

The object source diode is used in Zemax for the simulation of a Panasonic LNCT22PK01WW
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LD [64]. This is an off-the-shelf continuous wave (CW) optical source able to transmit a typical power, $P_{Tx,o}$, of 171.1 mW in the near infrared (NIR) region. Also, it has a typical efficiency of 27.4%, beam divergence parallel to the junction $\vartheta_\parallel = 7.5^\circ$ and beam divergence perpendicular to the junction $\vartheta_\perp = 15^\circ$ at FWHM intensity [64]. According to the model of source diode, the intensity of the beam generated from a rectangular source is given by:

$$G_{\text{sim}}(\theta_x, \theta_y) = G_{\text{sim},0} \exp \left\{ -2 \left[ \left( \frac{\vartheta_\parallel}{a_x} \right)^{2S_x} + \left( \frac{\vartheta_\perp}{a_y} \right)^{2S_y} \right] \right\}, \quad (5.1)$$

where $G_{\text{sim},0}$ denotes the overall peak intensity, note that the manufacturers of LDs give the relative instead of the absolute value of intensity; $\theta_x$ and $\theta_y$ are the angles in degrees along the $x$- and $y$- directions, respectively; and $a_x$ and $a_y$ are the angular divergences in degrees on the $x$- and $y$- planes, respectively. The angular divergences of FWHM are given by:

$$a_x = \frac{\vartheta_\parallel}{\sqrt{2 \ln(2)}} \quad (5.2)$$

and

$$a_y = \frac{\vartheta_\perp}{\sqrt{2 \ln(2)}} \quad (5.3)$$

Also, the values of $S_x$ and $S_y$ are the ‘super-Gaussian’ factors along the $x$- and $y$- axes, respectively and range from 0.01 to 50. The special case of $S_x = S_y = 1$ corresponds to a typical elliptical Gaussian beam. The simulation parameters of the object source diode are given in Table 5.1. Quantity $\lambda_0$ is the operating wavelength of the LDs. Parameters $N_{lr}$ and $N_{anr}$ denote the number of layout rays and analysis rays, respectively. Also, $N_x$ and $N_y$ represent the number of LDs placed along the $x$- and $y$- axis, respectively. The values of $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ are the distances between the centres of two LDs and lenses placed consecutively along the $x$- and $y$- direction, respectively. Finally, $W_{0x}$ and $W_{0y}$ are the Gaussian beam waists along $x$- and $y$- axes, respectively, at the rectangular emission cross section of the diode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source diode</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>$N_{lr}$</th>
<th>$N_{anr}$</th>
<th>$P_{Tx,o}$ [mW]</th>
<th>$\lambda_0$ [nm]</th>
<th>$a_x$ [deg]</th>
<th>$S_x$</th>
<th>$a_y$ [deg]</th>
<th>$\Delta x$ [mm]</th>
<th>$\Delta y$ [mm]</th>
<th>$W_{0x}$ [nm]</th>
<th>$W_{0y}$ [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective lens</td>
<td>$N_x$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10$^3$</td>
<td>10$^7$</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective lens</td>
<td>$N_y$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective lens</td>
<td>$\Delta x$ [mm]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>432.8</td>
<td>1.116</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The object even asphere lens is used for the simulation of an ACL12708U-B lens [100]. This
optical element is identical to the ACL12708U-A one used in Experiments I, II and IV of Chapter 4. The anti-reflection coating (ARC) of ACL12708U-B is suitable for the wavelength range of 650 nm−1050 nm, while the ARC of ACL12708U-A is tailored to 350 nm−700 nm. Although aspheric coefficients of the rear surface of lens are not considered in the analytical model of Chapter 2, they are used in the simulation and their values are given in [100]. The array object is used for the creation of a rectangular array consisting of 7 × 6 identical aspheric lenses. The parent object of array is the even asphere lens. The detector rectangle is used for the simulation of the mono-c-Si cell [93] already used in Scenario III of Experiment II (see Chapter 4). The material of detector rectangle is selected to be ‘absorb’ and the number of pixels along the x- and y- dimension is 150 × 150. The square receiver, placed at 5 m from the LDs array, and the collected optical rays are shown in Figure 5.1(b). The distance $d_0$ between each LD and its corresponding lens is set to be a variable. A value of $d_0 = 3.737$ mm is obtained from an optimisation approach for non-sequential optical systems. In particular, an orthogonal descent optimizer is initially used for the minimisation of a merit function. The merit function constitutes a measure of how well the optical design satisfies specific performance criteria by the modification of a set of parameters. In this case, the performance criteria are the total flux and spatial uniformity. This is because the optical power collected from the cell needs to be the maximum possible and the coherent irradiance must be as uniform as possible. Finally, the result of $d_0$ is refined by the use of a Hammer optimizer [101].

5.2.2 Eye safety regulations

Important parameters for eye safety are given below for the simulated optical transmitter according to the British Standard BS EN 60825-1:2014 [46]. The selected LD is classified as Class 3B according to the manufacturer [64]. The MPE in terms of irradiance is calculated to be $\nu = 1.5 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ similar to the methodology presented in Appendix B.1. Also, the nominal ocular hazard distance (NOHD) is determined to be $d_{\text{NOHD}} = 75 \text{ cm}$ and, therefore, the NIR beam radiation requires enclosure with a length of 75 cm.

The optical transmitter consisting of the LD and the lens is classified as Class 3B, similar to the methodology presented in Appendix B.2. The MPE is calculated to be $\nu = 6.66 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ and the NOHD is $d_{\text{NOHD}} = 54.3 \text{ m}$. Therefore, a shielding tube with a length of 54.3 m is required which is unsuitable for practical applications.
5.2.3 Results and discussion

The received optical power, $P_{Rx,o}$, of the 42 laser link is shown as a function of distance, $z$, in Figure 5.2 based on the analytical model – presented in Chapter 2 – and the simulation model. The theoretical curve is derived by the use of (2.1)–(2.10) and (2.14)–(2.32). Note that the reference point $z = 0$ denotes the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens and the beam widths refer to the FWHM intensity points. The parameters of the analytical model presented in Chapter 2 are used to verify the simulation model and are summarised in Table 5.2.

Parameter $G_0$ denotes the peak intensity of the Gaussian beam at the emission point of the LD. The sizes $W_{1x}$ and $W_{1y}$ represent the Gaussian beam radii along $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively, at the input lens plane. The radii of curvature of the Gaussian beam along $x$- and $y$-axes at the tangent plane to the input lens surface are given by $R_{1x}$ and $R_{1y}$, respectively. Parameters $A$, $B$, $C$ and $D$ are the four elements of the $ABCD$ matrix of the thick lens. Quantities $W_{2x}$ and $W_{2y}$ denote the Gaussian beam radii along $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively, at the output lens plane. The radii of curvature of the Gaussian beam along $x$- and $y$-axes at the tangent plane to the output lens surface are represented by $R_{2x}$ and $R_{2y}$, respectively. The sizes $d_{1x}$ and $d_{1y}$ are the distances of the Gaussian beam waists along $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively, reshaped by the lens and the vertex of the output lens surface. Quantities $W_{3x}$ and $W_{3y}$ represent the Gaussian beam waists along $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively, which are reshaped by the lens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Rx,o}$</td>
<td>[mW]</td>
<td>171.10</td>
<td>$R_{1x}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_0$</td>
<td>[nm]</td>
<td>785.00</td>
<td>$R_{1y}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta_x$</td>
<td>[deg]</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta_y$</td>
<td>[deg]</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_x$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>[cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>1.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_y$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>15.20</td>
<td>$W_{2x}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>528.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>$W_{2y}$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0x}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>$R_{2x}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0y}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>$R_{2y}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>-1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_0$</td>
<td>[MW/cm$^2$]</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>$d_{1x}$</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>54.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_0$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>3.737</td>
<td>$d_{1y}$</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1x}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>244.97</td>
<td>$W_{3x}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>410.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1y}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>491.99</td>
<td>$W_{3y}$</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
<td>311.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two curves have a maximum gap of 1 dB at the distance of 100 m. According to the
analytical model, a value of optical power of 7.15 W is delivered effectively to 20 m. Also, a simulation based value of 7.13 W is able to be transferred to 10 m. After the distance of 20 m, the analytical curve falls with a larger rate compared with the simulation curve. This effect is attributed to the term $W'_x(z')W'_y(z'')$ that exists in the denominator of (2.33) in the theoretical model. Parameter $W'_x(z')$ denotes the reshaped Gaussian beam radius along $x$-axis as a function of distance $z' = z - d_0 - t_c - d_{1x}$, where $t_c$ is the lens thickness. Quantity $W'_y(z'')$ represents the reshaped Gaussian beam radius along $y$-axis as a function of distance $z'' = z - d_0 - t_c - d_{1y}$. The product $W'_x(z')W'_y(z'')$ attenuates the irradiance and therefore the optical power faster than the respective irradiance of (5.1) of the simulation model. Also, the rear surface of the aspheric lens is modelled as spherical in the analytical model of Chapter 2 and this geometrical assumption makes light collimation less efficient. The geometrical losses of optical power are 0.09 dB and 0.1 dB at the link distance of 30 m for the analytical and simulation model, respectively. This means that the particular multiple laser based link presents a very large collection efficiency of 97.9% and 97.7% at 30 m according to theory and simulation, respectively. The optical-to-electrical efficiency of the particular cell is measured to be 13.25% for an input optical power of 134.38 mW in Experiment IV of Chapter 4. This optical power is assumed to be at the lower levels which result in lower power efficiency than the maximum.
value according to Figure 2.7. Thus, the received optical power of about 7 W (see Figure 5.2) is expected to increase the power conversion efficiency of the cell. At the same time, the increase in the temperature of the cell is expected to reduce the value of $\eta_{\text{sr}}$ based on Figure 2.6. Overall, the targeted value of 1 W is expected to be achieved in practice by this large amount of received optical power for link distance values of up to 30 m.

5.3 Study II: Single 975 nm LD and mono-c-Si solar cell

In this study a 10 W 975 nm LD is used for the creation of a highly efficient link. Scenario I and Scenario II are given in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2, respectively.

5.3.1 Scenario I: Powell lenses and mirrors

The objective, concept, simulation model, eye safety regulations, results and discussion of Scenario I are given below.

5.3.1.1 Objective and concept

The objective of Scenario I is to modify the elliptical Gaussian beam generated by the LD to a beam of uniform intensity in order to be transmitted safely towards free space. Note that a uniform irradiance profile along the entire free space optical link is desired to affirm that the beam has a constant irradiance lower than the maximum permissible irradiance for eye safety. Also, a uniform intensity beam profile is needed for the best electrical performance of the solar cell.

One of the potential methods to transform the Gaussian beam of a LD to a beam of uniform intensity is the use of Powell lenses [102]. Since the Gaussian beam is assumed to be elliptical and one Powell lens transforms the beam intensity only along a single dimension, two Powell lenses are required. Also, intensity modification of the beam is attained best, when the input beam is collimated. Therefore, two aspheric lenses are used to collimate the highly divergent beam of the LD. The laser beam expanded by the two Powell lenses is directed to an off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror for collimation. The main advantage of an OAP mirror compared with an on-axis parabolic mirror is the avoidance of optical losses due to obscuration, since the optical axes of the source and the mirror are spatially separated. The receiver comprises
a second mirror of the same dimensions with the mirror used at the transmitter to collect and focus the beam on the solar cell.

### 5.3.1.2 Simulation model

The optical design consists of the following objects: source diode, even asphere lens, detector rectangle, ‘CAD part: STEP/IGES/SAT’ and ‘standard surface’ created in the NSC mode.

The source diode object is used to simulate a Sheumann 10 W multi-mode CW LD with an efficiency of 53% [103]. The beam divergence of full width is \( \vartheta_{\parallel} = 18^\circ \) and \( \vartheta_\perp = 60^\circ \) at \( 1/e^2 \approx 0.135 \) or 13.5% of the peak intensity that is parallel and perpendicular to the junction, respectively. According to the model of the source diode, the angular divergences of full width at 13.5% of the peak intensity are calculated to be \( a_x = \vartheta_{\parallel}/2 \) and \( a_y = \vartheta_\perp/2 \). The simulation parameters of the LD are given in Table 5.3. The term \( \tau \) represents the astigmatism of the beam generated from the LD. A value of \( \tau = 30 \, \mu \text{m} \) is considered, because the reported astigmatism of multi-mode LDs ranges from 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 50 \( \mu \text{m} \) [67, 104]. Since the rectangular emitter of the selected LD has an area of \( 400 \times 1 \, \mu \text{m}^2 \), the beam waists, \( W_{0x} \) and \( W_{0y} \), along the slow and fast axes of the LD are assumed to be 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively. The even asphere lens object is used to simulate a Thorlabs ACL12708U-B aspheric lens and a second aspheric lens based on Thorlabs ACL4532-B. The input surface of the second aspheric lens is considered to be planar. Two Powell lenses with ARC are used to achieve beam uniformity and they are modelled importing two CAD Part: STEP/IGES/SAT objects given by the manufacturer in Zemax. In particular, a Laserline Optics Powell lens is considered to shape the collimated input beam to a 45° narrow output beam [105]. A detector rectangle is placed at 60 cm from the source diode. The ‘scale’ parameters of the two CAD objects are determined to be 5.26 and 8.969 using an orthogonal descent optimizer subject to the maximisation of total flux and spatial uniformity of the detector rectangle. The first four optical components used for collimation,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.3: Simulation parameters of 975 nm LD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uniformity and expansion of the LD’s beam at the transmitter are shown in Figure 5.3.

![Figure 5.3: Non-sequential components shaded model of source diode and four lenses in series (a) on the x-y plane and (b) on the y-z plane at the transmitter.](image)

The standard surface object is used with a user defined aperture to create an off-axis rectangular section of a parabolic surface. Thus, two OAP mirrors with the dimensions of $1 \times 1.7 \times 1.7 \text{ m}^3$ are designed and each placed at the transmitter and at the receiver. The optical axis of the LD forms an angle of $90^\circ$ with the collimation mirror at the transmitter. An isometric view of the optical transmitter is shown in Figure 5.4(a). The receiver is shown on the $y-z$ plane in Figure 5.4(b). The simulated 100 m link of Scenario I is shown on the $x-z$ plane in Figure 5.5(a).

![Figure 5.4: Non-sequential components shaded model of (a) the transmitter from an isometric view and (b) the receiver on the y-z plane.](image)

and on the $y-z$ plane in Figure 5.5(b). It is observed that the laser beam reflected by the OAP
mirror of the transmitter converges up to 48.32 m and diverges after 57.02 m along the x-axis of the wireless link. The beam is highly collimated in the distance range of [48.32, 57.02] m and a high density of rays is observed at 50 m. Thus, the beam irradiance needs to be measured by a circular aperture with a 5 cm diameter according to Condition 1 of Table 10 in [46] and to be compared with the MPE for eye safety at \( z = 50 \) m. Note that no circular detector can be used to plot data from a coherent source in Zemax. For this reason, a \( 5 \times 5 \text{ cm}^2 \) detector rectangle is used for the measurement of optical power. Thus, the beam irradiance, \( G_{Rx} \), is computed by the ratio of the received optical power over the area of 25 cm\(^2\). Also, a second detector rectangle with an area of 1.8 \( \times \) 1.7 m\(^2\) is placed at \( z = 0 \) and \( z = 50 \) m from the collimation mirror for the determination of the beam diameters at \( 1/e \approx 0.368 \) of peak intensity. Thus, the angular convergence of the beam along the x-axis is computed by \( \phi_x = 2 \tan^{-1}[ (D_{0x} - D_{1x})/100] \) and the beam convergence along \( y \)-axis is given by \( \phi_y = 2 \tan^{-1}[ (D_{0y} - D_{1y})/100] \). Parameters \( D_{0x} \) and \( D_{0y} \) denote the beam diameters at 36.8\% of peak intensity at \( z = 0 \), i.e. the output plane of the transmitter mirror, along x- and y-axis, respectively. Also, \( D_{1x} \) and \( D_{1y} \) are the beam diameters at 36.8\% of peak intensity at \( z = 50 \) m along x- and y-axis, respectively.

Finally, a detector rectangle is used to simulate a \( 5 \times 5 \text{ cm}^2 \) mono-c-Si cell at the receiver. The dimensions of the receiver are reduced by 6.25 times compared with these in Study I, because the total amount of optical power can be focused efficiently even on such a cell of smaller dimensions. The position of the cell is optimised by an orthogonal descent optimizer under the

**Figure 5.5:** Scenario I: Non-sequential components shaded model of the 100 m link (a) on the x-z plane and (b) on the y-z plane.
condition of maximisation of the collected power.

5.3.1.3 Eye safety regulations

When the selected 10 W LD is classified as Class 4 by the manufacturer, proper shielding of the volume between the LD and the collimation mirror is required. Therefore, the use of a box is considered in order to enclose the beam and, thus, an extended optical source is created. Also, beam enclosure inside the volume of the collection mirror and the solar cell is required, because the focused beam is expected to have high irradiance levels.

According to Table A.2 of [46], the MPE for an extended source is given by:

\[
\nu = \begin{cases} 
18C_4C_6t^{-0.25} \text{ [W/m}^2\text{]}, & t \leq T_2, \\
18C_4C_6T_2^{-0.25} \text{ [W/m}^2\text{]}, & t > T_2
\end{cases}, \tag{5.4}
\]

where \( t \) denotes the exposure time in s. The correction factors \( T_2, C_4 \) and \( C_6 \) are given in Table 9 of [46]. A time base of \( t = 100 \) s is used according to the classification principle 4.3 e) of [46]. Parameter \( C_4 \) is calculated to be 3.548 for the wavelength of 975 nm. In case of \( 1.5 \text{ mrad} < \alpha \leq 100 \text{ mrad}, T_2 = 10^{1+[(\alpha-1.5)/98.5]} \) and \( C_6 = \alpha/1.5 \), where \( \alpha \) denotes the angular subtense.

Since the laser beam reflected by the mirror of the transmitter is assumed to be rectangular, the angular subtense is computed by the arithmetic mean of the two angular dimensions of the source which are given by \( \alpha_x = 2 \tan^{-1}(D_{0x}/2z) \) and \( \alpha_y = 2 \tan^{-1}(D_{0y}/2z) \).

5.3.1.4 Results and discussion

The irradiance pattern of the detector placed at 60 cm from the diode is given in Figure 5.6. A relatively uniform rectangular pattern of beam intensity is created by the two Powell lenses. Three side lobes are observed at the top of the rectangle and a main lobe at the bottom of the detector.

The intensity pattern of the beam at \( z = 50 \) m from the output surface of the collimation mirror is shown in Figure 5.7. Note that the coherent irradiance is measured in mW/cm\(^2\) on the \( 5 \times 5 \) cm\(^2\) receiver shown in the zoom inlay of Figure 5.7. The laser beam is shown to be ‘squeezed’ along the \( x \)-axis and takes a form similar to an hourglass. The beam diameters at \( z = 50 \) m are measured to be \( D_{1x} = 8.62 \text{ cm} \) and \( D_{1y} = 15.45 \text{ cm} \). Also, the beam diameters at
Figure 5.6: Beam intensity as a function of $x$- and $y$-axes of a detector at 60 cm from the source.

the output plane of the collimation mirror are $D_{0x} = 33.03$ cm and $D_{0y} = 67.03$ cm. Therefore, the beam convergence is calculated to be $\phi_x = 5$ mrad and $\phi_y = 10.6$ mrad along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. The optical power collected by the $5 \times 5$ cm$^2$ receiver is measured to be 512.9 mW and, therefore, the beam irradiance is calculated to be 20.5 mW/cm$^2$. The angular subtenses are calculated to be $\alpha_x = 6.61$ mrad and $\alpha_y = 13.41$ mrad along the $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively. Therefore, a mean angular subtense of $\alpha = 10.01$ mrad is computed. Thus, the required parameters for check of eye safety are calculated to be $T_2 = 12.2$ s, $C_0 = 6.67$ and, finally, the MPE is determined to be $\nu = 22.79$ mW/cm$^2 > G_{Rx} = 20.5$ mW/cm$^2$. This means that the 50 m IR wireless link is eye safe.

The optical power collected by the solar cell is measured to be 8.6 W. The efficiency of the mono-c-Si cell was measured to be 13.3\% for an input optical power of 189.53 mW at 660 nm in Chapter 4. The mono-c-Si cell has a larger spectral response and, therefore, quantum efficiency at 975 nm [88]. Thus, the targeted electrical power of 1 W is expected to be attained for the large optical power of 8.6 W received by the solar cell.
5.3.2 Scenario II: Mirrors

The motivation, concept, simulation model, results and discussion of Scenario II are given below.

5.3.2.1 Motivation and concept

Since the illumination pattern of the laser beam, transferred to the solar cell, is not uniform in Scenario I, the use of Powell lenses at the transmitter can be avoided. Therefore, here the elliptical Gaussian beam generated from the divergent LD at the transmitter is expanded towards a large OAP mirror for collimation. The receiver comprises a second mirror, with the same dimensions as the mirror used at the transmitter, to collect and focus the beam on the solar cell.
5.3.2.2 Simulation model

The optical design consists of the following objects: source diode, detector rectangle and standard surface created in the NSC mode. The parameters of source diode and standard surface have the same values with the respective objects in Scenario I. The number of analysis rays of the source diode is selected to be $10^9$ in Scenario II, as the simulation time is reduced compared with Scenario I due to the use of less objects.

The simulated 100 m link of Scenario II is shown on the $x$-$z$ plane in Figure 5.8(a) and on the $y$-$z$ plane in Figure 5.8(b).

![Figure 5.8: Scenario II: Non-sequential components shaded model of the 100 m link (a) on the $x$-$z$ plane and (b) on the $y$-$z$ plane.](image)

It is observed that the laser beam is highly collimated in the free space between the two mirrors of the transmitter and the receiver. In this case, a $1 \times 1.7 \text{ m}^2$ detector is placed at the distances of $z = 0$, $z = 2 \text{ m}$, $z = 50 \text{ m}$, $z = 75 \text{ m}$ and $z = 96.89 \text{ m}$ from the output plane of the collimation mirror at the transmitter. Finally, the $5 \times 5 \text{ cm}^2$ detector rectangle that is modelling the mono-c-Si solar cell is placed at an optimised position of $z = 98.16 \text{ m}$ at the receiver to measure the maximum possible received optical power.

5.3.2.3 Results and discussion

The analytical parameters for eye safety and the simulated beam irradiance values are summarised in Table 5.4. The beam diameters are measured to be $D_{0x} = 17.07 \text{ cm}$ and $D_{0y} = 55.93 \text{ cm}$ at the output plane of the collimation mirror. It is observed that the MPE decreases
Table 5.4: Eye safety parameters and beam irradiance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>[mrad]</td>
<td>92.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T₂</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>84.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν</td>
<td>[mW/cm²]</td>
<td>130.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gₚₓ</td>
<td>[mW/cm²]</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

when the link distance increases. The beam irradiance remains at lower levels than the MPE up to the distance of 96.89 m. Therefore, eye safety is affirmed for the 975 nm wireless link up to 96.89 m, i.e. at the input plane of the collection mirror at the receiver. The lowest value of MPE is achieved for link distances greater than 100 m, when α has its minimum possible value, i.e. 1.5 mrad, T₂ = 10 s and C₆ = 1. In this case, the use of the second case of (5.4) results in ν = 3.59 mW/cm². Thus, the MPE is expected to exceed the beam irradiance at distances greater than 100 m.

Since the beam diameters at z = 50 m are measured to be Dₓ₁ = 17.01 cm and Dᵧ₁ = 56.16 cm, a beam convergence of φₓ = 12 µrad and a beam divergence of φᵧ = 46 µrad are calculated. The received optical power of the cell is determined to be 8.66 W. Similarly to Scenario I, the targeted electrical power of 1 W is expected to be achieved for the large optical power of 8.66 W received by the solar cell.

Mirrors with dimensions in the order of m³ are not considered practical for optical wireless power transfer to SCs. Thus, the simulation parameters of the dimensions of the mirrors and of Pₓ,o are set to 15 × 30 × 30 cm³ and 5 W, respectively. However, eye safety regulations would not be met up to distances of 10 m, because from the simulation the beam irradiance is determined to be 44.75 mW/cm² which is 2.13 times larger than the calculated MPE. Therefore, this trade off between the dimensions of the transmitter and receiver and the MPE up to 100 m does not offer an acceptable solution for 975 nm.

5.4 Study III: Single 1550 nm LD and LPC

The motivation, simulation model, results and discussion of Study III are given below.
5.4.1 Motivation

The use of mirrors with practical dimensions, such as $15 \times 30 \times 30 \text{ cm}^3$, is not feasible using a 5 W 975 nm LD. This is because of the low MPE values, which decrease along the 100 m link. Thus, the operational wavelength is modified to 1550 nm because of its constant MPE of 100 mW/cm$^2$ along the entire link according to Table A.1 of [46]. However, Si solar cells have very low efficiency at 1550 nm [34]; therefore, the use of an InGaAsP LPC is considered at the receiver [15]. The concept is the same as described in Section 5.3.2.1, but the parameters of the LD, mirrors and solar cell are different.

5.4.2 Simulation model

The source diode object is used to simulate an AKELA ALC-1550-04000-CB100 4 W multimode CW LD with a typical efficiency of 25%. The FWHM beam divergences of this LD are $\vartheta_\parallel = 9^\circ$ and $\vartheta_\perp = 34^\circ$. The simulation parameters of this laser source are given in Table 5.5. The rectangular emitter of the optical source has an area of $100 \times 1 \text{ \mu m}^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{ir}$</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{anr}$</td>
<td>$10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Tx,o}$</td>
<td>[W] 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_x$</td>
<td>[deg] 7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_y$</td>
<td>[deg] 28.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_x$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_y$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0x}$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{0y}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard surface object is used with a user defined aperture to create an off-axis elliptical section of a parabolic surface. As a first step, the dimensions of the OAP mirrors used at the transmitter and receiver are $h_m \times l_m \times w_m = 17.78 \times 17.78 \times 7.62 \text{ cm}^3$. Parameters $h_m$, $l_m$ and $w_m$ denote the height, length and width of the OAP mirror, respectively. Also, the effective reflected focal length, $\gamma$, defined as the distance between the focal point and the vertex of the OAP surface, at the transmitter is 20.32 cm. The simulation setup of the transmitter and the receiver is given on $y$-$z$ plane in Figure 5.9. Quantity $d_{lpc}$ represents the optimised distance along the $y$-axis of the LPC from the mirror at the receiver and is measured to be 19.69 cm.

A rectangular detector of $7.62 \times 17.78 \text{ cm}^2$ is used to observe the form of the collimated beam. It is placed at the link distances $z = 10 \text{ m}$, $z = 20 \text{ m}$, $z = 40 \text{ m}$, $z = 60 \text{ m}$, $z = 80 \text{ m}$ and
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Figure 5.9: Non-sequential components shaded model of (a) the transmitter and (b) the receiver on y-z plane.

\[ z = 99.89 \text{ m} \] from the output plane of the collimation mirror.

The MPE level of 100 mW/cm\(^2\) for a point source at 1.55 µm corresponds to a maximum permissible power of 9.62 mW measured by a circular aperture stop with a 3.5 mm diameter according to Table A.1 of [46]. Thus, a 3.102 mm\(^2\) square detector is used for power measurements in Zemax, because it has the same area as the circular aperture stop. Since the 1/e beam diameters are in the order of a few cm, the square detector is placed at nine points of a square grid. Two consecutive points of the grid have a distance of 3.102 mm as shown in Figure 5.10. Each point corresponds to the centre of the square detector and the central point of the grid is placed at the position of peak irradiance of the super-Gaussian beam. Thus, the maximum beam irradiance from all of the nine points is determined for the link distances \( z = 10 \text{ m} \), \( z = 20 \text{ m} \), \( z = 40 \text{ m} \), \( z = 60 \text{ m} \), \( z = 80 \text{ m} \) and \( z = 99.89 \text{ m} \) from the output plane of the collimation mirror. Finally, a detector rectangle of 5 × 5 mm\(^2\) is used to model the 1550 nm LPC of [15].

5.4.3 Results and discussion

The maximum irradiance of the laser beam increases with the increase in link distance. This means that the laser beam focuses at the input plane of the receiver’s mirror along z-axis; therefore, eye safety needs to be affirmed at \( z = 99.89 \text{ m} \). The intensity distribution of the elliptical super-Gaussian beam at \( z = 99.89 \text{ m} \) is given in Figure 5.10. Also, the square grid and the central points, where the 3.102 mm\(^2\) square detector is placed for the measurement
of optical power, are given in Figure 5.10. The elliptical beam is observed to be asymmetric around $y = -25 \text{ mm}$ that represents the central $y$-axis of the beam. In particular, the upper part of the beam is enlarged, while the lower part of the beam is shrunken compared to a normal elliptical Gaussian beam. This is because the reflected and collimated rays from the mirror at $y > -25 \text{ mm}$ travel longer distances along $x$-axis compared to the ones at $y < -25 \text{ mm}$ due to the off-axis placement of the LD and the mirror. This effect is known as coma or comatic aberration in optics.

The irradiance pattern of the laser beam measured by the $3.102^2 \text{ mm}^2$ square detector is given in Figure 5.11. The detector is placed at $(x, y, z) = (-0.29 \text{ mm}, -25 \text{ mm}, 99.89 \text{ m})$ that corresponds to the central square of the grid with the largest intensity value. Since the optical power is measured to be $9.818 \text{ mW}$, the beam irradiance is determined to be $102.03 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ that is $102\%$ of $\nu = 100 \text{ mW/cm}^2$. Therefore, in order to ensure eye safety for the designed 100 m wireless system and classify it as Class 1, the mirror dimensions need to increase slightly. In particular, the increase of the length and width of the OAP mirrors by only $3.8 \text{ cm}$ results in

Figure 5.10: Coherent beam intensity distribution measured by a $7.62 \times 17.78 \text{ cm}^2$ detector at $z = 99.89 \text{ m}$ and the square grid for eye safety measurements.
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**Figure 5.11:** Beam intensity pattern measured by a $3.102^2 \text{mm}^2$ square detector at $z = 99.89 \text{ m}$ for eye safety check.

$G_{Rx} = 70.2 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ at $z = 100 \text{ m}$ (see Table 5.6).

The beam diameters at 36.8% of peak intensity are measured to be $D_{0x} = 27.02 \text{ mm}$ and $D_{0y} = 90.76 \text{ mm}$ at $z = z_1 = 10 \text{ cm}$ along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Also, the beam diameters at 36.8% of maximum irradiance are measured to be $D_{1x} = 24.51 \text{ mm}$ and $D_{1y} = 90.92 \text{ mm}$ at $z = z_2 = 99.89 \text{ m}$ along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Therefore, the beam convergence along $x$-axis is given by $\phi_x = \tan^{-1}\left((D_{0x} - D_{1x})/(z_2 - z_1)\right)$ and is determined to be $25.2 \mu \text{rad}$. Similarly, the beam divergence along $y$-axis is calculated by $\phi_y = \tan^{-1}\left((D_{1y} - D_{0y})/(z_2 - z_1)\right)$ and has a value of $1.6 \mu \text{rad}$.

The irradiance pattern of the laser beam focused on the $5 \times 5 \text{ mm}^2$ solar cell is given in Figure 5.12. The optical power received by the solar cell is measured to be $3.12 \text{ W}$. This means that the total geometrical losses of the $100 \text{ m}$ IR link are $22\%$. The selected material of the mirrors will affect the received optical power due to absorption and scattering losses. The minimum reflectance at $1550 \text{ nm}$ is $94\%$ for the metallic mirror coating of protected aluminium (Al), as shown in Figure 4 of [106]. Also, the metallic mirror coating of protected gold has a maximum
reflectance of 97.5% at 1550 nm according to Figure 4 of [106]. Therefore, the use of two mirrors with protected Al coating – worst-case scenario – results in a received optical power of $0.94^2 \times 3.12 = 2.77$ W. A power efficiency of 42% is achieved by the LPC in [15] for 237.5 mW/cm$^2$ of received irradiance; this corresponds to collected optical power of 59.4 mW. Therefore, in order to affirm the same efficiency, the required number of cells is calculated to be $2.77/(59.4 \times 10^{-3}) \approx 47$. In this case, the harvested electrical power is expected to be $0.42 \times 2.77 = 1.16$ W. The use of a Powell lens before the solar cell would contribute to the creation of uniform illumination on the 47 cells.

Finally, the required mirror dimensions for an operation of the 100 m link at a maximum beam irradiance of $\nu$, $2\nu/3$ and $\nu/2$ are summarised in Table 5.6. When the beam irradiance decreases from $\nu$ to $\nu/2$ at the receiver, the volume of the mirrors is shown to increase by 1.94 times.
In this chapter, three simulation studies were given in Zemax for harvesting 1 W – typical required power for a SC – by a 100 m IR wireless link in darkness. Zemax is a well known optical design software used for the design and analysis of imaging and non-imaging systems. The propagation of light through an optical system is modelled by ray tracing. The use of Zemax for the simulation of complex physical effects – diffraction, aberrations and scattering – and optical components – mirrors, lenses and diffusers – is the first step before the implementation of a practical system. Thus, a 785 nm wireless link was designed considering 42 LDs with collimation lenses and a mono-c-Si cell. The simulation and analytical models were in close agreement showing that the transfer of 7 W up to 30 m with geometrical losses of only 2% was feasible. Therefore, the minimum required efficiency of the solar cell was only 13.9%, while an efficiency of 13.3% was measured in the experiments of Chapter 4 for an input optical power of 134.4 mW. However, a beam enclosure was required due to eye safety restrictions for Class 3B systems, and this was the main limitation.

A significant increase in the transmitter’s dimensions was applied to the second design to affirm eye safety from a Class 1 system. In particular, a 975 nm LD of an efficiency of 53% was used to transmit 10 W to the mono-c-Si cell. Uniform illumination is desired for a maximum electrical performance of a solar receiver. Hence, a transformation of the elliptical Gaussian beam to a beam of uniform intensity was attained using Powell lenses at the transmitter. Two large mirrors were used at the transmitter and receiver for beam collimation and reception, respectively. However, the uniformity of beam irradiance was modified by the collimation

### Table 5.6: Mirror dimensions for a beam irradiance equal to (a) MPE, (b) two thirds of MPE and (c) half of MPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>( h_m \times l_m \times w_m )</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( z )</td>
<td>( G_{Rx} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>[cm³]</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[mW/cm²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.8 × 17.8 × 7.6</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.89</td>
<td>102.0 ( \approx \nu )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.6 × 21.6 × 7.6</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>70.2 ( \approx 2\nu/3 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.8 × 24.8 × 7.6</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>54.0 ( \approx \nu/2 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.5 Summary

In this chapter, three simulation studies were given in Zemax for harvesting 1 W – typical required power for a SC – by a 100 m IR wireless link in darkness. Zemax is a well known optical design software used for the design and analysis of imaging and non-imaging systems.
mirror due to the astigmatism induced by the lenses. Therefore, a second case was considered neglecting the use of Powell lenses. The MPE of the extended 975 nm source was shown to decrease along the wireless link with a minimum value of 8.9 mW/cm² at 100 m. Despite this fact, harvesting at least 1 W at 100 m was shown to be feasible meeting the eye safety requirements for Class 1 systems. However, the order of m³ for the mirror dimensions was the main disadvantage for a practical application of power supply to SCs. Nevertheless, the use of 975 nm laser sources along with LPCs could create power transfer links of end-to-end efficiency of the order of 30% and could be considered in near field applications such as wireless charging of electrical vehicles.

In the third study, a 1550 nm LD was selected because its large MPE of 100 mW/cm² allows for a significant decrease in the mirror dimensions. The use of a III-IV semiconductor solar cell – designed for monochromatic illumination at 1550 nm with a maximum efficiency of 45% – was considered. The designed link was highly directive with an average beam convergence of 11.9 µrad defined by the full width at 36.8% of peak intensity. Harvesting 1.2 W of electrical power from an estimated number of 47 LPCs was shown to be attainable at 100 m. The area of each cell was only 5 × 5 mm²; therefore, the size of an array of 47 LPCs is calculated to be 11.75 cm², which is suitable for practical applications of OWPT. Most importantly, the mirror dimensions were shown to be 17.8 × 17.8 × 7.6 cm³ and 24.8 × 24.8 × 7.6 cm³ for a link operation at 102% and 54% of the MPE, respectively. Thus, the requirement for a Class 1 laser system was met. These dimensions are considered to be acceptable for a practical application of wireless energy transfer to SCs. Overall, the designed 1550 nm laser link had low complexity because of the small number of optical components; was considered to be eye safe with a classification of Class 1; was capable of transferring 1.2 W of electrical power at 100 m; and comprised optics of acceptable dimensions for practical applications. It is hoped that these results could form the basis for further investigations of OWPT not only for SCs but also for other applications such as the solar power satellite and unmanned aerial vehicles or drones.
chapter 6

Hybrid solar/laser based energy harvesting systems with electrochemical storage

6.1 Introduction

The worst case light conditions for small cell (SC) energy harvesting (EH) correspond to power transfer only from dedicated optical sources in darkness. These conditions have already been considered in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. However, the unique potential of harvesting power not only from optical sources but also from sunlight remains unexplored. Hence, as a first step, the concept of outdoor SC EH from sunlight at daytime is studied experimentally in this chapter. The objective is to determine the generated power levels with a desired value of 1 W and assess if additional power from optical sources is required.

In particular, two solar panels are used with the ability to harvest maximum power of 5 W and 10 W under standard test conditions (STC), respectively. The 5 W solar panel is used under sunny weather conditions. The 10 W panel is used while partly cloudy conditions are prevailing. An average electrical power of 3.7 W is measured using the 5 W panel for one hour. Also, average power and peak power of 4.1 W and 9 W, respectively, are generated by the 10 W panel within a two-hour period. Harvesting at least 1 W of electrical power is shown to be feasible for periods in the order of hours during the day even under partly cloudy weather conditions. The variability of weather conditions is shown to affect the harvested power causing fluctuations with minimum values in the order of mW. Therefore, the use of a battery is required to balance the generated electrical power. In addition to electrochemical storage, hybrid EH from sources of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) and sunlight is shown to be required for SCs in the presence of dense clouds, since the harvested power decreases to levels of mW.

As a next step, a simulation study is given for the determination of the battery size required for an autonomous year-round SC operation based on solar EH. Hence, the use of the 5 W and 10 W
solar panels from the experiments is considered. The results show the feasibility of autonomous SC operation for a year, but the dimensions and weight of the batteries are not suitable for a practical application of SC EH. Thus, the design of a hybrid EH system is proposed based on solar EH using the 10 W panel and the 1550 nm laser based wireless power transfer (WPT) link from Chapter 5. The feasibility of the provision of the SC with 1 W is shown even without electrochemical storage. However, a battery with suitable dimensions is shown to be useful as a back-up solution during adverse weather conditions, which cause reduction in the transmitted optical power.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. The experiments for the harvested power from sunlight are given in Section 6.2. The simulation study with the addition of a battery for year-round SC operation is provided in 6.3. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in Section 6.4.

### 6.2 Experiments: Harvested power from sunlight

The system components and power measurements using the 5 W and the 10 W solar panels are given below. Different resistance values are used in the experiments to observe how the mismatch losses of the load affect the harvested power.

#### 6.2.1 System components

The data sheet parameters of the two multi-crystalline silicon (multi-c-Si) solar panels are given in Table 6.1. The STC maximum power is used to distinguish solar panel #1 from solar panel #2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Multi-crystalline silicon solar panel #1</th>
<th>Multi-crystalline silicon solar panel #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cells connected in series, $N_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective area, $S_{eff}$</td>
<td>[cm$^2$]</td>
<td>365.0</td>
<td>$S_{eff}$</td>
<td>673.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum electrical harvested power, $P_m$</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>5.0$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$P_m$</td>
<td>10.0$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power conversion efficiency, $\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>13.7$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$\eta_{sr}$</td>
<td>14.8$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic resistance, $R_{ch}$</td>
<td>[Ω]</td>
<td>56.7$^\dagger$</td>
<td>$R_{ch}$</td>
<td>28.8$^\dagger$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$Standard test conditions (STC) values.
The same physical location is used for the two experimental scenarios. The measurements are taken under approximately line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS conditions. Since an inexpensive large scale SC deployment requires an uncomplicated base station structure, the use of a tracking system for tilt or axis displacement with respect to the sun is avoided. The inclination, \( \omega \), is defined as the angle between \( z \)-axis and the rectangular level of the solar receiver, as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.4. The heading is defined as the angle of orientation of the measurement device (compass application of a smart phone) and north (N). In the experiments, both of the solar panels have a heading of 18° and a N-northeast orientation. An Arduino device is used for real time measurements of the harvested power with practical resistor loads, \( R_L \), of 25 Ω, 50 Ω and 75 Ω connected to the output of the receivers.

### 6.2.2 Scenario I: 5 W solar panel

The 5 W multi-c-Si solar panel is used in Scenario I. The measurements of power, \( P_L \), are conducted on 6 September 2015 under sunny conditions. The setup of Scenario I is given in Figure 6.1. The inclination of the solar panel is measured to be 59.2° using the compass application of a smart phone.

![Figure 6.1: Scenario I: Experimental setup for EH from a five Watt solar panel under sunny conditions.](image)

The measured data of Scenario I are given in Figure 6.2 for a load resistance of 25 Ω from 13:00 to 14:00. A deep fade of the power is observed between 13:02 and 13:05 induced by the appearance of clouds. The minimum and maximum power samples are measured to be
119.2 mW and 3.3 W, respectively. Overall, an average harvested power of 3.1 W is calculated from the collected data. In other words, the targeted value of 1 W is shown to be exceeded by 3.1 times on average.

![Figure 6.2: Scenario I: Harvested electrical power between 1 post meridiem (pm) and 2 pm.](image)

The experimental data of the power harvested by the 5 W solar panel between 15:07 and 16:05 are given in Figure 6.3. In this case, the load resistance is $R_L = 50 \, \Omega$, and the average electrical power is calculated to be 3.7 W. The generated power remains above 2.97 W during the whole period of the observed time. As times passes, the harvested power decreases because of earth’s rotation. The increase in $R_L$ from 25 $\Omega$ to 50 $\Omega$ results in better load matching, since $R_{ch} = 56.7 \, \Omega$. Therefore, an increase in the average electrical power by 1.2 times is shown to be attained. Small scale rapid fluctuations of the harvested power are observed within periods of minutes, and these can be attributed to the effect of scintillation or atmospheric turbulence [55].

### 6.2.3 Scenario II: 10 W solar panel

In Scenario II, the 10 W solar panel is used for electrical power generation from sunlight. The setup of Scenario II is given in Figure 6.4. Partly cloudy conditions prevail during the measurements. The measurements last from 12:03 to 14:08 and from 16:35 to 18:45 on 11 September 2015. The experiment is continued from 11:35 to 14:05 on 16 September 2015. Parameter $\omega$ is
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Figure 6.3: Scenario I: Harvested electrical power between 3:07 pm and 4:05 pm.

The harvested electrical power of the 10 W multi-c-Si panel is given for the time period of 12:03 and 14:08 in Figure 6.5. A resistor value of 75 Ω is used in this time period. The existence of a large number of fades in the graph is attributed to the high density of clouds, which reflect and scatter sunlight rays. Despite the occurrence of partly cloudy weather conditions, the harvested power is falling below the required amount of 1 W for only five minutes. Also, the minimum

Figure 6.4: Scenario II: Experimental setup for EH from a ten Watt solar panel under partly cloudy conditions.
power is measured to be 769 mW at 14:02, that is only 231 mW below the targeted value of 1 W. The maximum electrical power is measured to be 6.05 W at 13:59. The average electrical power over the period of two hours and three minutes is calculated to be 4.1 W. Therefore, the target of harvesting 1 W is again overachieved by 4.1 times on average within two hours.

The measured data of power harvested by the 10 W solar panel from 16:35 to 18:45 are given in Figure 6.6. The load resistance has a value of 75 Ω. The harvested electrical power remains above the level of 857 mW until 17:02. The power levels remain in the order of mW after

Figure 6.6: Scenario II: Harvested electrical power between 4:35 pm and 6:45 pm.
17:02. Attenuated power seems to be harvested between 17:40 and 18:05 with minimum and maximum values of 100 mW and 665.8 mW, respectively. The fluctuations of power during this period can be explained by shadowing effects. The harvested power attenuates steadily after 18:05 with a minimum value of 29 mW. The average harvested power is calculated to be 748.6 mW during the whole period of measurements.

The measured electrical power using the 10 W multi-c-Si solar panel with a load of 50 Ω from 11:35 to 14:05 is shown in Figure 6.7. The maximum power is shown to be achieved at the beginning of the measurements with a value of 8.97 W. This large value corresponds to 89.7% of the maximum harvested power of the multi-c-Si panel under STC. An intense ‘slow’ fade of the power is observed from 12:09 to 13:52 with an average value of 529.4 mW. The received power is significantly attenuated because of clouds. Note that even during the presence of weather conditions of high-density clouds, the average power is larger than 0.5 W. The harvested power from the 50 Ω load increases gradually after 13:52 with some ‘fast’ fluctuations reaching a maximum value of 8.78 W. The average harvested power during the entire observed period of time is calculated to be 2.53 W. The decrease in load resistance from 75 Ω to 50 Ω that is closer to $R_{ch} = 28.8$ Ω results in larger harvested amounts of power from the photovoltaic (PV) panel due to the decrease in mismatch losses of the load. This is observed by a comparison of the $P_L$ values in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 with the respective ones in Figure 6.7.

**Figure 6.7:** Scenario II: Harvested electrical power between 11:35 ante meridiem (am) and 2:05 pm.
6.3 Battery addition for autonomous year-round SC operation

As a next step, the simulation software Homer Legacy [107] is used to determine the required size of the battery for the solar EH system to supply the SC with 1 W for each hour of the year. Three scenarios of SC EH are investigated assuming the use of the 5 W PV panel and the 10 W PV panel from the experiments. The feasibility of an autonomous SC operation is studied based on exclusively solar EH in the two first scenarios; and solar EH during daytime with complementary laser based WPT in the third scenario. The simulation parameters and the three scenarios are given below.

6.3.1 Simulation parameters

The simulation parameters of the solar EH system are summarised in Table 6.2. The seasonal profile of the direct current electrical load is given in Figure 6.8. Two random variability factors are used for the load: the day-to-day and time-step-to-time-step factor. The day-to-day coefficient denotes the standard deviation in the sequence of daily averages, i.e. a daily noise input. The factor of time step to time step represents the standard deviation in the difference of hourly data and the average daily profile, i.e. an hourly noise input. An array of 8760 hourly values of load data of 1 W is created for the whole year in Homer from the specified daily profiles. Each hourly value is then multiplied by a factor $\alpha = 1 + \delta_d + \delta_h$, where $\delta_d$ and $\delta_h$ denote the daily and hourly perturbation factors, respectively. The daily perturbation factor is randomly selected once per day from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation equal to the daily noise input. Similarly, the hourly perturbation factor is randomly selected every hour from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation equal to the hourly noise input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day-to-day variability factor</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-step-to-time-step variability factor</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope, $\omega$</td>
<td>[°]</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth</td>
<td>[°]</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-rating factor</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground reflectance</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature coefficient of power</td>
<td>[%/°C]</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal operating cell temperature</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The location coordinates of 55° 55′ N and 3° 10′ west are used for the latitude and the longitude of the PV panels, respectively. The data of solar radiation, i.e. energy per square metre, per day and the clearness index for each month are given in Figure 6.9. The clearness index is a measure of the clearness of the atmosphere and is defined by the ratio of the radiation on the horizontal surface of the earth over the extraterrestrial horizontal radiation. The daily average of solar radiation is calculated to be 2.47 kWh/m². Note that the solar data are obtained online through the software and refer to 2001. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no availability of solar data for Edinburgh after 2001. Hence, the measured data of Section 6.2 cannot be compared with hourly values of generated power from on-line sources.

The slope is defined by the angle at which the solar panels are mounted relative to the horizontal and is identical to the inclination \( \omega \). The azimuth is the direction towards which the PV panels are tilted and is equal to the heading of the panels. South is considered to have an azimuth of
0°, while N has an azimuth of 180°. The de-rating factor of the solar devices accounts for losses due to soiling, wiring, shading, snow cover and ageing under real-world operating conditions.

Temperature is an important factor that affects the efficiency of solar cells and is modelled in the simulation. The average monthly values of ambient temperature from [108] are used for Edinburgh. The temperature coefficient of power indicates how the maximum harvested power varies with the temperature of the cells. Also, the efficiency values of Table 6.1 are used for the two solar panels.

### 6.3.2 Solar EH using the 5 W panel

A Hoppecke 16 OPzS 2000 battery is added to the solar EH system. Note that this is a typical example of a battery with nominal energy content of 4 kWh. This value is the product of the nominal voltage and capacity of the storage device which are 2 V and 2 kAh, respectively. Zero to five such vented lead-acid batteries are assumed in the optimization process. The simulation results show that two batteries are required. Also, the state of charge (SoC) is defined by the capacity that can be discharged from a battery at a certain moment [109]. The monthly SoC of the batteries is given in Figure 6.10. The batteries are shown to be discharged constantly over the year reaching their lowest mean SoC of 50% in December that is 20% over their minimum SoC. This means that the load requirement will not be possibly met in the next years without recharging the batteries. In addition, the total maximum weight and dimensions of two 4 kWh storage devices such as the Hoppecke 16 OPzS 2000 are 302 kg and $43 \times 80 \times 163$ cm³, respectively [110]. Therefore, the weight and dimensions of these batteries are not suitable for a practical application of SC EH.

![Monthly Statistics](image)

**Figure 6.10:** Monthly SoC of the batteries used with the 5 W solar panel.
6.3.3 Solar EH using the 10 W panel

In this simulation scenario, the battery type Hoppecke 8 OPzS 800 is used with a nominal voltage of 2 V and a nominal capacity of 800 Ah. Thus, the nominal energy content of the battery is 1.6 kWh. Again, zero to five such batteries are considered in the optimization method. The results show the feasibility of providing the SC with 1 W per hour using one Hoppecke 8 OPzS 800 battery. The monthly average electrical production of the 10 W PV panel is given in Figure 6.11. It is observed that the electrical demand of 1 W is not met in January, February, October, November and December. Thus, the additional required power during these months is provided by the battery. Also, the monthly SoC of the battery is given in Figure 6.12. The battery is shown to be discharged from January to March to satisfy the load demand, and is charged until July with the highest mean SoC of 99.3%. Also, it remains highly charged until September, since at least 1 W is produced, as shown in Figure 6.11. However, the generated power falls below 0.5 W in November and in December, and the battery SoC decreases ac-

![Figure 6.11: Average harvested electrical power of the 10 W solar panel in kW over each month.](image)

![Figure 6.12: Monthly SoC of the battery used with the 10 W solar panel.](image)
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cordingly. The lowest average SoC is observed in December with a value of 50.1%. Since the minimum SoC of this battery is 30%, it might not be able to provide the load with 1 W in the next years. Finally, the maximum weight and dimensions of this battery are 63.1 kg and 21.5 × 19.3 × 71 cm³, respectively, which are still not practical for SC power supply [110].

6.3.4 Hybrid solar/IR EH

To decrease the dimensions and energy content of the battery required for an autonomous SC operation, a hybrid solar/infrared (IR) EH solution is proposed. In particular, the operation of a 100 m WPT link is considered using the 1550 nm laser diode and the laser power converter (LPC) of Chapter 5.

The ‘generator’ component is used to model the laser system in Homer. The sizes of 1 W and 2 W are considered in the optimization process. These values refer to the maximum power provided to the load; therefore they denote the maximum harvested electrical power of the LPC. Also, a lifetime of 15,000 h and a minimum load ratio of 1% are used in the simulation. The minimum load ratio is the minimum allowable load on the generator, expressed as a percentage of its rated capacity. This prevents the generator from operating at a very low load. The laser system is forced to be ‘on’ during the whole year. The battery with the lowest energy content in Homer is used for simulation. This is a Vision CP6100D battery with a nominal voltage of 6 V and a nominal capacity of 10 Ah. The volume and the weight of this battery are 15 × 5.1 × 9.4 cm³ and 1.67 kg, respectively, which are considered to be suitable for practical SC power supply. Zero and one devices are considered for optimization.

The simulation results show the feasibility of meeting the load demand using the 10 W panel, a 2 W laser system and either one battery or none. In other words, the proposed EH system is able to operate autonomously without a battery. However, a storage device is important to be used as a back-up solution in case of unfavourable weather conditions, which attenuate the levels of power transferred without wires to the SC. The monthly average electrical power generated by the hybrid EH system using the 10 W solar panel and the 1550 nm LPC is given in Figure 6.13. A complementary behaviour is observed in the monthly power generation of the hybrid system. Solar EH is favourable mostly during the summer months, which have the longest daylight periods of the year. Therefore, the IR laser based WPT system needs to provide the largest amounts of power in winter, during which the longest nighttime periods of the year occur. More importantly, the highest value of average electrical production from the
laser system is 824 mW in December, and harvesting 1.2 W from the 1550 nm LPC under clear weather conditions has been shown to be feasible through simulations in Chapter 5. The total annual average generated power is measured to be 1.69 W per hour. This value consists of 1.06 W produced by the 10 W panel and 0.63 W generated by the IR laser system.

Despite the fact that the daily levels of solar radiation are almost the same in May and in June (see Figure 6.9), the electrical power generated by the PV panel is shown to be higher in May with a peak value of 1.65 W. This is attributed to the lower values of cell temperature observed in May compared with these in June, as shown in Figure 6.14. In particular, the average ambient temperature is 10.8 °C and 13.4 °C in May and in June, respectively. Thus, the hourly average cell temperature is calculated to be 11.6 °C in May and 14.2 °C in June. Since a linear model is used for the maximum harvested power and the cell temperature in Homer, the solar panel efficiency scales linearly with the cell temperature. Also, the efficiency decreases with an increase in cell temperature. Therefore, the 10 W PV panel has higher efficiency in May compared with June with the calculated values 21.5% and 20.2%, respectively.

In Figure 6.14, the electrical power per hour generated by the PV panel and the laser system in May and in June is also given. It can be observed that the laser system contributes to the produced power mostly during nighttime while solar EH is zero. Since an autonomous operation of the hybrid EH system without electrochemical storage is feasible, the battery remains fully charged during the whole year, i.e. the SoC is constantly 100%.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter, two experimental setups were created for power harvesting from sunlight in an outdoor environment. Two multi-c-Si solar panels were used with the capability of generating 5 W and 10 W under STC, respectively. Sunny weather conditions prevailed when the 5 W solar receiver was used. The 10 W solar receiver was used under partly cloudy conditions. An average harvested power of 3.7 W was measured, when the 5 W solar panel was used with a 50 Ω load for one hour. Despite the frequent occurrence of clouds, the average power was measured to be 4.1 W for a two-hour period using the 10 W PV panel. Also, the power levels were shown to be decreasing below 1 W only for five minutes. An average harvested power of 0.53 W was determined under strong fading conditions of two hours induced by high-density clouds, and a peak power of 9 W was measured. Overall, harvesting at least 1 W of electrical power for SCs was shown to be feasible for periods in the order of hours. More importantly, the power of 1 W was shown to be overachieved by up to 4.1 times even in the partial presence of clouds. However, the variability of weather conditions was shown to cause fluctuations in the harvested power decreasing it to levels in the order of mW. Therefore, in order to balance...
the generation of electrical energy, the use of a battery for electrochemical storage of the solar energy was required. In the presence of clouds, additional power from optical sources was shown to be needed as the generated power from sunlight was in the order of mW.

A follow-up simulation study was given in order to determine the required battery size for supplying 1 W to a SC on an annual basis in Edinburgh. The feasibility of autonomous solar EH was investigated using the 5 W panel and the 10 W panel with one or two batteries. While these systems were shown to be able to operate for one year, the dimensions and weight of the storage devices were unsuitable for practical SC EH. Hence, a hybrid system was proposed using the 10 W PV panel for solar EH and the 1.55 µm laser based WPT link from Chapter 5. The hybrid solar/IR EH system was able to provide an autonomous SC operation without the use of a device for electrochemical storage. The annual total electrical production was 1.69 W per hour. The complementary power from the IR laser system was 0.63 W; this is below 1 W, which was achieved in Chapter 5. More importantly, the SoC of the battery was shown to be constantly 100% during the whole year. The dimensions of the storage device were shown to be practical for SC EH, and its energy content was only 60 Wh. Therefore, the use of such a battery serves as a practical back-up solution in the presence of unfavourable – foggy/rainy – weather conditions, which could cause significant attenuation in the optical and, thus, the harvested electrical power of the laser link.

The design of a solar EH system depends highly on the solar radiation levels of the geographical area considered. One of the places on earth with the highest global horizontal radiation – best case scenario – is the Antofagasta region in Chile; the values of long term average of daily sum are shown to be more than 7.5 kWh/m² in the solar world map for 2016 [111]. According to the same solar map, Edinburgh is shown to have a long term average of daily sum of global horizontal radiation of less than 2.5 kWh/m² – it is very close to areas of the world with the lowest radiation levels, i.e. worst case scenario. Therefore, a SC implemented in Antofagasta is expected to be able to operate autonomously on a year-round basis exclusively through solar EH. Also, the required size of the solar panel for harvesting 1 W is expected to decrease compared with the 10 W PV receiver of this study. One scenario of SC EH with average values of global horizontal radiation could be realised in Athens, Greece; the long term average of daily sum is shown to be 5 kWh/m² [111]. In this case, the additional use of laser sources would again be required mostly over nighttime. Thus, the required power levels from laser are not expected to change significantly in Athens compared with the reported ones in this
chapter. However, the lifetime of the battery in Athens would be extended compared with the same one in Edinburgh due to the more infrequent supply of power to the load.
In this thesis, the general objective was to investigate the concept of optical wireless power transfer (OWPT) through light sources carrying high speed data for communication. However, research was focused on the topic of optical energy harvesting (EH) using off-the-shelf electronic light sources and photovoltaic (PV) devices. Thus, the data communication part was not subject to this thesis. In particular, two areas were researched – the OWPT to small cells (SCs) during darkness hours; and outdoor solar EH during daytime for SCs. The electrical power required for an autonomous operation of a radio frequency (RF) SC was determined to be 1 W. As a first step, dedicated optical sources, such as a light-emitting diode (LED) and diodes of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser), were used to transmit power to a solar receiver, and this was the worst case scenario in terms of ambient light conditions. The conditions of darkness were selected, because the system must be able to harvest power when there is no ambient light. Also, the best conditions for SC EH occur during daytime because electrical power can be harvested from sunlight and radiation of optical sources simultaneously. Hence, the principle of SC EH from sunlight was investigated during daytime to determine the generated power and the required size of a battery and to assess if the use of optical sources was needed.

7.1 Summary and conclusions

In Chapter 2, a literature review of the research areas of this thesis was given. An analytical background was provided for the concept of wireless power transfer (WPT) considering the use of a laser diode (LD), a collimation lens and a PV receiver that was either a cell or a panel. More importantly, this analytical framework was developed to model for the first time a complete optical link for power transfer using artificial optical sources with solar cells. Well established physical models, such as the elliptical Gaussian beam, \( ABCD \) matrices and the single diode based physical equivalent circuit, were analysed, as they were used to support the
Simulation and experimental results of the next chapters. The presented link model is hoped to form the basis for further investigations in the area of OWPT for more practical applications, such as the solar power satellite (SPS) and wireless charging of electrical vehicles.

In Chapter 3, the application limits of OWPT were investigated for the first time for an indoor white light-emitting diode (WLED) based scenario during darkness hours. A novel analytical model was developed considering OWPT exclusively from artificial radiation sources such as WLEDs to PV panels. In particular, the Lambertian source was used to model a WLED of high luminous flux of 2200 lm and the brightness theorem was used to determine the parameters of semi-angle of half power, which were modified by the optics. This theoretical link model was combined with uncomplicated electrical measurements in order to extract the – k parameters – ratio of optical-to-electrical power efficiency over the fill factor (FF) of the solar panel for different scenarios of light collimation. Thus, these k parameters could be verified and used for future large scale experiments carried out at longer link distances and with larger components.

Three experimental studies were conducted using precise optics for efficient light collimation at the transmitter. An amorphous silicon (a-Si) solar panel was used at the receiver. The parabolic mirror (PM) provided the best solution for light collimation and OWPT. This fact was attributed to the large paraboloid surface that was able to collect and collimate the light rays of the WLED better than the lens and the reflector. However, even in this case, the harvested electrical power and the efficiency of the entire link were significantly low with values of 18.3 mW and 0.1%, respectively. This finding was attributed to both the Lambertian radiation pattern of the WLED and the considerably low energy efficiency of the a-Si solar panel. The low harvested power and end-to-end power efficiency could be improved by the use of WLEDs with higher output power levels and a large PM at the solar panel to increase the receiver gain. The main disadvantage, though, would be a further increase in the dimensions of the receiver. Therefore, according to the experiments and theory, it can be concluded that WLED based visible light communication systems will be unable to provide power to a RF SC, which typically requires 1 W. Future work was determined to consider a design based on high power laser arrays due to the high directivity and the compact dimensions they provide. The use of new solar cell technologies of higher power efficiency would also be studied.

Thus, a follow-up study was presented in Chapter 4 for an indoor laser based scenario for EH during nighttime. In particular, an experimental study was undertaken to determine the maximum link efficiency, maximum harvested power and optical receiver efficiency. The optical
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sources were up to five red continuous wave LDs combined with the use of aspheric lenses for beam collimation. The optical receivers were two solar panels and a solar cell based on the technology of multi-crystalline silicon (multi-c-Si) and mono-crystalline silicon (mono-c-Si), respectively. The first solar panel consisted of 36 cells, and the second solar panel had eight cells. The link distance was 5.2 m. A high energy efficiency with a FF of 69% and a harvested electrical power of 30.6 mW was attained by the eight cell solar panel. The best value of maximum link efficiency of 3.2% was achieved by two optical transmitters and the solar cell. This relatively low value was justified by the contribution of the low measured average efficiency of the two LDs of 26.8% and the solar cell efficiency of 13.3%. For the same link, the geometrical losses of optical power were estimated to be only 10.6%. This fact was sufficient to characterise the optical link as highly efficient with OWPT showing great potential at longer distances. It was explained that this low value of link efficiency was not the absolute maximum using today’s components, but it could be increased by a respective increase in the components efficiency. This could be achieved using infrared (IR) LDs of high conversion efficiency, e.g. 54% at 975 nm, along with monochromatic laser power converters (LPCs), as shown in Chapter 5. However, the analytical calculation of the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) and nominal ocular hazard distance for eye safety resulted in the need for a beam enclosure of up to 3.6 m.

Most importantly, a comparison was made for the same optical wireless link with a state-of-the-art inductive power transfer system with optimally shaped dipole coils. As a result, a performance improvement in terms of total power efficiency by 2.7 times was achieved by the link consisting of two LDs and a solar cell. Therefore, the concept of indoor OWPT was concluded to have an acceptable efficiency of comparable levels with RF based EH systems. The additional harvested power from sunlight is expected to offer performance superiority to OWPT systems compared with RF based WPT systems. This is because solar devices are able to harvest power simultaneously from man-made optical sources, such as lasers, and a natural resource, i.e. sunlight, while typical rectennas or induction coils lack this advantage in the RF domain. In addition, the required number of red LDs for harvesting 1 W was estimated according to the single diode physical equivalent circuit of the solar panel; 61 red transmitters were calculated assuming the use of the mono-c-Si cell. This value was achieved for a particular set of parameters of the components and will be modified if a slight change of the input parameters such as the output power per diode and beam divergence occurs.
In Chapter 4, another experimental study was undertaken for the determination of the laser beam divergence. A targeted value of 1 mrad was considered because the beam diameter is only 10 cm at 100 m, assuming a laser point source. In particular, an optical transmitter was created by the use of the red LD and a spherical lens. Also, the analytical model developed for the prediction of the elliptical Gaussian beam propagation in Chapter 2 was applied to the experimental data for curve fitting and estimation of its unknown parameters. As a result, the divergence of full width at 36.8% of peak intensity was determined to be 3 mrad and 5.75 mrad along the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ axes of the laser beam, respectively. Moreover, the beam divergence determined by the diameter of the circular image was measured to be only 2.1 mrad. Therefore, the beam diameter will be 21 cm at 100 m, assuming a laser point source. Despite the fact that the obtained values of beam divergence were at least twice the targeted 1 mrad, the additional optical losses could be counterbalanced by the use of a large collection mirror or a large solar panel at the receiver. Thus, this single optical link was concluded to be characterised by high directivity enabling the application of OWPT to longer distances.

In Chapter 5, three designs of a 100 m IR laser based wireless link were simulated in Zemax for harvesting 1 W. The transition from the wavelength of 660 nm to the IR region of the spectrum was made to explore the possibilities of designing an eye-safe transmitter with practical dimensions. The required number of red LDs for harvesting 1 W from the mono-c-Si PV cell was estimated to be 61 in Chapter 4. Also, the best maximum link efficiency measured in the experiments was 3.2%. These facts provided the basis for the first design of an array of 42 LDs and collimation lenses operating at 785 nm. The transmission power of the laser array was 7.2 W. An average full width at half maximum beam divergence of 1.4 mrad was calculated. The feasibility of harvesting an electrical power of 1 W up to 30 m was shown, since at least 7 W of optical power were received. However, the use of a shielding tube of up to 54.3 m would be required for eye safety of this Class 3B system.

Thus, in the second design, a transmitter of 10 W was created by a 975 nm LD with a high typical efficiency of 53% and a collimation mirror of dimensions in the order of m³. The receiver was modelled by a collection mirror of the same dimensions and the mono-c-Si cell. The IR beam, transmitted to free space, was highly collimated with an estimated convergence and divergence in the order of μrad. The objective of harvesting 1 W was shown to be feasible up to 100 m including meeting the requirements for Class 1 eye safety, but the mirror dimensions were unsuitable for the application of wireless power supply to SCs. In addition, the MPE of
the 975 nm transmitter was shown to decrease along the wireless channel achieving its lowest value of only 8.9 mW/cm$^2$ at 100 m. Nevertheless, the use of 975 nm laser sources along with LPCs could create power transfer links with end-to-end efficiencies of the order of 30% and could also be considered in near field applications such as wireless charging of electrical vehicles.

Therefore, in the third design, a LD operating at 1550 nm and at 4 W was used due to its large MPE of 100 mW/cm$^2$ for Class 1 systems. A LPC was considered at the receiver with a maximum reported efficiency of 45% for harvesting 1 W. The mirror dimensions were in the order of cm$^3$ for a wireless link operation at 54% of the MPE. In addition to these suitable mirror dimensions, an optical power of 2.8 W was transferred to the LPC at 100 m. One LPC of $5 \times 5$ mm$^2$ was reported to achieve the efficiency of 42% for the irradiance of 237.5 mW/cm$^2$. Thus, the required number of such devices – connected in series – to ensure the same efficiency was 47. The size of an array of 47 LPCs was calculated to be 11.75 cm$^2$, which is suitable for practical applications of OWPT. Overall, the designed 1550 nm laser link was characterised by low complexity because of the small number of optical components; was considered to be eye safe with a classification of Class 1; was capable of transferring 1.2 W of electrical power at 100 m; and comprised optics of acceptable dimensions for practical applications. It is hoped that these results will form the basis for further investigations of OWPT not only for SCs but also for other applications such as the SPS and unmanned aerial vehicles or drones.

In Chapter 6, two experimental setups were created for EH from sunlight in an outdoor environment. In particular, a multi-c-Si solar panel with a maximum power of 5 W, rated at standard test conditions (STC), was used under sunny weather conditions. An average electrical power of 3.1 W was measured with a resistor load of 25 Ω for a two hour period. Also, this parameter increased to 3.7 W for an one hour period with a resistance of 50 Ω due to better load matching. Another multi-c-Si PV panel with a STC maximum power of 10 W was used under partly cloudy weather conditions. Despite the presence of high density clouds, the required amount of 1 W was shown to be affirmed for a two hour period with a 75 Ω load. In this case, the average harvested power was calculated to be 4.1 W. When the load resistance decreased to 50 Ω that is closer to the characteristic resistance of the panel, the highest peak power of 9 W was achieved. The presence of clouds resulted in a significant attenuation of the harvested power for one hour and 43 minutes with an average value of 0.53 W. Overall, the constant power supply of at least 1 W to SCs was shown to be feasible for periods in the order of hours. However, the variability
of weather conditions resulted in an instability of the harvested power with values in the order of mW for short periods of time.

Thus, a follow-up simulation study was given for the determination of the required battery size for a year-round autonomous operation of a SC in Edinburgh. The feasibility of energy autonomy was shown through solar EH for one year considering the 5 W and the 10 W panels used in the experiments. However, the weight and dimensions of the batteries were not suitable for a practical application of power supply to SCs. Therefore, a hybrid EH system was proposed assuming the use of the 10 W panel for solar EH and the 1550 nm laser based link from Chapter 5. The simulation results showed that supplying 1 W to outdoor SCs was achievable during the whole year with an annual average electrical production of 0.63 W from the laser link. A harvested electrical power of at least 1 W was shown to be feasible in Chapter 5 using the 1550 nm laser link. Therefore, the load demand could be met using the same laser system in the hybrid design. In addition, no electrochemical storage was shown to be required for the hybrid solar/IR EH system. However, the use of a battery with energy content of only 60 Ah would be suitable as a back-up solution in case of degradation or failure of the power transfer link due to adverse weather conditions, such as fog, rain and snow.

The geographical area under investigation was mentioned to be one of the most important parameters that affects the design of a solar EH system. Edinburgh was shown to have an average daily global horizontal radiation of less than 2.5 kWh/m² – this was very close to the lowest radiation levels in the world, i.e. worst case scenario. One of the places on earth with the highest global horizontal radiation – best case scenario – was the Antofagasta region in Chile; the average daily values were shown to be more than 7.5 kWh/m². Therefore, a SC implemented in Antofagasta was expected to be able to operate autonomously on a year-round basis exclusively through solar EH. Also, the required size of the solar panel for harvesting 1 W would decrease compared with the 10 W PV receiver of this study. One scenario of SC EH with average values of global horizontal radiation could be realised in Athens, Greece; the daily value was shown to be 5 kWh/m². In this case, the additional use of lasers would be required, but with lower transferred power levels compared with the reported ones in Chapter 6. The average generated power by the laser system was 0.63 W per hour in Edinburgh achieved with solar radiation that was half the respective value in Athens. Therefore, it was concluded that the average generated power per hour by the laser system would be in the order of 0.32 W in Athens.
7.2 Limitations and future work

A major limitation in the design of an OWPT link for SC power harvesting of 1 W was shown to be the eye safety requirement. Despite the fact that the white light beam transmitted by the PM in Chapter 3 was divergent, the eye safety regulations need to be considered according to the British standard BS EN 62471:2008 [112]. The use of 660 nm LDs and lenses for power transmission at 5 m in Chapter 4 resulted in the requirement of a multi-beam enclosure of up to 3.6 m that is 72% of the link distance. Also, the 100 m WPT system consisting of 785 nm LDs and lenses in Chapter 5 was shown to need multi-beam shielding of up to 54.3 m, i.e. 54.3% of the link distance. A simple way to resolve this issue is to increase the size of the collimation lenses and to enclose the area between the LDs and the lenses. However, the resulting dimensions of the transmitter and the receiver could be unsuitable for the practical application of wireless power supply to SCs, such as these of the 975 nm laser transmitter in Chapter 5. Therefore, the feasibility of creating a laser based WPT system for SCs depends highly on the trade-off between the MPE and the maximum allowable transmitter-receiver dimensions. An interesting solution was provided designing a laser link with off-axis PMs that operates at 1550 nm in Chapter 5. Future work will consider an experimental implementation of this laser link with relative measurements of the optical power to determine the beam divergence and to affirm the restrictions of a Class 1 system.

Another major limitation of this work is that the research was very specific – as it was problem oriented – and, thus, general results could not be produced. This means that a slight variation of the input parameters of the system will potentially result in the need for a new set of experiments. One of the reasons is that visible LDs have stricter eye safety requirements compared with IR LDs; thus, the MPE decreases for visible laser sources accordingly. Also, the power conversion efficiency of laser sources even of the same wavelength depends highly on the output power; therefore, different power efficiencies are achieved for different amounts of input power. The use of LDs of different beam divergence potentially requires collimation optics of different dimensions. One of the reasons that a laser based analytical model was developed in Chapter 2 was to estimate the required number of laser sources for harvesting 1 W. Particular assumptions were made for the responsivity of the PV receiver based on the experiments of Chapter 4. However, the system parameters of responsivity and solar panel efficiency are expected to change for optical power regions of the order of W compared with the mW levels of the experiments. Therefore, it would be more valuable to implement first a laser system that
harvests at least 1 W and then measure parameters of the model that cannot be theoretically predicted in advance. Although harvesting 1 W during nighttime was not demonstrated in this thesis, the indoor implementation of the 1550 nm laser link of Chapter 5 will be considered in order to verify the simulation results.

Since the technology of solar cells constitutes another important physical constraint in power efficiency, the use of one or multiple 1.55 µm LPCs with potential efficiencies from 35% to 45% will be of major importance [15, 113]. The increased LPC efficiency is expected to increase the total efficiency of the OWPT links, which was currently shown to be in the order of only 3%. Note that the absence of commercial availability of high power single junction and multi-junction solar cells was another limitation for the experimental work of this thesis. Outdoor experiments will also be conducted to determine a realistic link budget, which includes optical losses induced by adverse weather conditions. So long as the wavelength of 1550 nm was shown to offer a high MPE, new components will be explored in the mid-IR region for the creation of WPT systems of suitable dimensions for SCs.

The research study of solar/laser based EH for SCs in Chapter 6 was also limited to the area of Edinburgh. Thus, more places on earth will be investigated as a next step according to the solar global horizontal radiation levels. Data from solar maps will be used along with relevant mathematical analysis of PV EH. This will contribute to the generation of a general model able to determine the power requirements from sunlight, lasers and batteries for an autonomous SC operation in any place on earth. The 10 W multi-c-Si PV panel and the array of 1550 nm cells could be used for outdoor EH from sunlight and laser sources, respectively, for a proof of concept. Another important future direction is the investigation of free space optical (FSO) backhaul communication for SCs. As a first step, the achievable data rates of the communication link will be explored using a laser source for power transfer. The transmission possibility of a 2.5 GHz RF signal with a double sided communication bandwidth of 10 MHz will be explored. Thus, the use of optical sources with 3-dB bandwidth in the order of GHz, such as the vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers [114], will be considered. The separation of the downlink and uplink communication paths between the SC and the central unit will be investigated for the selection of the actual link components. Single carrier modulation techniques, such as on-off keying or pulse position modulation, could be considered to maintain the complexity of the SC low. Finally, the use of optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing will be explored to increase the data rate of the FSO link to the region of Gb/s.
Appendix A

Mathematical derivation of (2.12), (2.43), (2.44) and (2.61)

The total optical power of the beam is expressed as the double integral over the transverse $x$-$y$ plane by:

$$P_{Tx,o} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x, y, z) dx dy$$

$$= G_0 \frac{W_{0x}W_{0y}}{W_x(z)W_y(z)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -2x^2 \frac{W_x(z)}{W_x^2(z)} \right] dx \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -2y^2 \frac{W_y(z)}{W_y^2(z)} \right] dy$$

$$= G_0 \frac{W_{0x}W_{0y}}{W_x(z)W_y(z)} \int_{0}^{\infty} 2 \exp \left[ -2x^2 \frac{W_x(z)}{W_x^2(z)} \right] dx \int_{0}^{\infty} 2 \exp \left[ -2y^2 \frac{W_y(z)}{W_y^2(z)} \right] dy.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

The two exponential integrals of the second part of (A.1) yield the following result [115]:

$$P_{Tx,o} = G_0 \frac{W_{0x}W_{0y}}{W_x(z)W_y(z)} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}} \frac{W_x(z)}{W_x^2(z)} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}}$$

$$= \frac{\pi}{2} G_0 W_{0x}W_{0y}.$$  \hspace{1cm} ■

The inverse of $q$-parameter along the $x$-axis of the Gaussian beam at the input plane of the solar receiver is computed by:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{C'q_{0x} + D'}{A'q_{0x} + B'}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

The substitution of $q_{0x} = j\pi W_{0x}^2 / \lambda_0$ to (A.2) yields:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{jC' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + D'}{jA' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B'} = \frac{(jC' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + D') \left( -jA' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B' \right) - jA' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B'}{(jA' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B') \left( -jA' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B' \right) + B'D' - \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0}^2}$$

$$= \frac{A'C' \left( \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} \right)^2 + jB'C' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} - jA'D' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0} + B'D'}{(A' \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda_0})^2 + B'^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} 131
which can finally be expressed as a complex number by:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{A'C'\left(\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'D'}{\left(A'\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'^2} - j\frac{(A'D' - B'C')\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}}{\left(A'\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)$$

Note that the term $A'D' - B'C'$ = det$[M]$ in (A.3), where det$[\cdot]$ represents the determinant of a matrix. It can be shown that det$[M] = \text{det}[M_2] \text{det}[M_{\text{lens}}] \text{det}[M_1] = 1$, since det$[M_2] = \text{det}[M_{\text{lens}}] = \text{det}[M_1] = 1$. Therefore, (A.3) can be expressed as:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4x}} = \frac{A'C'\left(\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'D'}{\left(A'\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'^2} - j\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}.$$ \hspace{1cm} \blacksquare

Similarly, the inverse of $q$-parameter along the $y$-axis of the Gaussian beam at the input plane of the solar receiver is given by:

$$\frac{1}{q_{4y}} = \frac{A'C'\left(\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'D'}{\left(A'\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}\right)^2 + B'^2} - j\frac{\pi W_{\alpha}^2}{\lambda_0}.$$ \hspace{1cm} \blacksquare

The ratio of the optical power collected by a rectangular optical receiver with the dimensions of $2x_0 \times 2y_0$ at a distance $z \geq d_0 + t_c$ over the total optical power can be expressed by:

$$\eta_c(z) = \frac{1}{(1 - r)P_{\text{Tx},0}} \int_{-x_0}^{x_0} \int_{-y_0}^{y_0} C'(x, y, z)dxdy$$

$$(2.33) = \frac{2}{\pi W_x'(z') W_y'(z'')} \int_{-x_0}^{x_0} \exp \left[ \frac{-2x^2}{W_x'(z')} \right] dx \int_{-y_0}^{y_0} \exp \left[ \frac{-2y^2}{W_y'(z'')} \right] dy$$

$$= \frac{2}{\pi W_x'(z') W_y'(z'')} \int_{0}^{x_0} 2 \exp \left[ \frac{-2x^2}{W_x'(z')} \right] dx \int_{0}^{y_0} 2 \exp \left[ \frac{-2y^2}{W_y'(z'')} \right] dy.$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Again, the two exponential integrals of the second part of (A.4) result in [115]:

$$\eta_c(z) = \frac{2}{\pi W_x'(z') W_y'(z'')} W_x'(z') \frac{\pi}{2} \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_x'(z')} \right] W_y'(z'') \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}y_0}{W_y'(z'')} \right]$$

$$= \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_x'(z')} \right] \text{erf} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{2}y_0}{W_y'(z'')} \right].$$ \hspace{1cm} \blacksquare
Appendix B
Classification of the red laser system

B.1 Single LD

The maximum output optical power of the red laser diode (LD) is \( P_{\text{Tx,o,m}} = 130 \text{ mW} \) [63]. The beam diameter is defined in BS EN 60825-1:2014 [46] as the smallest circle that contains 63\% of the total laser power, i.e. \( 1/e \) beam width. Also, the beam divergence is defined as the far field plane angle of the cone created by the beam diameter. So long as the LD has a Gaussian elliptical profile, the beam divergences are defined along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes as \( \varphi_x = 2\vartheta_x \) and \( \varphi_y = 2\vartheta_y \), respectively. In particular, they are calculated to be \( \varphi_x = 12.5^\circ \simeq 0.22 \text{ rad} \) and \( \varphi_y = 21.2^\circ \simeq 0.37 \text{ rad} \) from [63].

According to (2.1) and (2.2) the beam diameters along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes can be calculated up to the \( 1/e \simeq 0.37 \) points of the intensity pattern. In particular, the application of \( \lambda_0 = 0.66 \mu\text{m} \), \( \vartheta_x = 6.25^\circ \) and \( \vartheta_y = 10.6^\circ \) to (2.1) and (2.2) results in \( W_{0x} = 1.92 \mu\text{m} \) and \( W_{0y} = 1.12 \mu\text{m} \), respectively. Therefore, the beam diameters along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions are calculated to be \( D_{0x} = 2W_{0x} = 3.84 \mu\text{m} \) and \( D_{0y} = 2W_{0y} = 2.24 \mu\text{m} \), respectively.

Condition 3 of Table 10 [46] can be applied to the selected optical emitter. The measurement of accessible emission limit (AEL) needs to be made by the use of a circular aperture stop with a diameter of \( D_{\text{ap}} = 7 \text{ mm} \) at a distance \( d_m = 10 \text{ cm} \) from the optical source. The specific LD is divergent and the elliptical beam has larger dimensions than the circular area of the aperture stop. Therefore, the AEL must be expressed in terms of irradiance (in \( \text{mW/cm}^2 \)) rather than optical power (in \( \text{mW} \)). The angular subtenses along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes can be found from:

\[
\alpha_x = 2 \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{D_{0x}}{2d_m} \right) \approx \frac{D_{0x}}{d_m} \tag{B.1}
\]

and

\[
\alpha_y = 2 \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{D_{0y}}{2d_m} \right) \approx \frac{D_{0y}}{d_m} \tag{B.2}
\]

In particular, applying the values of \( D_{0x} = 3.84 \mu\text{m} \), \( D_{0y} = 2.24 \mu\text{m} \) and \( d_m = 10^5 \mu\text{m} \) to (B.1) and (B.2), the angular subtenses are calculated to be \( \alpha_x = 38.4 \mu\text{rad} < \alpha_{\text{min}} = 1.5 \text{ mrad} \) and
\( \alpha_y = 22.4 \, \mu \text{rad} < \alpha_{\text{min}}, \) respectively. Note that the classification principle 4.3 d) of [46] states that the angular subtense of a rectangular source is computed by the arithmetic mean value of the two angular dimensions of the source. Also, any value of the angular subtense smaller than \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) or bigger than \( \alpha_{\text{max}} = 100 \, \mu \text{rad} \) needs to be limited to \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) or \( \alpha_{\text{max}}, \) respectively, before the calculation of mean value. Therefore, \( \alpha = (1.5 + 1.5)/2 = 1.5 \, \mu \text{rad} \) and the LD is assumed to be a point source.

Assume that the LD can be classified as Class 3R and select a time base of \( 0.25 \, \text{s} \) according to the classification principle 4.3 e) of [46]. Then, the correction factor, \( C_6, \) is equal to 1 according to Table 9 [46]. Therefore, the AEL is determined to be \( \kappa = 5 \, \text{mW} \) based on Table 6 [46]. The AEL expressed as irradiance is computed by:

\[
G_{\text{AEL}} = \frac{\kappa}{\pi (D_{\text{ap}}/2)^2}.
\]

The application of \( \kappa = 5 \, \text{mW} \) and \( D_{\text{ap}} = 0.7 \, \text{cm} \) to (B.3) results in \( G_{\text{AEL}} \simeq 13 \, \text{mW/cm}^2. \)

Now, the beam irradiance must be determined at \( d_m = 10 \, \text{cm} \) from the LD chip and be compared with \( G_{\text{AEL}}. \) For this reason, the beam diameter along the \( x- \) and \( y- \) axes is calculated by the use of (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. The application of \( z = d_m = 10 \, \text{cm}, \) \( W_{0x} = 1.92 \, \mu \text{m} \) and \( \lambda_0 = 0.66 \, \mu \text{m} \) to (2.3) yields \( W_x(10 \, \text{cm}) = 10.94 \, \text{mm}. \) Also, the values of \( z = d_m = 10 \, \text{cm}, \) \( W_{0y} = 1.12 \, \mu \text{m} \) and \( \lambda_0 = 0.66 \, \mu \text{m} \) are applied to (2.4) and they result in \( W_y(10 \, \text{cm}) = 18.76 \, \text{mm}. \) Therefore, the beam diameters at \( d_m = 10 \, \text{cm} \) are \( D_x(10 \, \text{cm}) = 2W_x(10 \, \text{cm}) = 21.88 \, \text{mm} \) and \( D_y(10 \, \text{cm}) = 2W_y(10 \, \text{cm}) = 37.52 \, \text{mm}. \) The geometry of the circular aperture is approximated by that of a square aperture with side length equal to the diameter of the circular aperture, i.e. \( 2x_0 = 2y_0 = 7 \, \text{mm}. \) In this case, the collection efficiency can be expressed based on (2.61) by:

\[
\eta_c(z) = \text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}x_0}{W_x(z)}\right] \text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}y_0}{W_y(z)}\right],
\]

where \( W_x(z) \) and \( W_y(z) \) are given by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. The values of \( z = d_m = 10 \, \text{cm}, \) \( x_0 = y_0 = 3.5 \, \text{mm}, \) \( W_x(10 \, \text{cm}) = 10.94 \, \text{mm} \) and \( W_y(10 \, \text{cm}) = 18.76 \, \text{mm} \) are applied to (B.4) resulting in \( \eta_c(10 \, \text{cm}) = 0.139. \) Therefore, the received optical power is \( P_{\text{Rx,o}}(10 \, \text{cm}) = \eta_c(10 \, \text{cm})P_{\text{Tx,o,m}} = 0.139 \times 130 = 18.07 \, \text{mW}. \) Finally, the received beam
irradiance from a square aperture of side length \(2x_0\) is given by:

\[
G_{Rx}(z) = \frac{P_{Rx,o}(z)}{(2x_0)^2}.
\] (B.5)

The application of \(z = d_0 = 10\, \text{cm}\), \(P_{Rx,o}(10\, \text{cm}) = 18.07\, \text{mW}\) and \(2x_0 = 0.7\, \text{cm}\) to (B.5) results in \(G_{Rx}(10\, \text{cm}) = 36.88\, \text{mW/cm}^2\). This value is larger than \(G_{\text{AEL}}\). Consequently, the LD cannot be classified as Class 3R.

Now, the LD is considered to belong to Class 3B, and a time base of 100\, s is selected according to the classification principle 4.3 e). The received optical power, i.e. \(P_{Rx,o}(10\, \text{cm}) = 18.07\, \text{mW}\), is less than the AEL, i.e. \(\kappa = 0.5\, \text{W}\), derived from Table 8. As a result, the optical source is classified as Class 3B.

### B.2 Laser diode and collimation lens

In this case, the laser consists of the direct current power supply, the LD and the aspheric lens used in Scenario III of Experiment II. So long as the area between the LD and the lens is shielded by an aluminium tube, the total optical device is considered to be an extended optical source. Note that Condition 1 of Table 10 [46] is applicable to collimated beams, but the most restrictive condition must be used for classification and, again, this is Condition 3 of Table 10 [46]. Thus, the measurement of AEL needs to be made by the use of a circular aperture stop with a diameter of \(D_{\text{ap}} = 7\, \text{mm}\) at a distance of \(d_m = 10\, \text{cm}\) from the new beam waist according to Table 11 [46]. As a first step, the new beam waists must be determined. The application of the values of parameters presented in Table 4.1 to (2.1)–(2.10) and (2.14)–(2.30) results in \(W_{3x} = 34.93\, \mu\text{m}\) and \(W_{3y} = 20.39\, \mu\text{m}\). Therefore, the substitution of \(z' = d_m = 10\, \text{cm}\), \(W_{3x} = 34.93\, \mu\text{m}\) and \(\lambda_0 = 660\, \text{nm}\) to (2.31) gives \(W_x'(10\, \text{cm}) = 602.46\, \mu\text{m}\). Also, the values of \(z'' = d_m = 10\, \text{cm}\), \(W_{3y} = 20.39\, \mu\text{m}\) and \(\lambda_0 = 660\, \text{nm}\) are applied to (2.32) and yield \(W_y'(10\, \text{cm}) = 1.03\, \text{mm}\). So long as the beam diameters at 10\, cm from the beam waists are smaller than the diameter of the circular stop aperture, the AEL can be expressed as power and not as irradiance. The angular subtenses along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axes are given by:

\[
\alpha_x = 2\tan^{-1}\left[\frac{W_x'(d_m)}{d_m}\right] \approx \frac{2W_x'(d_m)}{d_m}.
\] (B.6)
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and

\[ \alpha_y = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{W'_y(d_m)}{d_m} \right] \approx \frac{2W'_y(d_m)}{d_m}. \quad \text{(B.7)} \]

The application of \( W'_x(10 \text{ cm}) = 602.46 \mu \text{m}, W'_y(10 \text{ cm}) = 1.03 \text{ mm} \) and \( d_m = 10 \text{ cm} \) to (B.6) and (B.7) results in \( \alpha_x = 12 \text{ mrad} \) and \( \alpha_y = 20.6 \text{ mrad} \), respectively. Therefore, \( \alpha = (\alpha_x + \alpha_y)/2 = 16.3 \text{ mrad} \).

Assume that the optical transmitter can be classified as Class 3R, and select a time base of 0.25 s according to the classification principle 4.3 e) of [46]. Then, the correction factor \( C_6 \) is equal to \( \alpha / \alpha_{\text{min}} = 10.867 \) according to Table 9 [46]. Therefore, the AEL is determined to be \( \kappa = 5C_6 \text{ [mW]} \) based on Table 7 [46] and, finally, \( \kappa = 54.34 \text{ mW} \).

Now, the laser beam power needs to be calculated at 10 cm from the beam waists in order to be compared with the AEL of Class 3R. So long as \( d_{1x} \simeq d_{1y} \) according to Table 4.1, the collection efficiency of the rectangular receiver is calculated at \( z' \simeq z'' = 10 \text{ cm} \). The application of \( x_0 = y_0 = 3.5 \text{ mm}, W'_x(10 \text{ cm}) = 602.46 \mu \text{m} \) and \( W'_y(10 \text{ cm}) = 1.03 \text{ mm} \) to (2.61) gives a collection efficiency value of \( \eta_c(10 \text{ cm}) = 1 \), as expected. So, the received optical power is \( P_{Rx,o}(10 \text{ cm}) = P_{Tx,o,m} = 130 \text{ mW} \) that is larger than \( \kappa = 54.34 \text{ mW} \). Therefore, again this optical transmitter is not classified as Class 3R, but as Class 3B. This is because the AEL of Class 3B is \( \kappa = 500 \text{ mW} \).
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Abstract—The outdoor deployment of small cells (SCs) in heterogeneous cellular networks for mobile communications is advantageous from both the capacity and the power consumption point of view. In practice, however, the network operators are limited by the high costs associated with the provisioning of backhaul communication and power supply to the SCs. This paper addresses these operational challenges by using optical links at the same time for high-capacity backhaul and wireless power supply. In particular, we present an experimental design of an optical wireless link for energy harvesting (EH). Our system consists of (i) a high-brightness white light-emitting diode (WLED) with an output luminous flux of 2200 lm, and (ii) an amorphous silicon (a-Si) solar panel. The distance of the experimental link ranges from 0.5 m to 5 m. The visible-light EH from the solar panel is negatively affected by the Lambertian radiation pattern of the WLED. In order to increase the collimation of the source light, we use three optical elements - a spherical lens, a reflector, and a parabolic mirror. The latter is shown to achieve a gain of 28.4 dB in EH over a distance of 5 m compared to the non-collimated case.

I. INTRODUCTION

The deployment of outdoor small cells (SCs) in wireless networks is widely accepted as a solution to the exponential traffic growth of mobile data communications [1]. SCs substantially increase the overall network capacity [2] and also reduce the total power consumption of the network [3]. In practical terms, however, with a large-scale SC deployment the installation of SC power supply and backhaul communication between the SCs and their network gateways represents a major cost factor. One type of SCs in radio frequency (RF) cellular networks are femtocells [4], [5]. They are small, plug and play base stations (BSs) characterized by low levels of transmit power and low cost. However, in heterogeneous networks the backhaul communication between the SCs and the central units (CUs) has insufficient capacity [5]. Also, a mains power supply is required, and the energy demands levels are high, due to the signal-processing functionalities.

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) provide high-speed communication in addition to room illumination [6]. One particular area of optical wireless technology is visible-light communication (VLC) [7]. VLC systems have attracted significant research interest due to their unique advantages. They can handle a large amount of data, offer secure communication, avoid electro-magnetic interference (EMI) and use almost limitless licence-free spectrum. The concept of SCs can be successfully implemented in high-speed VLC networks defined as optical attocells [8]. Optical attocells effectively constitutes a next level of SC in heterogeneous wireless networks. In [9], it is shown that an optical attocell network, based on off-the-shelf white LEDs (WLEDs), can provide improved area spectral efficiency of the order of two to three in heterogeneous networks. Also, optical attocells do not interfere with RF communication links.

The feasibility of a 3 Gb/s VLC link is demonstrated in [10]. The energy harvesting (EH) potentials of VLC are shown in [11]. Therefore, in this study we investigate the use of VLC to provide high-speed data and power to SC RF femtocells. In particular, we focus our research on the remote power supply of a simple energy-autonomous SC comprising a compact solar panel. The visible-light link is created by a high-luminance WLED. An analytical study is validated by a set of experiments.

The Lambertian radiation pattern of a LED source is identified as the major bottleneck in efficient energy transfer because it complicates the collimation of the LED light. In this context, three different optical elements for light collimation are investigated: a spherical plano-convex (PCX) lens, a reflector, and a parabolic mirror (PM). The photovoltaic (PV) panel of the SC used is based on an amorphous silicon (a-Si) material. The main reason is that a-Si solar cells present the best responsivity in the visible range of [380, 720] nm compared to the technologies of crystalline silicon (c-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe), and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II offers an approximate analytical formulation of the investigated system. In Sections III and IV, the experimental setup and conducted studies are described, respectively. In Section V, the results are summarized and discussed. Section VI offers concluding remarks.
II. Analytical Framework

The general analytical models of the devices comprising the EH system are given below. In this paper, the model of the PM is not presented. Hereafter, the term "extended source" is used to describe the combined use of the optical source, i.e., WLED, with optics.

A. Optical Source

The electrical power supply of an electronic WLED-driver is $P_{\text{elec}} = V_{\text{in}} I_{\text{in}} [\text{W}]$, where $V_{\text{in}} [\text{V}]$ and $I_{\text{in}} [\text{A}]$ denote the input voltage and current, respectively. The power efficiency of the driver can be defined as $\eta_{\text{d}} = P_{\text{out}} / P_{\text{elec}}$, where $P_{\text{elec}}$ is the input electrical power of the WLED. The operating point of the WLED ranges from its minimum to the maximum value in the dynamic range. The photometric unit of luminous flux, $\Phi [\text{lm}]$, for a WLED can be expressed as [13]:

$$\Phi = 683 \int_{380}^{720} b(\lambda) V(\lambda) \, d\lambda, \quad (1)$$

where $\lambda [\text{nm}]$ is the wavelength in the visible-light spectrum, $p(\lambda) [\text{W/nm}]$ denotes the power spectral distribution (PSD) of the source and $V(\lambda)$ represents the eye-sensitivity function. The luminous efficiency, known also as luminous efficacy of the source, $\eta_{\text{LED}} = \Phi / P_{\text{thb}} [\text{lm/W}]$, connects the electrical power with the luminous flux [13]. The data sheet of the WLED used provides the relative PSD [14]. For this reason, (1) is manipulated as:

$$\Phi = 683 \int_{380}^{720} \left( \frac{p_{\text{max}}}{p_{\text{opt}, \lambda_0}} \right) b(\lambda) V(\lambda) \, d\lambda, \quad (2)$$

where $p_{\text{max}, \lambda_0}$ denotes the maximum optical power at a specific wavelength $\lambda_0$. The fraction $b(\lambda) = p(\lambda) / p_{\text{max}, \lambda_0}$ represents the relative PSD of the light source. The total optical power of the WLED, $P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}}$, can be determined as follows [13]:

$$P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}} = \int_{380}^{720} \left( \frac{p_{\text{max}}}{p_{\text{opt}, \lambda_0}} \right) V(\lambda) \, d\lambda. \quad (3)$$

We combine the solution of (2) for $p_{\text{max}, \lambda_0}$, and (3). We also take into account the aforementioned relationships of the driver efficiency as well as the WLED efficacy. The resulting formula expresses the total optical power of the source:

$$P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}} = \frac{\eta_{\text{LED}} \Phi}{p_{\text{opt}, \lambda_0}} \int_{380}^{720} b(\lambda) V(\lambda) \, d\lambda, \quad (4)$$

All of the parameters of the second part of (4) can now be acquired from the data sheet of the WLED [14]. The measured value of $\Phi$ is provided in Section III. The values of $V(\lambda)$ can be acquired from [13].

B. Optical Wireless Channel

Line-of-sight (LOS) conditions are considered for the optical wireless channel. In this work, the planes of the optical source and the solar panel are considered to be parallel. It is also assumed that perfect alignment of the optical axes among the WLED, the respective collimation optics and the solar panel is attained. The direct-current (DC) gain of the channel is calculated by [15]:

$$H_{\text{LOS}} = \frac{(m + 1) A_{\text{in}}}{2 \pi d^2}, \quad (5)$$

where $m$ denotes the Lambertian order of the (extended) source, $A_{\text{in}} [\text{m}^2]$ is the effective area of the receiver and $d [\text{m}]$ is the link distance. The Lambertian order is computed by $m = -\ln(2)/\ln(\cos(\phi_{1/2}))$, where $\phi_{1/2} [\text{rad}]$ is the semi-angle of half-power of the source radiation pattern [15].

C. Receiver

The receiver includes a PV panel as well as a variable resistor. The optical power at the receiver input, $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}$, can be calculated by:

$$P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}} = H_{\text{LOS}} P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}}. \quad (6)$$

where $P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}}$ describes the optical transmit power either from the WLED or the extended source. The ideal harvested electrical power from the PV panel can be defined as $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}} = V_{\text{oc}} I_{\text{mp}}$, where $V_{\text{oc}}$ is the open-circuit voltage and $I_{\text{mp}}$ denotes the short-circuit current. The power efficiency, $\eta_{\text{hr}}$, of the solar panel is defined as [12]:

$$\eta_{\text{hr}} = \frac{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}}{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}}, \quad (7)$$

where $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}$ represents the maximum harvested electrical power. The above symbol is defined as $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}} = V_{\text{oc}} I_{\text{mp}}$, where $V_{\text{oc}}$ and $I_{\text{mp}}$ denote the voltage and current at the maximum-power point of the panel, respectively. The fill-factor, FF, of a solar panel can be used as a metric of approximation of the ideal operation [12]. The fill-factor is defined as:

$$\text{FF} = \frac{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}}{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}}, \quad (8)$$

We combine the solution of (7) for $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}$ with the solution of (8) for $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}$. Therefore, the following relationship is obtained:

$$P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}} = k P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}, \quad (9)$$

where $k = \eta_{\text{hr}}/\text{FF}$ is defined as the ratio of the power efficiency over the fill-factor of the solar panel. The values of $\eta_{\text{hr}}$ and FF are highly dependent on the received optical power, i.e., $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}$, and temperature of the PV module. The total maximum efficiency of the link that connects the input and maximum output electrical power is defined as: $\eta_{\text{max}} = \frac{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{hr}}}{P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R}}} / k$.

D. Optics

The use of optical elements in the CU affects not only the optical power but also the radiation pattern of the WLED.

1) PCX Lens: The received optical power, $P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R, opt}}$, at the input (front) circular plane of the lens can be calculated using (5) and (6). In particular, we obtain:

$$P_{\text{elec}}^{\text{R, opt}} = \frac{(m_{\text{LED}} + 1) D_{\text{len}}^2}{8d^2} P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{T, LED}}, \quad (10)$$

where $m_{\text{LED}}$ denotes the Lambertian order of the WLED, $D_{\text{len}} [\text{mm}]$ is the lens diameter and $d [\text{mm}]$ is the distance.
between the WLED and the lens. The output optical power of the lens can be expressed as:
\[
P_{\text{opt}}^{\text{refl}} = p_{\text{opt}}^{\text{trans}} p_{\text{opt}}^{\text{refl}}
\]
where \( p_{\text{opt}}^{\text{trans}} \) denotes the transmittance of the reflector. According to the "etendue" conservation law, we can find a lower bound of the semi-angle of half-power using the following relationship [17]:
\[
\phi_{1/2}^{\text{refl}} \geq \frac{D_{\text{refl}}}{D_{\text{opt}}^{\text{LED}}},
\]
where \( D_{\text{opt}}^{\text{LED}} \) is the external diameter of the lens. We can apply the respective data sheet values introduced in Section III to (14) and assume that \( \phi_{1/2}^{\text{refl}} = 9.5^\circ \).

### III. Experimental Set-up

The block diagram of the experimental set-up is given in Fig. 1. The measured power efficiency of the driver is 88%. The WLED used is a high-brightness BXRA-40E2200-B-00 Bridgelux array of 24 chips [14]. The diameter of the light-emitting surface (LES) is 16 mm. The typical luminous flux and the semi-angle of half-power are 2200 lm and 60° (\( \text{STC} \)) [12].

The transmittance of the reflector is 78%. Finally, an Edmund optics large parabolic reflector is investigated. The diameter of the PM is 60.96 cm and the effective focal length is 15.24 cm. The paraboloid reflector has a semi-angle of half-power equal to 3°. The center hole of the mirror has a diameter of 3.81 cm.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV Panel Data Sheet Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_{\text{oc}} ) [V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main component of the receiver is an a-Si A+ Life PA6-005 solar panel. The area of the solar panel is 30.4 x 23.8 cm². Table I gives the electrical characteristics provided by the PV panel manufacturer, and these refer to standard test conditions (STC) [12]. It is ensured that ambient light is negligible and does not contribute to the collected optical power from the solar panel.

### IV. Experimental Studies

A series of three experimental studies was conducted. The basic criterion of the system performance is the maximization of the measured \( P_{\text{ideal}} \) under the same electrical power dissipation at the transmitter. Our experimental studies are described below.

#### A. Study I

An initial study is conducted for five different experimental scenarios. The parameters \( V_{\text{oc}} \) and \( I_{\text{sc}} \) are measured for a distance range of \([0, 5]\) m in order to compute \( P_{\text{ideal}} \). The electrical power consumption at the CU, \( \text{i.e., } P_{\text{elec}} \), is kept constant and equal to 18.3 W.

In the first scenario, the WLED is used in the absence of optics at the CU. In the second experiment, the optical set-up of the transmitter includes the WLED as well as the PCX lens. The lens is placed at the focal point. In the third scenario, the optical system of the CU comprises the LED and the reflector. In the fourth experiment, the optical part of the transmitter consists of the WLED and the large parabolic reflector or PM. The position of the PM is such that \( P_{\text{ideal}} \) is maximized.

In particular, the parabolic reflector is placed at a distance of 16.8 cm from the LED. The last four experimental scenarios are shown in Fig. 2.

#### B. Study II

In this study, we select the three geometrical configurations of the optical transmitter that delivered the best performance in Study I. The link distance is fixed to 5 m. The experimental values of \( V_{\text{oc}} \) and \( I_{\text{sc}} \) are obtained as we change \( P_{\text{elec}} \) from 3.25 W to 30.3 W. Finally, the values of \( P_{\text{ideal}} \) are calculated for the three experimental systems.
C. Study III

In this final study, we use the set-up of the transmitter that achieved the best performance in Study I and Study II. Different variable resistors are connected to the output of the solar cell. We modify the resistance, $R_L$, of each variable resistor in order to measure the current, $I_L$, and voltage, $V_L$, of the load. Finally, we calculate the actual harvested electrical power, $P_{elec}$, of the panel.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 presents the analytical and experimental results of Study I. The graphs labelled as “theory” are derived using (4)-(6) and (9)-(14). The system that uses the PCX lens located at its focal point exhibits an almost constant gain of 10 dB compared to the single-LED link for distances greater than 1 m. The system with the reflector presents a greater rate of increase compared to the graphs of the other two systems. This means that the PM offers the greatest total maximum efficiency of all the EH systems. The scenario comprising the lens attains a gain of approximately 1.5 dB compared to the system with the reflector. The use of the large PM offers a performance superiority of about 10 dB and 11.5 dB in comparison with the other two systems.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results and the fitted curves of Study III. Table II summarizes the measured values of the electrical parameters of Study III. Based on the measured data in Table II, we can calculate the values of $P_{elec}$, $P_{loss}$, and $P_{max}$. In the low-power region of the LED, i.e., $P_{elec} = 9.19$ mW, we obtain $P_{elec} = 24.71$ mW and $P_{max} = 7.69$ mW. The fill factor of the panel and the total maximum efficiency of the link are 31.12% and 0.084%, respectively. The resistor value at the maximum-power point of the panel is 1.43 kΩ. In addition, in the middle-power region of the WLED, i.e., $P_{elec} = 18.3$ W, we find that $P_{elec} = 60.67$ mW and $P_{max} = 18.32$ mW. It is also calculated that FF = 30.2% and $P_{max} = 0.1$. In this case, the measured load is $R_L = 2.07$ kΩ. A comparison of Tables I and II indicates that the measured values of the EH system with the PM are significantly lower than the respective data sheet electrical characteristics of the solar panel. This can be explained by the fact that the spectral content of sun radiation is significantly wider than the visible spectrum of the WLED.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The technology of VLC has been demonstrated to be able to provide high-speed data. While the communication capabilities have fairly well been investigated, a limited number of studies has been presented for the EH potential of...
a VLC link. In this paper, we have, therefore, presented an analytical study accompanied by the respective experimental implementation of a visible-light link for EH. Three experimental studies were conducted using precise optics at a VLC link. In this paper, we have, therefore, presented an analytical study accompanied by the respective experimental implementation of a visible-light link for EH. Three experimental studies were conducted using precise optics at a micro-lens array and a compact A-Si solar panel. Future work will consider a design based on high-power lasers or laser arrays due to the high directivity and the compact dimensions they provide. Finally, the use of new solar-cell technologies of higher power efficiency will be studied.
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Abstract—The concept of small cells (SCs) is widely acknowledged for its significant benefits in energy efficiency and capacity of heterogeneous cellular networks. However, a large scale outdoor installation of SCs is limited by cost factors. Therefore, wireless backhaul communication and wireless power supply to SCs could significantly reduce deployment costs. The focus of this paper is on the investigation of the use of free space optical (FSO) links for power transfer to SCs in an indoor environment. In particular, an experimental design of a red light link for wireless power transmission (WPT) and energy harvesting (EH) is presented in the absence of ambient light. The transmitter includes up to five laser diodes (LDs) with a typical output optical power of 10 mW per LD. Light collimation is achieved by the use of aspheric lenses. The receiver comprises a crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar panel placed at 5.2 m from the optical transmitter. The use of five pairs of LDs and lenses results in a maximum harvested power of 0.1 W. This study shows that the number of optical transmitters required for the generation of an electrical power of 1 W (demanded for the operation of a SC) from the solar panel is estimated to be 110.

I. INTRODUCTION

The technology of small cells (SCs) is widely accepted as one of the most promising solutions to the exponential increase in capacity demand in wireless cellular networks [1]. Although a large scale outdoor deployment of SCs is beneficial in terms of network capacity and power consumption [2], the high cost represents the main restrictive factor. Wireless backhaul communication and alternative sources of power supply can make the installation of SCs more cost effective. A potential power supply source for SCs is based on the concept of wireless power transmission (WPT). Wireless power transmission for long distance links is attainable only by radio frequency (RF) or microwave and laser-based systems [3]. In the RF region, receivers for energy harvesting (EH) are typically diode-based circuits termed ‘rectennas’ [4]. In the visible light (VL) spectrum, the widely available and low cost receivers for EH are solar panels. Every photovoltaic (PV) panel comprises a number of solar cells. In an outdoor scenario with SCs, a natural resource, i.e., sunlight, can significantly contribute to the harvested power in VL-based EH, whereas only ‘dedicated’ RF antennas can be used for RF-based WPT. However, the variability of weather conditions significantly affects the amount of harvested power. Therefore, the worst-case scenario of WPT from a ‘dedicated’ laser-based source or RF antenna is considered to be a complementary and reliable solution.

The emerging field of visible light communications (VLC) has been proposed as a complementary technology to RF systems, and as a candidate solution to the exponential increase in demand in wireless data transmission [5]. The great potential of VLC links created by off-the-shelf light-emitting diodes (LEDs) has been shown by the feasible transmission data rates of up to 3 Gb/s [6]. The capabilities of a solar panel receiver for both high speed data communication and EH were investigated in [7]. Therefore, the main objective of this research is the design of VLC or free space optical (FSO) links able to provide backhaul communication and power to SCs.

An optical wireless link formed by a high brightness white LED (WLED) and a parabolic mirror was investigated as a potential solution for SC EH in [8]. However, the amount of electrical power (18.5 mW) harvested from an amorphous silicon (a-Si) solar panel was too low for the required power of a SC of about 1 W. Also, the maximum link efficiency was significantly low (0.1%). This research is a follow-up study of [8]. This paper focuses on the aspects of exclusive laser-based WPT and solar panel-based EH at a distance of 5.2 m in an indoor environment. In particular here, a high power red light laser diode (LD) is used as an optical source. The selected wavelength of 660 nm allows for a visible and therefore practically uncomplicated alignment of the link components. Also, the spectral responsivity of typical crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells takes larger values close to the red region of the VL spectrum [9]. The use of two different lenses is examined for best light collimation. A multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) PV panel is used at the receiver. An analytical model of the system is presented for identifying the best lens and the optimum distance from the LD for efficient WPT. A set of two experimental studies is conducted. The number of optical transmitters, i.e., pairs of LD-lens, scales from one to five. An estimation of the required number of optical transmitters is made for the achievement of 1 W of electrical power harvested from the receiver. The main contribution of this paper is the...
increase in the experimental maximum link efficiency by a significant factor of 7.4 for a 5.2 m link distance compared to the best result of our previous work [8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a physical system model. In Section III, the experimental set-up and studies are explained. In Section IV the results are summarized and discussed. Finally, Section V gives concluding remarks.

II. Analytical Model

The main components of the system implemented are LDs, lenses and a solar panel. The respective general analytical models for these are given in Sections II-A, II-B and II-C. Four important factors for the link efficiency are defined in Section II-D. The term ‘far field’ refers to the region further than the Rayleigh range introduced in Section II-A.

A. Single Laser Diode

In the far field, the relative optical intensity (or irradiance) versus the parallel and perpendicular to the junction angular divergence can be approximated by Gaussian curves of different widths [10]. Also, the selected LD operates at the fundamental transverse electrical (TE) mode. Therefore, an elliptical Gaussian beam propagation model is considered for the generated laser beam.

The Gaussian beam radii along the x- and y-direction are given by [11]:

\[ W_x(z) = W_{0x} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{x}{W_{0x}} \right)^2}, \] (1)

and:

\[ W_y(z) = W_{0y} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{y}{W_{0y}} \right)^2}, \] (2)

where \( W_{0x} \) is the beam waist radius along the x-axis; and \( W_{0y} \) is the beam waist radius along the y-axis. The values of \( z_{0x} = \frac{\pi W_{0x}^2}{\lambda} \) and \( z_{0y} = \frac{\pi W_{0y}^2}{\lambda} \) represent the Rayleigh range on the x- and y-axes, respectively. Quantity \( \lambda \) denotes the LD operating wavelength. At \( z = z_{0x} \) and \( z = z_{0y} \), the beam radius (or width) in the two transverse axes becomes \( \sqrt{2} W_{0x} \) and \( \sqrt{2} W_{0y} \), respectively. When \( z \gg z_{0x} \) and \( z \gg z_{0y} \), (1) and (2) can be transformed to:

\[ W_x(z) \approx \frac{W_{0x}}{z_{0x}} \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0x} z}, \] (3)

and:

\[ W_y(z) \approx \frac{W_{0y}}{z_{0y}} \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0y} z}. \] (4)

In the far field, the beam radii increase approximately linearly with \( z \) defining an elliptical cone of half angles:

\[ \theta_x = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{W_x(z)}{z} \right) \approx \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0x} z} \right), \] (5)

and:

\[ \theta_y = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{W_y(z)}{z} \right) \approx \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0y} z} \right). \] (6)

The defined half angles \( \theta_x \) and \( \theta_y \) are termed beam divergences in the x- and y-direction, respectively.

The \( q \)-parameters of the Gaussian beam in the x- and y-directions are described by [11]:

\[ \frac{1}{q_x(z)} = \frac{1}{R_x(z)} - \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0x}^2(z)}, \] (7)

and:

\[ \frac{1}{q_y(z)} = \frac{1}{R_y(z)} - \frac{\lambda}{\pi W_{0y}^2(z)}, \] (8)

where \( R_x(z) \) and \( R_y(z) \) denote the radii of curvature in the axes of the transverse plane. Radii of curvature are described by the relationships:

\[ R_x(z) = z \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{2\lambda}{\pi W_{0x}} \right)^2 \right], \] (9)

and:

\[ R_y(z) = z \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{2\lambda}{\pi W_{0y}} \right)^2 \right]. \] (10)

B. Free Space and Aspheric Lens

A convenient method to relate the input and output of an optical system is the use of ray transfer or \( ABCD \) matrices [11]. The method of \( ABCD \) matrices is also widely used in microwave communications [12]. In matrix optics, a simple \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix connects the position and angle of paraxial rays at the input and output plane of an optical system through linear algebraic equations. Note that the application of \( ABCD \) law to a Gaussian beam connects the \( q \)-parameters of the beam.

The \( ABCD \) matrix of free space between the LD and the lens placed at a distance \( d_0 \) is:

\[ M_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & d_0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}. \] (11)

If a collimating lens is placed at its focal point as specified in the respective data sheet, the distance between the emission point of the source and input lens surface is termed back focal distance (BFD), and is given by [13]:

\[ \beta = f \left[ 1 - \frac{t_c (n-1)}{n R_1} \right], \] (12)

where quantity \( f \) denotes the effective focal length (EFL); \( t_c \) represents the thickness; and \( n \) is the refractive index of the lens material. Parameter \( R_1 \) denotes the radius of curvature of the input side of the lens.

The back surface of the aspheric lens is considered to be spherical. This assumption provides a worst-case scenario for the lens model. The elements of the \( ABCD \) matrix for a thick lens, \( M_{lens} \), with two spherical surfaces of different radii of curvature are given below [13]:

\[ A' = 1 - \frac{t_c (n-1)}{n R_1} \] (13)

\[ B' = \frac{t_c}{n} \] (14)

\[ C' = -(n-1) \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2} \right) - \frac{t_c (n-1)^2}{n R_1 R_2} \] (15)

\[ D' = 1 + \frac{t_c (n-1)}{n R_2} \] (16)
The value of $R_2$ denotes the radius of curvature of the output side of the lens.

Finally, the $ABCD$ matrix of free space between the output of the lens and the incidence plane to the solar panel is calculated by:

$$M_s = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & d - (d_0 + l_s) \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $d$ is the distance between the LD emission point and the solar panel. Therefore, the system $ABCD$ matrix can be written as the product of ray transfer matrices of individual components:

$$M = M_s M_{\text{watt}} M_l.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The general $ABCD$ matrix, $M$, is applied to the elliptical Gaussian beam using the transformation [11]:

$$q_{\text{out}} = \frac{A_{\text{in}} + B}{C_{\text{in}} + D}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $q_{\text{in}}$ and $q_{\text{out}}$ denote the $q$-parameters of the Gaussian beam at the LD emission point ($z = 0$) and the input plane of the panel, respectively, either on the $x$- or $y$-axis.

C. Solar Panel

The selected solar panel consists of $N_c$ cells connected in series. An effective single solar cell equivalent circuit for two or more cells connected in series is proposed in [14]. Also, a variable resistor, $R_{\text{eff}}$, is connected to the output of the panel. A transcendental relationship between the load current, $I_{\text{L}}$, and voltage, $V_{\text{L}}$, describes the electrical behavior of the panel as given in [14]:

$$I_{\text{L}} = \frac{q}{\alpha_{\text{in}}} \left( \frac{V_{\text{L}} - R_{\text{L},\text{eff}} I_{\text{L}}}{R_{\text{L},\text{eff}}} - I_{\text{L}} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{V_{\text{L}} - R_{\text{L},\text{eff}} I_{\text{L}}}{R_{\text{L},\text{eff}}} - I_{\text{L},\text{sat}} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The physical constants $q = 1.602 \times 10^{-19} \text{C}$ and $k_B = 8.617 \times 10^{-5} \text{eV/K}$ represent the electron charge and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The temperature of the panel, $T_p$, is assumed to be $298 \text{K}$. This model includes five unknown parameters, i.e., $I_{\text{L},\text{sat}}, R_{\text{L},\text{eff}}, A_{\text{in}}, R_{\text{P},\text{eff}}$ and $I_{\text{P},\text{eff}}$. These parameters are strongly dependent on the values of optical power received from the panel. The value of $I_{\text{L},\text{sat}}$ represents the effective dark saturation current of the diode. Parameters $R_{\text{L},\text{eff}}$ and $R_{\text{P},\text{eff}}$ denote the effective series and parallel resistance, respectively. The resistance $R_{\text{L}}$ is considered to be part of $R_{\text{L},\text{eff}}$. The size $I_{\text{P},\text{eff}}$ is the effective generated photocurrent. The electrical power, $P_{\text{L}}$, harvested from the load resistor is given by $P_{\text{L}} = V_{\text{L}} I_{\text{L}}$. A simple ‘exhaustive’ search algorithm with discrete search space is implemented in order to estimate the five unknown parameters of the solar panel. The first part of (20) is the objective function of the problem, and is minimized. Then, the five identified parameters are applied to the model for curve fitting of the experimental data. The experimental measurements of $I_{\text{L}}$ and $V_{\text{L}}$ are used for finding a local solution to the non-linear curve-fitting problem.

D. Link Efficiency

An important aspect of the technology of WPT and EH is the total efficiency of a link. The external power efficiency of a LD can be defined as:

$$\eta_{\text{L,D}} = \frac{P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}}{P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where $P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}$ denotes the output optical power of the LD and $P_{\text{L}}$ is the direct current (DC) input electrical power. The fill factor (FF) of a solar panel shows how well the circuit approximates the ideal behavior of a current source. The FF of a PV panel is given by [9]:

$$\text{FF} = \frac{V_{\text{oc}} I_{\text{sc}}}{V_{\text{m}}} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $V_{\text{oc}}$ and $I_{\text{sc}}$ denote the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, respectively. Also, $V_{\text{m}}$ and $I_{\text{m}}$ represent the voltage and current at the maximum-power point (MPP) of the panel, respectively. The optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency or responsivity of the panel can be defined as:

$$\rho = \frac{I_{\text{P,\text{eff}}}}{P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}$ denotes the received optical power from the PV panel. Finally, the maximum link efficiency is computed by:

$$\eta_{\text{L,max}} = \frac{P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}}{P_{\text{L,\text{in}}}} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $P_{\text{L}}$ denotes the maximum electrical power, and is given by: $P_{\text{L}} = V_{\text{m}} I_{\text{m}}$.

III. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

Physical dimensions, the electrical and optical characteristics of the components used are given in Section III-A. The objectives of each experimental study and the system set-up are explained in Section III-B.

A. System Components

A single mode Opnext HL6544FM high power LD with a multi-quantum well (MQW) structure is used as an optical source for WPT [10]. The semiconductor material of the LD is aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP). Table I gives the data sheet values of the main features for this light source. Site $P_{\text{typ}}$ denotes the typical value of output optical power. Angles $\vartheta_1$ and $\vartheta_2$ refer to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity in parallel and perpendicular plane to the junction, respectively.

The relatively large angular divergence of the optical source requires the use of a precise lens for light collimation. Although lenses with spherical surfaces are low cost and are relatively uncomplicated to manufacture, they have spherical aberrations [13]. This inherent defect of spherical lenses prevents
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Table II: Characteristics of the Aspheric Lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>R1 [mm]</th>
<th>R2 [mm]</th>
<th>t [mm]</th>
<th>f [mm]</th>
<th>r [ug]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACL12708U-A</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>-14.763</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL4532</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>-12.265</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

efficient light collimation. In contrast, the complex geometry of aspheres allows for correction of spherical aberration and creates collimated beams of better quality [13]. Therefore, two aspheric condenser lenses are used in the experiments. The first condenser lens is an ACL12708U-A with anti-reflection (AR) coating and a diameter of 1.3 cm. The second lens is a 4.5 cm uncoated ACL4532. Table II gives the main features of both aspheres extracted from their respective data sheets [15], [16]. Quantities \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \), \( t \) and \( f \) have already been defined in Section II-B. The value of \( r \) (%) represents the reflectance of lens. The refractive index of the lens material is 1.52.

Finally, a SX 305 PV panel is used as the optical receiver for EH [17]. This solar panel comprises 36 mc-Si cells with silicon nitride (SiN\(_x\)) AR coating. The cells are placed in the form of a 4 x 9 matrix and are connected in series. The total effective area of the panel is 17.1 cm\(^2\). A maximum possible efficiency of 11.54\% can be assumed from [17].

B. Experimental Studies

A series of two experimental studies is conducted in order to determine the maximum possible electrical power harvested from the solar panel. Load resistance is modified for the measurement of \( V_1, I_1 \) for every experimental scenario. Load voltage and current have values in the range of \([0, V_{oc}\]) and \([0, I_{sc}\]) respectively. The link distance is 5.2 m.

Note that ambient light coming from the room luminaires contributes to the harvested power in the first study, and is ensured to be negligible in the second one.

1) Study I: Two experimental scenarios are implemented in the first study. A single pair of LD-lens is used in these scenarios. A SX 305 PV panel area is “overfilled” with the red laser beam (the elliptical beam illuminates the total area of the rectangular panel and a small region around it). Note that the LD-lens distance \( d_{lb} \) is set to be the optimum one to maximize the output power of the panel. The transmitter comprises the 4.5 cm lens placed at 2.6 cm from the LD in the first scenario. The second scenario is realized by the use of the 1.3 cm lens at 3.75 mm from the LD. An illustration of this scenario is given in Fig. 1(a).

2) Study II: This study consists of six different experimental scenarios. A lens with a diameter of 1.3 cm is used in all of these scenarios. From each of the first to fifth scenarios, the number of LD-lens pairs, \( N_{lb} \), scales from one to five, respectively. Laser diodes are connected in parallel. Distance \( d_{lb} \) for all of the LD-lens pairs is equal to 3.8 mm with a tolerance of \( \pm 0.2 \) mm. Different laser beams ‘overfill’ the same total area of the panel. The fifth scenario implemented is shown in Fig. 1(b). The sixth scenario is realized by the use of five pairs of LD-lens. The only difference with the fifth scenario is that the optical transmitters point the laser beams at different regions of the solar panel. Therefore, different cells are illuminated by the five optical sources in this case.
lines), the scenario of the 4.5 cm lens achieves better light transmission than that of the 1.3 cm one. This effect can be attributed to the longer radius of curvature of ACL4532 (see Table II) resulting in larger beam waists and Rayleigh ranges.

A similar performance is attained for the lens-based scenarios (pairs of black and green lines), when the lenses are placed at the distances of 3.9 mm and 2.2 cm from the LD, respectively. Most importantly, it is observed that light collimation is further improved when either of the two aspheric lens is placed out of its focus and much closer to the LD. This is because the laser beam uses a smaller lens surface and the marginal rays are better collimated when focusing at larger distances. This theoretical effect indicates that in the experimental links the LD-lens distances should be set close to the theoretical values of 3.9 mm and 2.2 cm.

C. Experimental Results and Curve Fitting

The experimental data of \((V_1, P_1)\) for Study I are shown in Fig. 3. Basic polynomial curve fitting is applied to each set of measurements. In terms of maximum harvested power, a gain factor of 1.2 is attained by the last scenario (black solid line) compared to the first one (magenta solid line) when the dissipated power at the transmitter is 315 mW. This finding is explained by the fact that the uncoated 4.5 cm lens attenuates the transmitted optical power to the solar panel more than the AR-coated 1.3 cm lens. This difference is also noticeable in the reflectance values of lenses, as presented in Table II.

The experimental results of Study II are given in Fig. 4. The curves labelled as ‘physical model’ are derived using (20). The values of FF and \(\eta_{max}\), measured for all of the six experimental scenarios are shown in Table III. Generally, the values of FF denote a low energy efficiency of the panel. This is attributed to both the low irradiance levels received as well as mismatch losses of the cells. As long as the irradiance distribution of the laser beam is elliptical and Gaussian, the cells placed at the edges of the PV panel are illuminated with lower optical power compared with the centrally-placed cells. Power generated by cells with higher illumination levels can be dissipated by cells with lower irradiance levels instead of the load. Therefore, the electrical output of the entire panel is determined by the cells with the lowest performance. The increase in \(\eta_{max}\) with the number of LDs used is due to a respective increase in the solar panel efficiency. However, this trend is not confirmed by scenarios 4 and 5. This can be explained by imperfections induced from the implementation of the optical transmitters. Although the best measured value of \(\eta_{max} = 0.74\%\) is very low, note that the maximum possible is 2.56\% for the components used (22.2\% × 11.54\% = 2.56\%). This theoretical upper bound can be approximated by increasing \(N_{Tx}\). The estimated values of the five solar panel unknown parameters for the six scenarios are given in Table IV. These five parameters scale with an increase in \(P_{Rx,0}\) due to a respective increase in \(N_{Tx}\), and this is in agreement with [18].
TABLE III
MEASURED FILL FACTOR AND MAXIMUM LINK EFFICIENCY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P,eff (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>115.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>115.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>229.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
ESTIMATED UNKNOWN PARAMETERS OF THE SOLAR PANEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Lc [mA]</th>
<th>V [V]</th>
<th>Rx,o [mW]</th>
<th>Tx,o [mW]</th>
<th>N,req</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Estimation of the Number of Optical Transmitters

Let \( N_{Tx,req} \) be the required number of pairs of LDs and lenses for \( P_{M} = 1 \text{ W} \) at \( d = 5 \text{ m} \). In scenario 6 (five optical transmitters), a value of \( V_n = 6.89 \text{ V} \) is achieved with \( P_n = 10.39 \text{ mW} \). Therefore, a maximum possible value of \( I_n = 16.5 \) can be assumed for the solar panel at high illumination levels for attaining \( P_n = 1 \text{ W} \) according to [17]. The load current at MPP is calculated to be \( I_n = 1/16.5 = 0.60 \text{ mA} \). The values of 16.5 \( \text{ V} \) and 60.6 \( \text{ mA} \) are substituted for \( V_i \) and \( I_L \), respectively, in (20). Then, the application of the ‘exhaustive’ search algorithm to (20) results in the following set of parameters: \( (1.1 \text{ mA}, 0.1 \text{ V}, 290, 90 \text{ k} \Omega, 69.1 \text{ mA}) \). The responsivity of the solar panel is assumed to be \( I_n = 0.01 \text{ mA/} \text{ mW} \). Solving (23) for \( P_{Tx,o} \) results in: \( P_{Tx,o} = P_{Tx,o}/\rho = 69.1/0.01 = 6.91 \text{ W} \). The total amount of optical power is considered to be received from the panel, i.e., \( P_{Tx,o} = N_{Tx,req} P_{Tx,o} \). Therefore, the required number of optical transmitters is calculated to be: \( N_{Tx,req} = P_{Tx,o}/P_{Tx,o} = 6.91/(62.6 \times 10^{-3}) \approx 110 \).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The great potential of high speed data transmission for VLC systems has been extensively researched and demonstrated. However, the two-fold objective of simultaneous data communication and WPT in the optical domain remains an unexplored research area. Therefore, the capabilities of a red light laser-based link for WPT and EH from an off-the-shelf mc-Si solar panel were investigated in this study. In particular, the performance of two aspheric lenses was experimentally compared for best light collimation. Also, an analytical model was used to identify the optimum distance between light source and lens. A second experimental study was conducted using one to five pairs of LD and lens, i.e., optical transmitters, in an indoor environment in the absence of ambient light. The maximum link efficiency attained from five optical transmitters was 74\%, and the respective maximum harvested power was 4.2 mW from the panel. While currently the overall link efficiency and harvested power are in the order of 1\% and a few mW, respectively, the contribution of power from ambient light remains unexploited in this context. Future work will consider a larger number of LDs with higher power efficiency in order to increase the solar panel efficiency and the maximum link efficiency.
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Abstract—The application of wireless backhaul communication and power transfer to outdoor small cells (SCs) could significantly decrease their installation cost. In this paper, the concept of indoor optical wireless power transfer to SCs is investigated in the absence of ambient light, i.e., during darkness hours. An experimental study is conducted by the use of up to four red laser diodes (LDs), a crystalline silicon solar panel and cell placed at 5.2 m. A value of 60 % is measured for the fill factor of the solar panel. Also, a total power efficiency of 3.2 % is measured for an optical wireless (OW) link with an average efficiency of two LDs of 26.8 %, a solar cell efficiency of 13.3 % and only 10.6 % of geometrical losses. A comparison of this link with a state-of-the-art inductive power transfer system shows an improvement of the total power efficiency by 2.7 times. Another OW link is implemented with a divergence of full width at 36.8 % of the peak intensity of 3 and 5.75 mrad along the small and large axes of the beam, respectively. The experimental levels of harvested power are in the order of mW, whereas approximately 1 W is required for the operation of a SC. Therefore, a 42 laser-based transmitter is designed both analytically and by the use of the simulation tool Zemax. The respective results show the feasibility of delivering 7.2 W of optical power to a solar cell of up to 30 m distance with geometrical losses of only 2 %, but a beam enclosure is also required due to eye safety restrictions.

Index Terms—Diode lasers, energy efficiency, energy harvesting (EH), laser beams, optical wireless power transfer (OWPT), quantum well lasers, radio frequency (RF), rectennas, small cells (SCs), solar energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The principle of small cells (SCs) is widely accepted as one of the solutions with most potential to the exponential increase in capacity demand of heterogeneous mobile networks [1]. Despite the fact that a large scale outdoor deployment of SCs offers advantages such as high network capacity [2] and reduced power consumption [3], the high installation cost is the most restrictive factor. The technology of optical fibers is considered to be one of the potential solutions to the provision of high speed backhaul communication to SCs [4]. However, the main disadvantages are the installation cost and the requirement for a mains power supply. Therefore, alternative sources of power supply and wireless backhaul communication can make the deployment of SCs more cost effective.

The concept of energy harvesting (EH) or power harvesting (PH) from natural resources, such as sun and wind, [5] as an alternative source of power supply has the main disadvantage of the variability of weather conditions. Therefore, the technology of wireless power transfer (WPT) from artificial electromagnetic (EM) sources has been proposed as a complementary and reliable solution. The concept of WPT was inspired and demonstrated for the first time by Nikola Tesla in the late 19th century using a radio frequency (RF) resonant transformer, termed a Tesla coil [6]. The application of WPT is also feasible using devices operating at the visible light (VL) and infrared part of the EM spectrum, such as laser diodes (LDs) or light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and solar cells. The concept in the optical domain is termed optical wireless power transfer (OWPT).

The research field of optical wireless communications (OWC) has been proposed as a complementary technology to RF data communication and as a potential solution to the exponential increase in demand for wireless data transmission [7]. The broad research field of OWC can be separated into two parts: free space optical (FSO) communications and visible light communications (VLC). Free space optical systems mostly comprise coherent data transmission using lasers at the transmitter and photodiodes (PDs) at the receiver. Also, FSO systems are usually deployed outdoors covering distances of several kilometers. Visible light communications facilitate the use of LEDs and PDs and are mainly applied to indoor public places such as offices, conference venues, museums, hotels and hospitals.

The objective is to investigate the simultaneous application of OWPT for the provision of 1 W and high speed FSO backhaul communication to outdoor SCs. However, as a first step, in this comprehensive study, research is focused on the indoor OWPT to SCs at nighttime. The conditions of darkness are selected because the system should also work when there is no ambient light to harvest. A set of three studies is reported in this paper. In Study I, a small number of LDs is used for optical power transmission in the order of mW to observe how the solar receiver efficiency scales with the input optical power. According to that result and a physical model, an estimation of the number of LDs required to achieve 1 W of harvested power is made. However, since the experimental distance in Study I
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is only 5.2 m and the concept of power supply to SCs refers to practical link distances of 100 m–300 m, we need to affirm that the optical wireless (OW) link operates at longer distances. For this reason, Study II is undertaken for the determination of laser beam divergence. A targeted beam divergence of 1 mrad is considered because the beam diameter is only 10 cm at 100 m, assuming the LD to be a point source. Therefore, the geometrical losses of such a laser link could be compensated by the use of a receiver with a large aperture. The estimated number of LDs required for harvesting 1 W is 61, as shown in Study I. Therefore, in Study III a multiple laser transmitter is designed to transfer wirelessly 7.2 W of optical power to the solar cell that achieved the highest efficiency in Study I. However, in Study III a number of 42 LDs with collimation lenses are simulated, since they transmit higher levels of power than the LDs considered in Study I.

A. Study I: Total Link and Components Efficiency

The implemented OWPT links operate at a distance of 5.2 m in order to compare metrics of electrical performance (such as total power efficiency and harvested power) with the respective parameters measured in [8]–[10]. A solar panel and a single solar cell are used in the experiments. Also, a physical model is developed for the propagation of an elliptical Gaussian beam through a lens to free space and is used to obtain the laser classification and to determine the irradiance limits for eye safety [11]. An effective single diode physical model of the solar panel [12] is presented and applied to the experimental data for curve fitting. Most importantly, the analytical models are used to estimate the number of optical transmitters required to achieve 1 W of harvested power. Since the total link efficiency is a function of the efficiency of the components, the efficiency of the LDs and solar cell is measured to determine the geometrical losses. The performance of this link in terms of total efficiency is fairly compared with a state-of-the-art inductive power transfer system (IPTS) with optimally shaped dipole coils [10]; this shows an improvement by 2.7 times. The maximum harvested power is measured to be only 25.7 mW; and an estimated number of 61 LDs and lenses is shown to be required for harvesting 1 W.

B. Study II: Laser Beam Collimation

In Study II, a single LD is used with a large lens for light collimation. Also, the physical model of the Gaussian beam propagation developed in Study I is applied to the experimental measured points of irradiance. Thus, divergence values of full width at half peak intensity of 3 mrad and 5.75 mrad are reported along the small and large axes of the beam, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the developed OW link is capable of transmitting power efficiently at long distances, such as 100 m–300 m.

C. Study III: Harvested Power With a Targeted Value of 1 W

In Study III, the feasibility of harvesting 1 W is investigated using a simulation framework in Zemax and the respective analytical model of multiple elliptical Gaussian beams developed in Study I. Although 61 LDs with a typical output power of 50 mW for each diode are shown to be required for harvesting 1 W in Study I, LDs with typical output power of 171 mW for each diode are considered in Study III. In particular, an array of 42 LDs and lenses is created with the capability of transmitting 7.2 W to the solar cell that achieved the highest efficiency in Study I up to 30 m. The geometrical losses of this multiple link are calculated to be only 2% based on the simulation and analytical model, and both are in close agreement. However, enclosure of the laser beams is required due to eye safety restrictions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, a literature review is given. In Section III, the study of total link and components efficiency is provided. In Section IV, the study of laser beam collimation is given. In Section V, the study of harvesting 1 W is provided. Finally, concluding comments are given in Section VI.

II. Previous Work

Tesla’s pioneering work has attracted research interest mostly in the RF and more specifically in the microwave (μW) region of the EM spectrum [13], [14]. The basic methods of WPT are near field magnetic resonance coupling [15], [16]; inductive coupling [10], [17]; far field RF or far field RF or power transfer [18], [19]; and power transmission from laser sources [20], [21].

A. Radio Frequency Based WPT

In [15], a strongly coupled magnetic resonance system was implemented and had the capability of transferring the amount of 60 W up to a distance of 2 m with an overall wall-to-load efficiency of 15%. Also, in [17], the transfer of 105 W at a distance of 30 cm was demonstrated by the use of an IPTS with a direct current (dc)-to-load efficiency of 77%. However, so long as the outdoor installation of SCs requires a harvested amount of electrical power of 1 W at relatively long link distances in the order of 100 m–300 m, the only potential solutions are considered to be the techniques of wireless power transmission from RF or μW antennas and laser sources [13].

The EH functionality of RF or μW radiation is executed by a diode-based circuit, termed as rectenna [13], [22]. The rectenna consists of a rectifying circuit and a receiving antenna for the conversion of the input RF or μW power to dc power. In [13], an overview of the state-of-the-art measured values of rectenna efficiency ranging from 1.2% to 90.6% was presented. However, the results of total link efficiency and distance were not reported. Note that rectennas are exclusively designed to harvest either ambient RF power in the order of a few μW [23] or RF power from dedicated antennas [24]. Thus, they do not have the ability to harvest power from a natural resource.

B. Optical Wireless Power Transfer and EH From Sunlight

The concept of OWPT based on laser sources was first introduced for the application of solar power satellite [20], [25]. Current research developments in the technology of high power LDs report levels of output optical power greater than 10 W with a respective conversion efficiency more than 65% in the wavelength region of 940 nm–980 nm [26]. Also, the use of passive optical elements for light collimation, such
as lenses, creates uncomplicated laser systems of very high directivity. In addition to this important characteristic, the wide availability of outdoor solar panels presents the unique potential of PH both from ambient light, where sunlight is included, and from ‘dedicated’ laser sources establishing the principle of OWPT. Moreover, high levels of irradiance of 100 mW/cm² are received from sunlight under standard test conditions (STC) [27].

In [28], consolidated tables with reported efficiency values of solar cells and modules measured at STC are given. In particular, the modules of amorphous silicon (a-Si) have an efficiency of 12.3%. Also, the inexpensive technologies of mono-crystalline silicon (mono-c-Si) cells and multi-crystalline silicon (multi-c-Si) modules have an efficiency in the order of 25.6% and 18.5%, respectively. The best efficiency values are reported for the technology of concentrator photovoltaics that is based on multi-junction cells [29]. A maximum efficiency of 45.7% of a multi-junction cell with a concentrator is reported in [28].

The exclusive indoor application of OWPT was studied in [8] and [9]. In these studies, ambient light was ensured to be negligible and therefore the concept of OWPT to SCs was investigated for dark conditions. In [8], an OW link was created by the use of a high brightness white LED, a large parabolic mirror for light collimation and an a-Si solar panel placed at 5 m. The maximum measured link efficiency and harvested power were only 0.1% and 18.3 mW, respectively. This fact was attributed to significant geometrical optical losses and very low energy efficiency of the a-Si technology of the panel. The serious geometrical losses of optical power stemmed from the Lambertian radiation pattern of the LED which was the major obstacle for efficient light collimation. Consequently, the next step was the use of highly directive laser sources and a different type of solar panel.

In the follow-up study [9], the OW link was implemented with 1 to 5 red LDs with respective collimation lenses and a multi-c-Si solar panel located at 5.2 m. The maximum measured link efficiency and harvested power using 5 LDs with lenses were only 0.74% and 10.3 mW, respectively. The low levels of link efficiency were attributed to the low LD efficiency and low solar panel efficiency. Also, the low amount of harvested power was explained by the low transmitted optical power and the effect of mismatch losses among cells of the same panel.

C. Simultaneous Wireless Communication and Power Transfer

The practical feasibility of simultaneous EH and data communication by a rectenna was demonstrated in [30] and [31]. In [30], an axial ratio bandwidth of 12.1% and a rectenna efficiency of 57.3% were reported for a link distance of only 35 cm. In [31], a rectenna efficiency of 63% was measured with an input power of 25 mW operating at 5.78 GHz for a link distance of 80 cm.

The data transfer using VLC systems has been investigated broadly [32], [33] and the feasibility of a data rate of 3 Gb/s by a LED source was demonstrated in [34]. Most importantly, the simultaneous use of a solar panel both for PH in the order of mW and high speed OWC with a data rate of 12 Mb/s was demonstrated in [35] for link distances of up to 95 cm. Also, the same concept was realized in [36], but with the use of a small solar cell capable of harvesting 1 mW of power and receiving data with a rate of only 3.4 kbit/s.

Since the research objective is to achieve high speed FSO backhaul communication and power transfer to outdoor SCs, a review of the constraints imposed by an atmospheric channel and the potential solutions is given below.

1) Challenges Induced by an Atmospheric Channel: Laser beam propagation through an atmospheric channel is constrained by factors such as atmospheric attenuation, scintillation, misalignment and ambient light noise [37]. Atmospheric attenuation causes power reduction of the optical waves. It is presented in the form of absorption by gas molecules and Rayleigh and Mie scattering by gas molecules or aerosol particles that are suspended in the air and exist in fog, rain, clouds, smoke and dust [38]. The term scintillation, also known as atmospheric turbulence, is used to describe the random changes in light intensity caused by variations in the refractive index of the atmosphere [38]. Since highly directive laser beams are applied in FSO systems, precise alignment between the transmitter and receiver is required for the maximum possible collection of optical power by the detector. Finally, ambient light, where sunlight is included, can affect the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver, as it is detected in the form of shot noise.

2) Potential Solutions to the Atmospheric Channel’s Constraints: Atmospheric losses under clear weather conditions are considered to be negligible and, in this case, only geometrical losses are dominant [39]. Note that a FSO link may become unavailable under heavy fog conditions, but these conditions occur rarely and depend on the local topography and wind conditions. In addition, even under such worst-case weather conditions, multiple FSO links can be created by a number of transmitters and receivers applying the maximal ratio combining technique for the selection of the best channel. The scintillation effect results in fading, i.e. temporal and spatial fluctuations of the optical and therefore electrical power of the received signal. The negative effects of scintillation can be alleviated using the method of aperture averaging [40]. Also, the use of a multi-element receiver, such as a solar panel, and relatively large optical devices, such as mirrors, for light collimation and reception are the most efficient ways to address misalignment problems. Therefore, the use of a large aperture at the receiver is considered to be an effective mitigation technique of the effects of scintillation and misalignment. In data communication, while a typical photodetector can be driven to saturation from excessive amounts of ambient light, a solar receiver is more resilient to large amounts of received optical power. Also, since ambient light presents slow variations in time, it can be totally removed either by the use of optical filters or other advanced detection techniques. Finally, the presence of ambient light is an important advantage for EH, as the solar receiver is able to harvest energy not only from ‘dedicated’ laser sources, but also from the natural resource, i.e. sunlight.

III. STUDY I: TOTAL LINK AND COMPONENTS EFFICIENCY

The objectives, methods, setups, applied analytical models and results of Experiments I–III of Study I are summarized in Table I.
A. Objective

The objective of Study I is to increase the experimental energy efficiency of the 5 m OW link created in [8] and [9]. This is achieved by a decrease in the dimensions, number of cells and a different technology use of the solar receiver in [8] and [9]. An increased maximum link efficiency reduces the number of optical transmitters (i.e. LDs and collimation lenses) required to achieve a harvested electrical power of 1 W. Since each component contributes to the total link efficiency, the efficiency of every single component is determined.

B. Analytical Model

The analytical models of the generated laser beam from the diode, thick lens, reshaped beam from the lens, solar panel and efficiency of total link and components are given below.

An elliptical Gaussian model is considered for the laser beam generated from the diode and the reasoning for this is given in Appendix A. A geometrical illustration of a Gaussian beam is generated from the diode and the reasoning for this is given in Appendix A. Therefore, the beam parameters are calculated at four different distance points of the Gaussian graphs [43], [44]. In particular, the beam waists generated from the LD (z = 0) are given by [41]:

\[ W_{0x} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \tan(\theta_p)} \approx \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \psi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

and

\[ W_{0y} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \tan(\theta_p)} \approx \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \psi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The symbol \( \lambda_0 \) denotes the LD operating wavelength, and \( \theta_p \) [rad] and \( \psi_p \) [rad] represent the perpendicular and parallel to the junction beam divergences. The values of \( \theta_p \) and \( \psi_p \) correspond to the half width at half maximum (HWHM) intensity points of the Gaussian graphs [43], [44]. The selection of the HWHM beam divergence values is made for the applicability of the paraxial approximation. However, note that the beam divergence of a Gaussian beam can also be defined according to the 1/e \( \approx 0.368 \) and 1/e\(^2 \approx 0.135 \) of peak intensity points [37], [45]. It is considered that the optical beam passes from the package aperture of the LD without any optical losses. Also, it is assumed that the protective glass window placed at the front surface of the LD package does not affect the intensity characteristics of the optical beam generated from the MQW source [43], [44]. Therefore, diffraction effects from the circular aperture of the LD are not considered here. This is explained by the Gaussian form of beam intensity shown in the respective LD data sheets [43], [44] instead of the form of a Bessel beam characterized by side lobes [41].
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The beam radii along the $x$- and $y$-axes can be expressed as a function of distance from the emission area of the LD by \[ W_x(z) = W_0 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_0} \right)^2 \right] \] \[ W_y(z) = W_0 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z}{z_0} \right)^2 \right] \] where $0 \leq z \leq d_0$; and $d_0$ denotes the distance between the cross section of the emission source and the tangent plane to the input surface of the lens. Also, $z_0_x$ and $z_0_y$ represent the Rayleigh range of the LD beam along the $x$- and $y$-directions, respectively. The Rayleigh range is defined as the axial distance between the beam waist and the point where the beam radius is increased by a multiplication factor of $\pm 2$ from its minimum value. These parameters are given by $z_0_x = \frac{\pi W_0^2}{\lambda_0}$ and $z_0_y = \frac{\pi W_0^2}{\lambda_0}$ [41].

The radii of curvature of the Gaussian beam generated from the LD along the $x$- and $y$-axes at $z = d_0$ are given by \[ R_{1x} = d_0 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z_{0x}}{d_0} \right)^2 \right] \] \[ R_{1y} = d_0 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{z_{0y}}{d_0} \right)^2 \right] \] where $j = \sqrt{-1}$ is the imaginary unit.

The optical intensity or irradiance, $G$, of the generated elliptical Gaussian beam in the Cartesian coordinate system, $(x, y, z)$, is expressed as follows [41]:

\[ G(x, y, z) = G_0 W_0 \frac{W_x(z)}{W_x} \frac{W_y(z)}{W_y} \times \exp \left\{ -2 \frac{x^2}{W_x^2(z)} - \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z)} \right\} \] where $0 \leq z \leq d_0$; and $G_0 = G(0, 0, 0)$ is the overall peak intensity.

The total optical power, $P_{Tx,o}$, of the generated beam is computed at a distance of $0 \leq z \leq d_0$ by [41]:

\[ P_{Tx,o} = \frac{\pi}{2} G_0 W_0 W_{0x} W_{0y}. \] The proof of (12) is presented in Appendix B. Combining (11) and (12), the laser beam intensity can be described as a function of distance from the emission area of the LD by [41]:
of $P_{xyo}$ by:

$$G(x, y, z) = \frac{2P_{xyo}}{\pi W_o(z) W_y(z)} \times \exp \left\{ -2 \left[ \frac{x^2}{W_o^2(z)} + \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z)} \right] \right\}. \quad (13)$$

2) Thick Lens: A method to relate the input and output of an optical system is the use of ray transfer or $ABCD$ matrices [46]. The method of $ABCD$ matrices is also widely used in communications [47]. In matrix optics, a simple $2 \times 2$ matrix connects the position and angle of paraxial rays at the input and output plane of an optical system through linear algebraic equations. Note that the application of the $ABCD$ law to a Gaussian beam connects the $q$-parameters of the beam [41]. The diameter of the lens is represented by $\Delta$ to avoid any confusion with $D$, the last element of an $ABCD$ matrix.

The rear surface of the aspheric lens is considered to be spherical. This assumption provides a worst-case scenario for the lens model in terms of light collimation. The elements of an $ABCD$ matrix for a thick lens with two spherical surfaces of different radii of curvature are [48]:

$$A = 1 + \frac{t_c(n-1)}{nR_1},$$

$$B = \frac{t_c}{n},$$

$$C = -(n-1) \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2} \right) - \frac{t_c(n-1)^2}{nR_1R_2},$$

$$D = 1 + \frac{t_c(n-1)}{nR_2}. \quad (17)$$

The parameters $t_c$ and $n$ represent the thickness and the refractive index of the lens, respectively. Also, $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the radii of the input and output surface of the lens, respectively. The $q$-parameters of the beam for the $x$- and $y$-axes at $z = d_0$ and $z = d_0 + t_c$ are connected through the relationships [41]:

$$q_{xz} = \frac{A q_{xz} + B}{C q_{yz} + D},$$

$$q_{yz} = \frac{A q_{yz} + B}{C q_{yz} + D}. \quad (19)$$

Also, the $q$-parameters of the beam at $z = d_0 + t_c$ are given by:

$$\frac{1}{q_{xz}} = \frac{1}{R_{xz}} - \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{xz}^2},$$

$$\frac{1}{q_{yz}} = \frac{1}{R_{yz}} - \frac{\lambda_0}{\pi W_{yz}^2}. \quad (21)$$

Parameters $W_{xz}$ and $W_{yz}$ represent the beam radii along the $x$- and $y$-axes at the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens ($z = d_0 + t_c$). Also, $R_{xz}$ and $R_{yz}$ denote the radii of curvature of the reshaped Gaussian beam from the lens at $z = d_0 + t_c$. Then, all of these quantities can be calculated from:

$$R_{xz} = \frac{1}{\Re\{1/q_{xz}\}}, \quad (22)$$

$$R_{yz} = \frac{1}{\Re\{1/q_{yz}\}}, \quad (23)$$

$$W_{xz} = \sqrt{-\frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \Im\{1/q_{xz}\}}}, \quad (24)$$

$$W_{yz} = \sqrt{-\frac{\lambda_0}{\pi \Im\{1/q_{yz}\}}}. \quad (25)$$

Operators $\Re\{\cdot\}$ and $\Im\{\cdot\}$ represent the real and imaginary parts of $1/q_{xz}$ and $1/q_{yz}$, and are calculated by (18) and (19), respectively.

3) Reshaped Beam From the Lens: The distance between the reshaped beam waist and the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens in the $x$- and $y$-direction are $d_{ix}$ and $d_{iy}$, respectively. These values of distance can be computed by [41]:

$$d_{ix} = -\frac{R_{ix}}{1 + \frac{\lambda_0 R_{ix}}{(\pi W_{ix}^2)}}, \quad (26)$$

$$d_{iy} = -\frac{R_{iy}}{1 + \frac{\lambda_0 R_{iy}}{(\pi W_{iy}^2)}}, \quad (27)$$

Also, the waists of the reshaped Gaussian beam, $W_{ix}$ and $W_{iy}$, are given by [41]:

$$W_{ix} = \frac{W_{ix}}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{\pi W_{ix}^2}{(\lambda_0 R_{ix})^2}}}, \quad (28)$$

$$W_{iy} = \frac{W_{iy}}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{\pi W_{iy}^2}{(\lambda_0 R_{iy})^2}}}. \quad (29)$$

Along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively.

Now, the reshaped beam radius along the $x$-axis can be expressed as a function of distance from the vertex of output surface of the lens by:

$$W_x'(z') = W_{ix} \sqrt{1 + \frac{z'}{z_{ix}}}, \quad (30)$$

where $z' = z - d_0 - t_c - d_{ix}$ is a substituted variable for distance, and $z_{ix} = \pi W_{ix}^2/\lambda_0$ is the Rayleigh range along the $x$-axis. Similarly, the reshaped beam radius along the $y$-direction is given as a function of distance from the vertex of output surface of the lens by:

$$W_y'(z') = W_{iy} \sqrt{1 + \frac{z'}{z_{iy}}}, \quad (31)$$
Fig. 2. Physical equivalent circuit of the solar panel to an effective single solar cell model [12].

where \( z'' = z - d_0 - I_o - d_y \geq -d_y \) is another substituted variable for distance, and \( z_{2y} = \pi W_y^3/k_0 \) is the Rayleigh range along the \( y \)-axis.

The reshaped Gaussian beam intensity can be computed according to (13) by:

\[
G'(x, y, z) = \frac{2(1-r)P_{x,y}}{\pi W_x^2(z')W_y^2(z')} \times \exp \left\{ -2 \left( \frac{x^2}{W_x^2(z')} + \frac{y^2}{W_y^2(z')} \right) \right\}
\]

where \( z \geq d_0 + L \) and \( r \) denotes the reflectance of the lens.

4) Physical Model of Solar Panel and Curve Fitting: In [12], a single diode-based physical model of a solar panel consisting of \( N \) cells connected in series was proposed. The physical equivalent circuit of that model is shown in Fig. 2. A variable resistor, \( R_{sh} \), is also connected to the output branch, \( HV' \), of the solar receiver. Parasitic resistance effects of this photovoltaic (PV) panel are modeled by an effective series resistance, \( R_{sh,eff} \), and an effective shunt resistance, \( R_{p,eff} \). The main factors that contribute to the series resistance generation are the current flow across the p-n junction of the cells; the contact resistance between the metallic grid and the semiconductor; and the resistance between the top and rear metallic contacts. The shunt resistance is caused mainly by manufacturing imperfections rather than a flawed design of solar cells.

The application of Kirchhoff’s current law to the circuit node \( F \) in Fig. 2 gives:

\[
I_D - I_P - I_{sh,eff} + I_L = 0,
\]

where \( I_D \) is the forward current of the diode; \( I_P \) is the parallel current to the source flowing through the branch \( FF \); \( I_{sh,eff} \) is the effective generated photocurrent; and \( I_L \) denotes the load current. The current \( I_D \) is given by the Shockley diode equation [12]:

\[
I_D = I_{0,eff} \left\{ \exp \left[ \frac{q}{A_{eff}k_B T} (V_L - R_{sh,eff} I_L) \right] - 1 \right\}.
\]

The value of \( I_{0,eff} \) represents the effective dark saturation current of the diode. The physical constants \( q = 1.602 \times 10^{-19} \) C and \( k_B = 8.617 \times 10^{-5} \) eV/K denote the electron charge and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The temperature of the PV panel is assumed to be \( T = 298 \) K. The quantities \( A_{eff} \) and \( V_L \) represent the effective ideality factor of the diode and the load voltage, respectively. According to Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the current \( I_D \) is computed by:

\[
I_D = \frac{V_L - R_{sh,eff} I_L}{R_{p,eff}}.
\]

A transcendental relationship connects the load current and load voltage. This is observed by the substitution of \( I_D \) for the second part of (34) and \( I_P \) for the second part of (35) in (33). Transcendental equations have only approximate numerical solutions and do not have closed form solutions. The electrical power, \( P_{in} \), harvested from the load resistor is given by \( P_{in} = V_L I_L \).

This particular model has two measurable parameters, \( I_L \) and \( V_L \), and five unknown parameters, \( I_{0,eff}, R_{sh,eff}, A_{eff}, R_{p,eff} \) and \( I_{PH,eff} \). These parameters are strongly dependent on the values of optical power incident on the panel. An estimation method of the five unknown parameters is followed by the application of a simple exhaustive search algorithm with discrete search space. The optimization problem that is solved can be expressed based on [49] as follows:

\[
\text{min}_{\substack{I_{0,eff},R_{sh,eff},A_{eff},R_{p,eff},I_{PH,eff}}} \sum_{i=1}^{21} \left| I_{0,eff} \left\{ \exp \right. \left[ \frac{q(V_i - R_{sh,eff} I_i)}{A_{eff}k_B T} \right] - 1 \right\} - \frac{V_i I_i}{R_{p,eff} + I_{PH,eff}} \right|
\]

subject to:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{0,eff,min} & \leq I_{0,eff} \leq I_{0,eff,max} \\
R_{sh,eff,min} & \leq R_{sh,eff} \leq R_{sh,eff,max} \\
A_{eff,min} & \leq A_{eff} \leq A_{eff,max} \\
R_{p,eff,min} & \leq R_{p,eff} \leq R_{p,eff,max} \\
I_{PH,eff,min} & \leq I_{PH,eff} \leq I_{PH,eff,max}.
\end{align*}
\]

Twenty one measurements are conducted for every \( V-I \) curve of the WPT systems implemented in Experiment I. The subscripts ‘min’ and ‘max’ of each of the five unknown parameters of (37)–(41) denote the real positive minimum and maximum value of the finite search space, respectively. The five identified parameters are first refined by the application of ‘fmincon’ in Matlab and the resulting values are applied to (33)–(35) for curve fitting of the experimental data. Note that the experimental measurements of \( I_L \) and \( V_L \) are also used for the determination of a local solution to this non-linear curve-fitting problem [50].

5) Total Link and Components Efficiency: An important aspect of the technology of WPT is the total efficiency of a link that is a function of the components efficiency. The external power efficiency of a LD can be defined as:

\[
\eta_{LL} = \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}} \times 100\%,
\]

where \( P_{in} \) is the dc input electrical power to the optical source.
where \( P \) panel or cell is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. Therefore, the efficiency of collimation of the optical source. As the beam diverges, the geometrical losses decrease, accordingly, for a solar panel of constant dimensions. Therefore, the laser beam can propagate more efficiently at longer distances. The most important metric of the energy efficiency of a solar panel or cell is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. This factor is computed by [27]:

\[
\eta_{\text{ceff}}(z) = \frac{P_m}{P_{x,m}(z)} \times 100\%,
\]

where \( P_m \) denotes the maximum electrical power and is given by \( P_m = V_m I_m \). Also, \( V_m \) and \( I_m \) represent the voltage and current at the maximum power point (MPP) of the panel, respectively. The fill factor (FF) of a solar panel shows how well the circuit approximates the ideal behavior of a current source. The FF of a PV panel is given by [27]:

\[
F_F = \frac{V_m I_m}{V_{oc} I_{sc}} \times 100\%.
\]

where \( V_{oc} \) and \( I_{sc} \) denote the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, respectively. The responsivity of the solar receiver can be defined as:

\[
\rho(z) = \frac{I_{x,m}(z)}{P_{x,m}(z)}
\]

However, a common assumption of \( I_{x,m} \approx I_{sc} \) is made practically [52]. This is explained by the low series resistance and high parallel resistance of the solar panel. In this case, the responsivity becomes a purely measurable quantity as both the short-circuit current and the received optical power can be measured.

Finally, the maximum link efficiency is computed by:

\[
\eta_{m} = \frac{P_{m}}{P_{x,m}} \times 100\%. \tag{47}
\]

The combination of (42)–(47) forms an expression of the maximum link efficiency as a function of the LD, lens, collection and solar receiver efficiency given by:

\[
\eta_{m} = \eta_{LD}(1 - r)\eta_{sc}(z)\eta_{r}(z)\times 100\%
\]

\[
= \eta_{LD}(1 - r)\eta_{sc}(z)\rho(z)V_{ac} \times 100\%, \tag{48}
\]

where the assumption of \( I_{x,m} \approx I_{sc} \) is made.

C. Eye Safety Regulations

Important parameters for eye safety are given below for the LD used in all of the experiments and the LD and collimation lens used in Scenario II of Experiment I according to the British Standard BS EN 60825-1:2014 [11]. The classification process is shown analytically in Appendices C and D.

1) Single Laser Diode: The LD used in the experiments (i.e. HL6544FM) has not been classified by the manufacturer [43]. For this reason, a methodology for its classification is presented in Appendix C, based on [11]. This methodology leads to the conclusion that the LD is classified as Class 3B. Laser products of Class 3B are normally hazardous when there is intrabeam ocular exposure, i.e. within the nominal ocular hazard distance (NOHD), \( d_{\text{NOHD}} \), according to [11]. Also, the viewing of diffuse reflections is normally safe. The accessible emission limit (AEL), \( \nu \), of Class 3B is \( \nu = 500 \text{ mW} \) according to Table 8 of [11]. The maximum permissible exposure (MPE), \( \nu \), is determined from Table A.1 [11] to be \( \nu = 10 \text{ W/m}^2 \approx 1 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \).

The LD irradiance measured from a square aperture stop with side length 2\( x_0 \) at a distance \( z \) is computed by:

\[
G_{Rx}(z) = \frac{\text{erf} \left( \frac{2x_0}{W_{y}(z)} \right) \text{erf} \left( \frac{2y_0}{W_{y}(z)} \right)}{(2x_0)^2} P_{x,m}(z), \tag{49}
\]

where \( P_{x,m}(z) \) denotes the maximum output optical power of the LD, and \( W_{y}(z) \) and \( W_{z}(z) \) are given by (30) and (31), respectively. An analytical approximation of (43) is provided in Appendix B. This very useful parameter provides information about the geometrical losses of the system. In fact, the geometrical losses are determined by the efficiency of collimation of the optical source. As the beam diverges, the geometrical losses decrease, accordingly, for a solar panel of constant dimensions. Therefore, the laser beam can propagate more efficiently at longer distances. The most important metric of the energy efficiency of a solar panel or cell is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. This factor is computed by [27]:

\[
\eta_{x,m}(z) = \frac{P_m}{P_{x,m}(z)} \times 100\%,
\]

where \( P_m \) denotes the maximum electrical power and is given by \( P_m = V_m I_m \). Also, \( V_m \) and \( I_m \) represent the voltage and current at the maximum power point (MPP) of the panel, respectively. The fill factor (FF) of a solar panel shows how well the circuit approximates the ideal behavior of a current source. The FF of a PV panel is given by [27]:

\[
F_F = \frac{V_m I_m}{V_{oc} I_{sc}} \times 100\%.
\]

where \( V_{oc} \) and \( I_{sc} \) denote the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current, respectively. The responsivity of the solar receiver can be defined as:

\[
\rho(z) = \frac{I_{x,m}(z)}{P_{x,m}(z)}
\]

However, a common assumption of \( I_{x,m} \approx I_{sc} \) is made practically [52]. This is explained by the low series resistance and high parallel resistance of the solar panel. In this case, the responsivity becomes a purely measurable quantity as both the short-circuit current and the received optical power can be measured.
The values of components' parameters from their respective data sheets are summarized in Table III. A single mode Opnext H6L5444FM high power LD with a MQW structure is used as an optical source for light collimation. Lenses with spherical surfaces are low cost and are relatively uncomplicated to manufacture, but they have spherical aberrations [48]. In contrast, the complex geometry of aspheres allows for correction of spherical aberration and creates collimated beams of better quality [48]. In this study, an ACL12708U-A aspheric lens made of B270 optical crown glass with anti-reflection coating (ARC) is used in Experiments I and III [54].

The off-the-shelf optical receivers used for PH are a multi-c-Si solar panel and a mono-c-Si solar cell. In general, mono-c-Si cells have larger efficiency and are more expensive than multi-c-Si-based cells. More specifically, a MC-SP0.8-NF-GCS multi-c-Si-based panel with eight cells connected in series is used in Scenario I of Experiment I [55]. The dimensions of this panel are 8.8 × 7.8 cm². Also, the mono-c-Si cell has dimensions of 12.5 × 12.5 cm² and is used in Scenario II of Experiment I [56].

2) Experiment I—Objective, Method, Setup and Applied Analytical Model: The objective of Study I, to increase the experimental energy efficiency of the 5 m LW link created in [8] and [9], is undertaken in this experiment. The system block diagram for WPT is shown in Fig. 3. The term ‘optical transmitter’ is defined as a single pair of a LD and an aspheric lens. First, an amount of electrical power, Pₑₜ, is supplied to a number, NTₓ, of optical transmitters. The LDs are connected in parallel. The optical power generated from either a single LD or multiple LDs, Pₓₑₜ, is passed through a single lens or multiple lenses for beam collimation. The distance between each LD and the respective input lens surface is adjusted so that the product of Vₛₑₜ and Iₛₑₜ is maximized at the solar receiver. The output optical power of a single lens or multiple lenses, (1 − r)Pₓₑₜ, is transmitted through an indoor LoS wireless channel that induces mostly geometrical and misalignment losses. The optical power collected from the solar receiver (panel or cell) is Pₑₛₑₜ. A final amount of electrical power, Pₑₛₑₜ, is harvested from a variable resistor that represents the load of the PV panel or cell.

In Experiment I, the parameters of Pₓₑₜ, Iₓₑₜ, and Pₑₛₑₜ are determined. For this reason, the variable resistor is modified for the measurement of 21 pairs of (Vₛₑₜ, Iₛₑₜ) by the use of two multimeters. Also, the respective values of Rₓₑₜ are measured. The values of Vₛₑₜ and Iₛₑₜ are in the range [0, Vₛₑₜ] and [0, Iₛₑₜ], respectively. The link distance measured from the output surface of the lens to the input plane of the receiver is 5.2 m. The experimental data are fit by the application of (33)–(41) of the solar receiver physical model.

This experiment includes two different scenarios. In Scenario I, the number of NTₓ scales from 1 to 4, and the multi-c-Si panel is used. In Fig. 4, the pattern of two optical transmitters on the PV panel is illustrated. In Scenario II, the number of NTₓ increases from 1 to 3, and the mono-c-Si cell is used. In Fig. 5, the laser beam pattern on the solar cell for NTₓ = 3 and the measured voltage and current of the load are shown.
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TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_0 )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>( N_c )</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>( N_c )</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi_1 )</td>
<td>[mrad]</td>
<td>174.5°</td>
<td>( B_1 )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>( S_{\text{cell}} )</td>
<td>[cm²]</td>
<td>68.64</td>
<td>( S_{\text{cell}} )</td>
<td>[cm²]</td>
<td>156.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi_2 )</td>
<td>[°]</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>( B_2 )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>–4.75</td>
<td>( P_{\text{th}} )</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>( P_{\text{th}} )</td>
<td>[W]</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi_s )</td>
<td>[mrad]</td>
<td>296.7°</td>
<td>( I_s )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>( \eta_s )</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>( \eta_s )</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{1,s} )</td>
<td>[mW]</td>
<td>60*</td>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>( f_{\text{eff}} )</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>72.46</td>
<td>( f_{\text{eff}} )</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>78.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta_{1,0} )</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>22.2**</td>
<td>( R_{\text{th}} )</td>
<td>[cm]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \Delta E )</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values.
**Typical values.
†Standard test conditions (STC) values [53].

Fig. 3. System block diagram in Experiment I.

Fig. 4. Scenario I—Results and Discussion: In Scenario I, the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) are quite low when one optical transmitter is used. In this case, the laser beam illuminates the whole rectangular area of the solar panel. Cells placed at the edges of the panel receive less optical power compared with the centrally placed ones due to the elliptical and Gaussian beam profile. Therefore, power generated by cells with higher received irradience levels is dissipated by cells with lower irradiance levels. This effect induces mismatch losses among different cells of the panel. As a result, the total electrical output of the PV panel is determined by cells with the lowest performance.

A significant increase in the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) by at least 1.5, 2.9 and 5.6 times, respectively, is observed when \( N_{\text{Tx}} > 1 \) compared with the case of \( N_{\text{Tx}} = 1 \). When the number of optical transmitters is larger than 1, the laser beams cover smaller circular and elliptical areas mainly inside the panel area illuminating different cells as shown in Fig. 4 for \( N_{\text{Tx}} = 2 \). Thus, a more uniformly illuminated pattern is formed and the effect of mismatch losses becomes less significant. As \( N_{\text{Tx}} \) increases from 2 to 4, the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) increase gently, as expected due to the respective increase in \( \Delta E_{\text{th}} \), and, therefore, \( \eta_m \). The multi-c-Si solar panel presents a significantly

Fig. 5. Scenario II. Beam pattern of three laser sources and measurement of \( P_{\text{th}} \).

The experimental measurements of \( P_{\text{th}} \) over \( V_{\text{th}} \) for Scenarios I and II are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The curves labeled as ‘Physical Model’ are generated by a local solution of (36). The measured parameters are presented in Table IV and the respective parameters of [8] and [9] are given for comparison reasons. Also, the five estimated parameters of the model of solar receiver are given in Table V.

Note that a peak harvested power is observed for each \( V \cdot P \) curve in Scenarios I and II of Fig. 6. The peak electrical power harvested from a solar receiver is feasible under the conditions of perfect load matching. In this case, the characteristic resistance of the solar receiver (i.e. the output resistance at the MPP) is equal to the resistance of the load [58]. Thus, the maximum possible amount of electrical power is transferred to the load connected to the output of the solar cell or panel.

3) Scenario I—Results and Discussion: In Scenario I, the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) are quite low when one optical transmitter is used. In this case, the laser beam illuminates the whole rectangular area of the solar panel. Cells placed at the edges of the panel receive less optical power compared with the centrally placed ones due to the elliptical and Gaussian beam profile. Therefore, power generated by cells with higher received irradience levels is dissipated by cells with lower irradiance levels. This effect induces mismatch losses among different cells of the panel. As a result, the total electrical output of the PV panel is determined by cells with the lowest performance.

A significant increase in the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) by at least 1.5, 2.9 and 5.6 times, respectively, is observed when \( N_{\text{Tx}} > 1 \) compared with the case of \( N_{\text{Tx}} = 1 \). When the number of optical transmitters is larger than 1, the laser beams cover smaller circular and elliptical areas mainly inside the panel area illuminating different cells as shown in Fig. 4 for \( N_{\text{Tx}} = 2 \). Thus, a more uniformly illuminated pattern is formed and the effect of mismatch losses becomes less significant. As \( N_{\text{Tx}} \) increases from 2 to 4, the values of \( f_{\text{eff}}, \eta_m \) and \( P_{\text{th}} \) increase gently, as expected due to the respective increase in \( \Delta E_{\text{th}} \), and, therefore, \( \eta_m \). The multi-c-Si solar panel presents a significantly
large $f_{ds}$ value of 69% in the case of $NTx = 4$. Therefore, this receiver has a very high energy efficiency, very close to its STC value of 72.40%.

The values of $f_{ds}$, $\eta_m$, and $P_m$ for $N_{Tx} = 4$ are increased by the multiplication factors of 2, 26.6 and 1.7, respectively, compared with the values of the same parameters in our first experimental study [8]. This significantly improved performance, especially for $\eta_m$, is attributed to the large restriction of geometrical losses by the use of the more directive optical sources of LDs compared with LEDs, and to the higher energy efficiency of multi-c-Si than that of a-Si technology of solar panels. Also, $f_{ds}$, $\eta_m$, and $P_m$ for $N_{Tx} = 4$ are increased by the
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factors of 1.8, 4.2 and 4.4, respectively, compared with the same parameters obtained in [9]. These improved values are obtained due to the decrease in dimensions and number of cells of the solar panel that allows for the concentration of more optical power uniformly distributed on the cells. Thus, the effect of mismatch losses is less significant than that in [9].

The resistance load values measured at the MPP decrease from 3.2 kΩ to 344 Ω, while the received optical power increases. For a practical $R_L$, value of 50 Ω, better load matching can be achieved either by an increase in $N_Tx$ and therefore $P_{ref}$, or by the use of a dc-to-dc converter for maximum power point tracking [59].

4) Scenario II—Results and Discussion: In Scenario II, the values of $f_{op}$ and $η_{opt}$ are expected to increase as the number of optical transmitters increases. However, this expectation is not confirmed in the case of $N_Tx = 3$. This is explained by the significantly low decrease in effective series resistance value from 80 mΩ ($N_Tx = 2$) to 30 mΩ ($N_Tx = 3$) compared with the transition from 1.04 Ω ($N_Tx = 1$) to 80 mΩ ($N_Tx = 2$), as shown in Table V. Therefore, more power is dissipated in the series resistance and, finally, the FF and efficiency of the solar cell decrease. The series resistance of the cell decreases, when the incident optical power increases. This is attributed to the increase in the conductivity of the active layer [60]. Also, note that the curve of maximum link efficiency as a function of distance of [9] presents an increase by 80% from 0.7 to 1.5 m, while $P_{ref}$ scales from 0.54 mW to 320 mW. This region better performance in terms of $η_{opt}$ of Scenario II compared with Scenario I is observed. This is attributed to the larger optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency of mono-c-Si cell than that of multi-c-Si panel as expected by observing Table III. Also, the larger area of 2.3 times of the PV cell compared with the solar panel allows for the reception of a larger amount of $P_{ref}$, reducing the geometrical losses.

Finally, the values of measured $R_L$ at the MPP are quite low due to the low values of $V_T$. Therefore, matching of the output of the cell with a practical load of 50 Ω can be achieved either by a dc-to-dc converter or by the connection of a large number of cells in series.

5) Comparison of Scenarios I and II with an IPTS: In [10], a state-of-the-art experimental study is presented by the implementation of an IPTS with dipole coils able to deliver amounts of power in the order of hundreds of W. In Fig. 16 of [10], the power efficiency measured from the input of the inverter to the load resistor is plotted as a function of the power harvested from the load for different values of distance of 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m. The operating frequency of the system is 105 kHz [10]. A comparison of the OW systems implemented in the two Scenarios of Experiment I and the IPTS is shown in Fig. 7 in terms of link efficiency at a distance of 5 m. When Scenario II is applied, the maximum link efficiency is improved from a value of 1.17% to 3.17% that represents a significant increase of 2.7 times. Therefore, taking into account the fact that IPTSs are designed to operate at short distances of a few cm [14] or m [10], the developed OW link with two sources has an acceptable value of $η_{opt}$ and the link distance can be further extended.

6) Experiment II—Objective, Method, Setup, Applied Analytical Model and Results: The objective of Experiment II is to determine the efficiency values of each of the four LDs as a function of their input power. Therefore, the output optical power of each LD is measured for 22 different values of input electrical power. A Thorlabs S121B Si sensor with a square area of $1 \times 1$ cm$^2$ is placed at 1.5 mm from each LD in order to collect and measure the total amount of optical power of each laser beam. The mean values of experimental data are fit by two simple quadratic curves applied to the two operation regions of the device. These two regions are characterized by spontaneous and stimulated emission, respectively.

The external power efficiency of the four LDs is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of $P_{ref}$. The maximum efficiency values of the four LDs shown as #1, #2, #3 and #4 are measured to be 28.1%, 30.2%, 32.2% and 32.9%, respectively. In the first region of the theoretical curve, the output optical power remains at very low levels of up to 94.6 µW as $P_{ref}$ increases from 0 to 95.4 mW. Also, for the same values of $P_{ref}$, the mean value of power efficiency of the four LDs ranges from 0.05% to 0.1%. This region of applied $P_{ref}$ causes spontaneous emission to the LD, one of the basic forms of interaction between atoms and photons in quantum physics [62]. In spontaneous emission, an atom transits from an upper energy level, $E_2$, to a lower energy level, $E_1$, releasing a photon, and this is a random process. In the second region of the theoretical curve, $P_{ref}$ increases significantly up to 86.1 mW with a respective efficiency of 29.1%, while $P_{ref}$ scales from 95.4 mW to 320 mW. This region...
In stimulated emission, a photon of energy $E$ interacts with an atom placed at an upper energy level. This atom transits to a lower energy level emitting a second photon of similar energy

$$E = E_1 - E_2$$

with high confidence, the required number of optical sources should be estimated based on the LD with the lowest efficiency.

$\eta_{\text{eff}}$ is calculated to be $3.46 \times 10^{-4}$, $3.13 \times 10^{-4}$, $3.52 \times 10^{-4}$ and $4.89 \times 10^{-4}$. This means that the LD shown as #2 in Figs. 8 and 9 best approximates the efficiency values of the theoretical curve.

In order to compare the variation between the four LDs, the error in efficiency, $\epsilon_{\text{err}}$, is used and defined as the difference in theoretical efficiency by the experimental efficiency data for each LD. Fig. 9 shows how the error in efficiency of the four LDs scales with the input electrical power of each LD. The mean squared error in power efficiency of each of the LDs is calculated to be $3.46 \times 10^{-4}$, $3.13 \times 10^{-4}$, $3.52 \times 10^{-4}$ and $4.89 \times 10^{-4}$. This means that the LD shown as #2 in Figs. 8 and 9 best approximates the efficiency values of the theoretical curve.

In the case of a large number of LDs, such as the 42-based laser transmitter designed in Section V, the variation of LDs is expected to affect the harvested power. Therefore, to affirm 1 W with high confidence, the required number of optical sources should be estimated based on the LD with the lowest efficiency.

7) Experiment III—Objective, Method, Setup and Results:

Experiment III is undertaken for the determination of the solar cell efficiency. Two LDs with aspheric lenses are transmitting power to the mono-c-Si cell placed at a distance of 5.2 m. The electrical input power is 561.3 mW. The S121B sensor is used for the measurement of 25 values of power, $P_r$, at a distance of 3.4 cm from the solar cell. The measurement points are located on a square grid as shown in Fig. 10. The distance between two consecutive points is 2.08 cm. The average irradiance of the 25 measured points is computed and is multiplied by $S_{\text{avg}}$. Therefore, the value of $P_{\text{transmission}}(5.2 \text{ m})$ is calculated, and the parameters of $\eta_{\text{eff}}(5.2 \text{ m})$, $\rho(5.2 \text{ m})$ and $\eta_{\text{ref}}(5.2 \text{ m})$ are determined from (44), (46) and (48), respectively.

The 25 measured data of $P_r$ are shown in Fig. 11 versus the $x$- and $y$-dimensions of the solar cell. The power of each of the two optical transmitters measured at the $(x, y, z)$ points of $(0, 0, 3.7 \text{ cm})$ and $(0, 0, 3.2 \text{ cm})$ is 74.58 mW and 72.8 mW, respectively. These values are significantly attenuated at a distance of 5.2 m from the transmitters. In particular, the maximum optical power measured at the $(x, y, z)$ point of $(0.28 \text{ cm}, 5.2 \text{ m})$ is 3.12 mW. The average irradiance value of these 25 measurements is $0.86 \text{ mW} / (1 \text{ cm}^2) = 0.86 \text{ mW/cm}^2$. Therefore, the received optical power of the cell is calculated to be $P_{\text{solar}}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.86 \times 12.5^2 = 134.38 \text{ mW}$.

The application of $P_{\text{transmission}} = 17.8 \text{ mW}$ and $P_{\text{solar}} = 134.38 \text{ mW}$ to (44) results in $\eta_{\text{ref}}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 13.25\%$ in the case of $N_{\text{STC}} = 2$. This value of solar receiver efficiency is 5.37\% lower than the respective one at STC (see Table III) and therefore the cell is able to accommodate more optical power. For this reason, the specific mono-c-Si cell is selected to be the receiver in the simulation model developed for the objective of harvesting 1 W in Study III. Moreover, the maximum power that this cell can generate under STC is 2.91 W according to Table III that is larger than the required amount of 1 W.

So long as the experimental value of $\eta_{\text{ref}}(5.2 \text{ m})$ is now known, an estimation of the collection efficiency can be made using (48). The term $(1 - r)$ of (48) is assumed to be negligible because $r = 0.0025 \ll 1$. The input electrical power of 561.3 mW is equally supplied to the two optical transmitters. Thus, the electrical-to-optical efficiency of two optical
transmitters for $P_n = 561 \text{ mW}$ is the same as $n_{LD}$ of $N_{Tx} = 1$ for $P_m = 280.5 \text{ mW}$. Also, a mean value of $n_{LD} = 26.76\%$ is calculated for $P_m = 280.5 \text{ mW}$ based on the quadratic curve fitting of Fig. 8. Therefore, the application of $n_{in} = 0.0317$, $n_{LD} = 0.2676$ and $n_{in}(5.2 \text{ m}) = (0.1525$ to (48) results in the collection efficiency value of $n_{eff}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 89.4\%$. This very high value allows for the characterization of the link with two LDs as highly directive so that it effectively delivers $134.38 \text{ mW}$ to a solar cell area of $12.5 \times 12.5 \text{ cm}^2$ placed at $5.2 \text{ m}$ with only $10.6\%$ of optical losses.

Finally, the application of $I_{OF\varphi,eff} = 62.6 \text{ mA}$ and $P_{Ph,eff}(5.2 \text{ m}) = 134.38 \text{ mW}$ to (46) gives an estimated responsivity of $\rho(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.47 \text{ mA/mW} \text{.}$ An experimental value of responsivity of $\rho(5.2 \text{ m}) = 0.49 \text{ mA/mW}$ is obtained under the assumption of $I_{OF\varphi,eff} = I_m = 65.4 \text{ mA}$.

8) Estimation of the Number of Optical Transmitters: Let $N_{Tx,req}$ be the required number of pairs of LDs and lenses for harvesting $1 \text{ W}$ at a $5.2 \text{ m}$ link distance. In Scenario II of Experiment I, a value of $V_m = 351 \text{ mV}$ is achieved with $P_n = 17.8 \text{ mW}$ for $N_{Tx} = 2$. Therefore, a required voltage $V_m = 537 \text{ mV}$ is assumed for the solar cell at high illumination levels for attaining $P_n = 1 \text{ W}$ according to [56]. The load current at MPP is calculated to be $I_m = 1/0.537 = 1.86 \text{ A}$. The values of $537 \text{ mV}$ and $1.86 \text{ A}$ are substituted for $V_i$ and $I_i$, respectively, in the "exhaustive" search algorithm (36). This results in the following set of parameters: $(I_{0,eff}, R_{0,eff}, A_{eff}, R_{Ph,eff}, I_{OF\varphi,eff}) = (63.9 \text{ pA}, 0.5 \text{ mfF}, 1, 500 \text{ kfl}, 1.96 \text{ A})$. The responsivity of the solar panel is considered to be $\rho = 0.49 \text{ A/W}$, as measured in Experiment III. Solving (46) for $P_{Ph,eff}$ results in: $P_{Ph,eff} = I_{OF\varphi,eff}/\rho = 1.96/0.49 = 4 \text{ W}$. An assumption of $10.6\%$ of geometrical optical losses is made, as measured in Experiment III. Thus, the transmitted optical power is calculated to be $P_{Tx,req} = P_{Ph,eff}/\rho = 4/0.894 = 4.47 \text{ W}$. Therefore, the required number of optical transmitters is calculated to be: $N_{Tx,req} = 4.47/(73.69 \times 10^{-3}) \approx 61$, where $73.69 \text{ mW}$ is the average output optical power of the two LDs measured in Experiment III.

9) Variation of Harvested Power and Link Efficiency Induced by the Application of Data Communication: In order to investigate the variation of PH and link efficiency induced by the reception of an information signal, an experiment with the solar receiver designed in [35] is undertaken. In particular, a single optical transmitter transfers power and data simultaneously to the solar panel placed at a link distance of $5.2 \text{ m}$. Also, an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal with adaptive bit and energy loading is applied for communication [35]. The OFDM signal has a single sided communication bandwidth of $5 \text{ MHz}$. An average data rate of $16.6 \text{ Mbit/s}$ is achieved at the receiver with a respective average bit error rate of $1.52 \cdot 10^{-3}$. Fig. 12 shows how the harvested power of the load scales with voltage, with and without the reception of the alternating current (ac) communication signal. A fourth degree polynomial is
applied to the experimental data for curve fitting. The harvested power of the load remains the same, even when an OFDM signal is received. So long as the time domain OFDM signal has a zero mean value, the dc biased optical OFDM signal has the mean value of the dc bias. The receiver circuit comprises one branch for EH and a second branch for data communication with an inductor and a capacitor, respectively. Therefore, the EH branch captures the ac signal. Finally, since the input electrical power to the transmitter is constant, the link efficiency also remains unaffected by the communication signal received.

IV. STUDY II: LASER BEAM COLLIMATION

The objective, method, setup, applied analytical model and results of Experiment IV of Study II are summarized in Table VI.

A. Objective

The objective of Study II is the creation of an OW link able to transmit power efficiently at long distances, such as 100 m—300 m. Thus, Experiment IV is undertaken for the determination of beam divergence with a target of 1 mrad. For this reason, the collimation capability of a large diameter lens is investigated. The motivation of using a relatively large optical element in front of the LD is twofold. First, the etendue law, also known as brightness theorem, states that the product of source area and the solid angle subtended by the system’s entrance pupil as seen by the source remains constant in an optical system with passive components [63], [64]. This means that decreased beam divergence and, therefore, efficient beam collimation can be achieved by a respective increase in dimensions of the lens. Also, a lens with large diameter is able to spread the optical power received from the LD decreasing the irradiance values along any of its transverse planes. Therefore, eye safety is improved, and the product of LD-lens can be classified as a lower Class [11].

B. Experimental System and Results

1) Experiment IV—Method, Setup and Applied Analytical Model: The characteristics of the red LD used in this experiment are given in Table III. Also, a 45-368 plano-convex (PCX) spherical lens made of borosilicate glass Schott BK7 with magnesium fluoride (MgF₂) ARC is used [65]. The features of the lens are given in Table VII.

In Experiment IV, the beam generated from the LD is collimated by the PCX spherical lens placed at $d_l = 5.15$ cm from the LD with a tolerance of ±0.5 mm. The optical power emitted from the LD is measured to be 4.76 mW. The pattern of circular and elliptical image of the lens and LD, respectively, at 4 m from the output surface of the lens are shown in Fig. 13. The beam divergence is defined and determined in two different ways. First, the beam divergence is defined as the plane angle of the truncated cone created by the circular image that is measured at two different link distances, $d_1$ and $d_2$. In particular, the diameter of the circular image, $D_{cm}$, is measured at $d_1 = 4$ m and $d_2 = 8$ m, respectively. In this case, the beam divergence is calculated by:

$$
\psi = 2 \tan^{-1} \left(\frac{D_{cm} (d_2) - D_{cm} (d_1)}{2(d_2 - d_1)}\right). \tag{51}
$$

Also, note that the new beam waist is located before the distance of 4 m so that the images at 4 m and 8 m belong entirely to a diverging cone.

So long as the first definition does not include any information of the beam intensity, a second definition is used. In particular, the half width of the beam is estimated at the two points where the irradiance is decreased by 1/e times or 36.8% of the peak irradiance. For this reason, appropriate curve fitting with the

![Fig. 13. Experiment IV: Beam pattern and vertical axes for the determination of beam divergence.](image)
analytical model presented in Section III-B1, III-B2 and III-B3 is applied to the data measured along the ‘slow’ \(x\)- and ‘fast’ \(y\)-axes, respectively. A number of 23 irradiance measurements is conducted at the distances of 4 m and 8 m inside the semi circle of the image. Also, the illumination symmetry around both axes enables the calculation of the received optical power inside the circular image. Here, the beam divergence along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-axis is calculated by:

\[
\psi_x = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{W_x'(d_x) - W_x'(d_1)}{d_2 - d_1} \right]
\]

and

\[
\psi_y = 2 \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{W_y'(d_y) - W_y'(d_1)}{d_2 - d_1} \right],
\]

respectively. The values of \(W_x'(z)\) and \(W_y'(z)\) denote the beam radius up to the \(1/e\) points of peak irradiance along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-direction and have already been defined in (30) and (31), respectively.

2) Experiment IV—Results and Discussion: The diameters of the circular images at 4 m and 8 m are measured to be 2.9 cm and 3.75 cm, respectively. Thus, the application of \(d_1 = 4\) m, \(d_2 = 8\) m, \(D_m(4\) m) = 2.9 cm and \(D_m(8\) m) = 3.75 cm to (51) results in a measured beam divergence of \(\psi = 2.12\) mrad. This value is very close to the objective of 1 mrad that is achievable by the use of a lens with even larger diameter than that of the spherical one. Also, the optical power contained in the circular image is measured to be 1.94 mW and 1.87 mW at \(d_1 = 4\) m and \(d_2 = 8\) m, respectively. Therefore, 40.8% and 39.3% of the transmitted optical power of \(P_{T,x,y} = 4.76\) mW is included in the circular image at 4 m and 8 m, respectively. This means that the lens placed at 5.15 cm from the LD fails to collect and collimate the whole optical power of the source inducing geometrical losses. Finally, the elliptical image (see Fig. 13) includes the remaining amount of optical power.

The experimental data of intensity at 4 m and 8 m fitted by the respective curves of analytical model are shown in Fig. 14. The curves labeled as ‘Analytical Model’ are derived by the use of (1)–(10) and (14)–(32). The analytical parameters used for curve fitting of the experimental data are shown in Table VIII. The slight deviation of some measured data points from the elliptical Gaussian fitting is explained by the existence of the diffraction effect [66]. This effect occurs when an optical wave passes through an aperture and is strongly dependent on the distance between the aperture and the observation plane, the wavelength and the aperture dimensions. In particular, here the diffraction effect stems from the transmission of the laser beam through the circular aperture of the lens mount to free space. The small black rings observed in the circular image of Fig. 13 and in Fig. 4 are translated to deep ‘dips’ of the irradiance. Also, even slight misalignment between the optical source and the lens can significantly affect the beam irradiance pattern observed at the far field. The application of the physical model
of the elliptical Gaussian beam for curve fitting results in the values of $W_{x}(4 \text{ m}) = 1.2 \text{ cm}$ and $W_{y}(8 \text{ m}) = 1.8 \text{ cm}$. Therefore, the application of these values to (52) yields $\psi_{x} = 3 \text{ mrad}$. Similarly, the beam radius along the $y$-axis is calculated to be $W_{y}(4 \text{ m}) = 2 \text{ cm}$ and $W_{y}(8 \text{ m}) = 3.15 \text{ cm}$. Therefore, the beam divergence of the ‘fast’ axis is computed to be $\psi_{y} = 5.75 \text{ mrad}$ by (53).

V. STUDY III: HARVESTED POWER WITH A TARGETED VALUE OF 1 W

A. Motivation and Objective

In Study I, the number of red LDs required to harvest 1 W using a mono-c-Si cell was estimated to be 61. Also, the experimental levels of the transmitted power were in the order of mW. As a next step, here an array of 42 LDs is designed for the transmission of an amount of optical power able to be converted to 1 W by the mono-c-Si cell. The number of 42 LDs operating at 785 nm is selected because of their ability to transmit larger amounts of power with higher efficiency than the red LDs used in Study I. In order to achieve a maximum harvested power of 1 W, a minimum efficiency of 13.89% is required from the solar cell.

B. Approach

The transmitter of 7.2 W of total optical power is designed in Zemax comprising 42 LDs and collimation lenses. Also, the elliptical Gaussian propagation model presented in Section III is used to support the simulation results given in Section V-E.

C. Simulation Model

The optical design consists of the following objects: source diode, even asphere lens, array and detector rectangle created in the non-sequential components mode. Laser diodes and respective aspheric lenses are placed in a rectangular array with perfectly aligned optical axes, as shown in Fig. 15.

The object source diode is used for the simulation of a Panasonic LNCT22PK01WW CW LD. This LD has a typical efficiency of 27.4% and FWHM beam divergences of $\theta_{x} = 7.5^\circ$ and $\theta_{y} = 13^\circ$. According to the model of the source diode, the intensity of the beam generated from a rectangular source is given by:

$$G_{s}(\theta_{x}, \theta_{y}) = G_{s,0} \times \exp \left\{ -2 \left( \frac{\theta_{x}}{a_x} \right)^{2S_{x}} + \left( \frac{\theta_{y}}{a_y} \right)^{2S_{y}} \right\} \right\} . \ (54)$$

where $G_{s,0}$ denotes the overall peak intensity, note that the manufacturers of LDs give the relative instead of the absolute value of intensity; $\theta_{x}$ and $\theta_{y}$ are the angles in degrees along the $x$- and $y$-directions, respectively; and $a_{x}$ and $a_{y}$ are the angular divergences in degrees on the $x$-$z$ and $y$-$z$ planes, respectively. The FWHM angular divergences are given by $a_{x} = \theta_{x}/\sqrt{2} \ln(2)$ and $a_{y} = \theta_{y}/\sqrt{2} \ln(2)$.

Also, the values of $S_{x}$ and $S_{y}$ are the super-Gaussian factors along the $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively and range from 0.01 to 50. The special case of $S_{x} = S_{y} = 1$ corresponds to a typical elliptical Gaussian beam. The simulation parameters of the object source diode are given in Table IX. Parameters $N_{x}$ and $N_{y}$ denote the number of layout rays and analysis rays, respectively. The term $P_{\text{trans}}$ is used for the output optical power of each LD. Also, $N_{x}$ and $N_{y}$ represent the number of LDs placed along the $x$- and $y$-axis, respectively. Finally, $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ are the distances between the centers of two LDs and lenses placed consecutively along the $x$- and $y$-direction, respectively.

The even asphere lens is used for the simulation of a Thorlabs ACL12708U-B lens with an ARC for the wavelength range of 650 nm–1050 nm [67]. The aspheric coefficients of lens are given in [67]. The array object is used for the creation of a rectangular array consisting of $7 \times 6$ identical aspheric lenses. An orthogonal descent optimizer is used for the determination of $d_{0}$ which denotes the distance between each LD and the input surface of its respective collimation lens. The performance criteria are the maximization of total flux and spatial uniformity. Finally, the value of $d_{0}$ is refined by the use of a Hammer optimizer yielding $d_{0} = 3.737 \text{ mm}$. A $12.5 \times 12.5 \text{ cm}^2$ rectangular detector modeling the mono-c-Si solar cell is used to measure the received optical power for a distance range of [1, 100] m using increments of 1 m. The material of the detector rectangle is selected to be absorb and the number of pixels along the $x$- and $y$-dimension is $150 \times 150$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>$N_{x}$</th>
<th>$N_{y}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{trans}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta x$</th>
<th>$\Delta y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>12.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diode</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>$S_{x}$</td>
<td>$S_{y}$</td>
<td>$N_{x}$</td>
<td>$N_{y}$</td>
<td>$\Delta x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Eye Safety Regulations

1) Single Laser Diode: The LD considered in the simulation model is also classified as Class 3B according to the manufacturer [44]. The MPE in terms of irradiance is calculated to be $\nu = 1.5 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ similar to the methodology presented in Appendix A. The MPE is calculated to be $\nu = 6.66 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ and the NOHD is $\omega_{\text{NOHD}} = 54.3 \text{ m}$.

2) Laser Diode and Collimation Lens: The optical transmitter consisting of the LD and lens considered in the simulation model is classified as Class 3B, similar to the methodology presented in Appendix D. The NOHD is determined to be $\omega_{\text{NOHD}} = 75 \text{ cm}$ and, therefore, the near infrared beam radiation requires enclosure with a length of 75 cm.

E. Results and Discussion

The parameters of the analytical model presented in Section III-B1, III-B2 and III-B3 are used to verify the simulation model and are summarized in Table X. The analytical curves of $\pm \omega_{\text{FWHM}}(z)$ and $\pm \omega_{\text{FWHM}}'(z)$ of a single optical link are shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b) for distances up to 5 m and up to 100 m, respectively. These curves are derived by the use of (13)–(30) and (14)–(31). Note that the reference point $z = 0$ denotes the tangent plane to the output surface of the lens and the beam widths refer to the FWHM intensity points. In Fig. 16(a), it is observed that the laser beam along the $y$-axis focuses on a smaller beam waist at a longer distance and then diverges more than the laser beam along the $x$-axis. The theoretical values of beam divergence expressed at FWHM intensity are calculated to be $\psi_x = 1.22 \text{ mrad}$ and $\psi_y = 1.6 \text{ mrad}$ according to Fig. 16(b). Also, the beam diameters along the $x$- and $y$-directions are 12.1 cm and 15.8 cm, respectively, at the link distance of 100 m.

Finally, the received optical power of the 42 laser link is shown as a function of distance in Fig. 17 based on the analytical and simulation model. The two curves are in close agreement, and a maximum gap of 1 dB is observed at the distance of 100 m. According to the analytical model, a value of optical power of 7.15 W is delivered effectively to 20 m. Also, a simulation-based value of 7.13 W is able to be transferred to 10 m. After the distance of 20 m, the analytical curve falls with a larger rate compared with the simulation curve (see Fig. 17). This effect is attributed to the term of $W_y'(z)W_y'(z')$ that exists in the denominator of (32) in the theoretical model. This term attenuates the irradiance and therefore the optical power faster.
than the respective irradiance of (54) of the simulation model. Also, the rear surface of the aspheric lens is modeled as spherical in Section III-B2 and this geometrical assumption makes light collimation less efficient. The geometrical losses of optical power are 0.09 dB and 0.1 dB at the link distance of 30 m for the analytical and simulation model, respectively. This means that the particular multiple laser-based link presents a very large collection efficiency of 97.9% and 97.7% at 30 m according to theory and simulation, respectively. The optical-to-electrical efficiency of the particular cell is measured to be 13.25% for an input optical power of 134.38 mW in Experiment III. A received optical power of about 7 W is expected to increase the power conversion efficiency. At the same time the increase in power are light collimation less efficient. The geometrical losses of optical power were estimated to be only 0.09 % and this fact was sufficient. Overall, the targeted value of 1 W is expected to be achieved in practice by this large amount of received optical power for link distance values of up to 30 m.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this comprehensive study, the application of the principle of OWPT to SCs was investigated for the first time for an indoor scenario during darkness hours, i.e. in the absence of ambient light.

In particular, an experimental study was undertaken to determine the maximum link efficiency, maximum harvested power and optical receiver efficiency. The optical sources were up to four red CW LDs combined with the use of aspheric lenses for beam collimation. The optical receivers were a solar panel and a solar cell based on the technology of multi-c-Si and mono-
c-Si, respectively. The link distance was 5.2 m. A high energy efficiency with a FF of 60% and a harvested electrical power of 30.6 mW was attained by the solar panel. The best value of maximum link efficiency of 3.2% was achieved by two optical transmitters and the solar cell. This relatively low value was explained by the contribution of the low measured average efficiency of the two LDs of 26.3% and the solar cell efficiency of 13.3%. For the same link, the geometrical losses of optical power were estimated to be only 10.6% and this fact was sufficient to characterize the optical link as highly efficient with OWPT showing great potential at longer distances. However, the analytical calculation of the MPE and NOHD for eye safety resulted in the need for a beam enclosure of up to 3.6 m. Also, a comparison was made for the same OW link with a state-of-the-art IPTS with optimally shaped dipole coils. As a result, a performance improvement in terms of total power efficiency by 2.7 times was achieved by the link consisting of two LDs and a solar cell. Therefore, the applicability of indoor OWPT to SCs was demonstrated with an acceptable link efficiency and the possibility of extending the distance of 5.2 m.

Another experimental study was undertaken for the determination of the laser beam divergence with a targeted value of 1 mrad. In particular, an optical transmitter was created by the use of the red LD and a spherical lens. Also, an analytical model was developed for the prediction of the elliptical Gaussian beam propagation and was applied to the experimental data for curve fitting and estimation of its unknown parameters. As a result, the divergence of full width at 36.8% of peak intensity was determined to be 3 mrad and 5.7% mrad along the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ axes of the laser beam, respectively. Moreover, the beam divergence determined by the diameter of the circular image was measured to be only 2.1 mrad. Thus, this single optical link was characterized by high directivity enabling the application of OWPT to longer distances.

The best maximum harvested power measured in the experiments was 30.6 mW. This provided the basis for the determination of the number of LDs needed to achieve the target of 1 W which is required for the operation of small RF cells. This led to a 42 laser-based transmitter of 7.2 W that transfers power to the mono-c-Si cell placed up to 100 m. The system was designed by the use of the simulation tool Zemax and the respective theoretical model of Gaussian beam propagation. The beam divergence defined by the FWHM intensity was analytically determined to be 1.2 mrad and 1.6 mrad along the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ axes, respectively. In addition to this large directivity, the simulation and analytical models were in close agreement showing that the transfer of 7.2 W up to 30 m with geometrical losses of only 2% was feasible. Therefore, the minimum required efficiency of the solar cell was only 13.9%, while an efficiency of 13.3% was measured in the experiments for an input optical power of 134.4 mW. However, a beam enclosure was required due to eye safety restrictions.

Finally, in a practical outdoor scenario of power supply to a SC, the great potential of harvesting sunlight power in addition to WPT from ‘dedicated’ laser sources remains unresearched. This important advantage of solar cells over rectennas, harvesting additional power from a natural source as well as from human-made EM sources, gives the opportunity for a wide application of the principle of OWPT.

APPENDIX A

MOTIVATION FOR A GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL AND PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION

The manufacturers’ data sheets for LDs give a graph of the far field relative intensity versus the parallel and perpendicular to the junction angular divergence of the beam. These angular divergence graphs can be approximated by Gaussian curves of different widths for the LDs considered in this research [43], [44]. Also, the selected LDs operate at the fundamental transverse electrical mode. Therefore, an elliptical Gaussian beam propagation model is considered for the generated laser beam [41].

Ray optics, also known as geometrical optics, is the simplest theory that describes light propagation [46]. According to this theory, light consists of optical rays traveling from one medium to another under defined geometrical rules. Optical rays are described by their position in space and inclination. In paraxial optics, a subset of ray optics, rays propagate at small angles from an optical axis, which the optical components are aligned with. Also, in wave optics, waves with wavefront normals forming small angles with the propagation z-axis are called paraxial. These waves satisfy the paraxial Helmholtz equation [68]. A well known and useful solution of this equation is the
Gaussian beam. Paraxial optics is used in first-order ray tracing and Gaussian optics. In particular, the paraxial approximation is used and is described by the properties: \( \sin(\theta) \approx \theta, \tan(\theta) \approx \theta \) and \( \cos(\theta) \approx 1 \), where \( \theta \) [rad] is the angle between the optical axis and the ray.

**Appendix B**

**Mathematical Derivation of (12) and (43)**

The total optical power of the beam is expressed as the double integral over the transverse \( x \)-\( y \) plane by:

\[
P_{x,y} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy
\]

\[
= G_0 \frac{W_0}{W_0(z)} \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -\frac{2x^2}{W_0^2(z)} \right] \, dx \, dy
\]

\[
= G_0 \frac{W_0}{W_0(z)} \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -\frac{2y^2}{W_0^2(z)} \right] \, dx \, dy
\]

The two exponential integrals of the second part of (55) yield the following result [69]:

\[
P_{x,y} = G_0 \frac{W_0}{W_0(z)} \frac{1}{\pi} W_0(z) \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}} W_0(z) \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}}
\]

\[
= \frac{\pi}{2} G_0 W_0 W_0
\]  

(56)

The ratio of the optical power collected by a rectangular optical receiver with the dimensions of \( 2x_0 \times 2y_0 \) at a distance \( z \geq d_0 + \ell_r \) over the total optical power can be expressed by:

\[
\eta_{\text{col}}(z) = \left( \frac{1}{\pi} \right) P_{x,y} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{G(x,y,z)}{W_0(z)} \, dx \, dy
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{\pi W_0^2(z)} \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -\frac{2x^2}{W_0^2(z)} \right] \, dx \, dy
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{\pi W_0^2(z)} \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ -\frac{2y^2}{W_0^2(z)} \right] \, dx \, dy
\]

(57)

Again, the two exponential integrals of the second part of (57) result in [69]:

\[
\eta_{\text{col}}(z) = \frac{2}{\pi W_0^2(z)} W_0(z) \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}}
\]

\[
\times \frac{\sqrt{2x_0}}{W_0(z)} \text{erf} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2y_0}}{W_0(z)} \right)
\]

\[
= \text{erf} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2x_0}}{W_0(z)} \right) \text{erf} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2y_0}}{W_0(z)} \right)
\]

(58)

**Appendix C**

**Classification of the Single Laser Diode**

The maximum output optical power of the LD is \( P_{\text{max}} = 130 \) mW [43]. The beam diameter is defined in BS EN 60825-1:2014 [11] as the smallest circle that contains 63% of the total laser power, i.e. \( 1/\pi \) beam width. Also, the beam divergence is defined as the far field plane angle of the cone created by the beam diameter. So long as the LD has a Gaussian elliptical profile, the beam divergences are defined along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes as \( \phi_x = 2\theta_x \) and \( \phi_y = 2\theta_y \), respectively. In particular, they are calculated to be \( \phi_x = 12.7^\circ \approx 0.22 \text{ rad} \) and \( \phi_y = 21.2^\circ \approx 0.37 \text{ rad} \) from [43]. According to (1) and (2) the beam diameters along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes can be calculated up to the \( 1/\pi \) points of the intensity pattern. In particular, the application of \( \theta_0 = 0.66 \) µm, \( d_{\text{min}} = 0.25 \) and \( \theta_l = 10.6^\circ \) to (1) and (2) results in \( W_{\text{max}} = 1.92 \) µm and \( W_{\text{min}} = 1.12 \) µm, respectively. Therefore, the beam diameters along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions are calculated to be \( D_{x0} = 2W_{\text{max}} = 3.84 \) µm and \( D_{y0} = 2W_{\text{max}} = 2.24 \) µm, respectively.

Condition 3 of Table 10 [11] can be applied to the selected optical emitter. The measurement of AEL needs to be made by the use of a circular aperture stop with a diameter of \( D_{\text{ap}} = 7 \) mm at a distance \( d_{\text{ap}} = 10 \) cm from the optical source. The specific LD is divergent and the elliptical beam has larger dimensions than the circular area of the aperture stop. Therefore, the AEL must be expressed in terms of irradiance (in mW/cm²) rather than optical power (in mW). The angular subtenses along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes can be found from:

\[
\alpha_x = 2 \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{D_{x0}}{2d_{\text{ap}}} \right) \approx \frac{D_{x0}}{d_{\text{ap}}}
\]

(59)

and

\[
\alpha_y = 2 \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{D_{y0}}{2d_{\text{ap}}} \right) \approx \frac{D_{y0}}{d_{\text{ap}}}
\]

(60)

In particular, applying the values of \( D_{x0} = 3.84 \) µm, \( D_{y0} = 2.24 \) µm and \( d_{\text{ap}} = 10 \) cm to (59) and (60), the angular subtenses are calculated to be \( \alpha_x = 38.4 \text{ µrad} \) and \( \alpha_y = 22.4 \text{ µrad} \), respectively. Note that the classification principle 4.3 d) of [11] states that the angular subtense of a rectangular source is computed by the arithmetic mean value of the two angular dimensions of the source. Also, any value of the angular subtense smaller than \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) or bigger than \( \alpha_{\text{max}} \) needs to be limited to \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) or \( \alpha_{\text{max}} \), respectively, before the calculation of mean value. Therefore, \( \alpha = (1.5 + 1.5)/2 = 1.5 \) mrad and the LD is assumed to be a point source.

Assume that the LD can be classified as Class 3R and select a time base of 0.25 s according to the classification principle 4.3 e) of [11]. Then, the correction factor, \( C_{\text{c}} \), is equal to 1 according to Table 9 [11]. Therefore, the AEL is determined to be \( \kappa = 5 \) mW based on Table 6 [11]. The AEL expressed as irradiance is computed by:

\[
G_{\text{AEL}} = \frac{\kappa}{\pi(D_{\text{ap}}/2)^2}.
\]

(61)

The application of \( \kappa = 5 \text{ mW} \) and \( D_{\text{ap}} = 0.7 \text{ cm} \) to (61) results in \( G_{\text{AEL}} \simeq 13 \text{ mW/cm}^2 \).
Now, the beam irradiance must be determined at $d_{m} = 10$ cm from the LD chip and be compared with $G_{AEL}$. For this reason, the beam diameter along the $x$- and $y$-axes is calculated by the use of (3) and (4), respectively. The application of $z = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $W_{o} = 1.92$ µm and $\lambda_{o} = 0.66$ µm to (3) yields $W_{x}^{i}(10$ cm) = 10.94 mm. Also, the values of $z = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $W_{o}^{i} = 1.12$ µm and $\lambda_{o} = 0.66$ µm are applied to (4) and they result in $W_{y}^{i}(10$ cm) = 18.76 mm. Therefore, the beam diameters at $d_{m} = 10$ cm are $D_{x}(10$ cm) = $2W_{x}^{i}(10$ cm) = 21.88 mm and $D_{y}(10$ cm) = $2W_{y}^{i}(10$ cm) = 37.52 mm. The geometry of the circular aperture is approximated by that of a square aperture with side length equal to the diameter of the circular aperture, i.e. $2x_{o} = 2y_{o} = 7$ mm. In this case, the collection efficiency can be expressed based on (43):  
$$
\eta_{col}(z) = \text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}x_{o}}{W_{o}(z)}\right] \text{erf}\left[\frac{\sqrt{2}y_{o}}{W_{o}(z)}\right],
$$
where $W_{o}(z)$ and $W_{o}$ are given by (3) and (4), respectively. The values of $z = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $x_{o} = y_{o} = 3.5$ mm, $W_{o}(10$ cm) = 10.94 mm and $W_{o}(10$ cm) = 18.76 mm are applied to (62) resulting in $\eta_{col}(10$ cm) = 0.139. Therefore, the received optical power is $P_{Rx,o}(10$ cm) = $\eta_{col}(10$ cm)$P_{Rx,in} = 0.139 \times 180 = 25.07$ mW. Finally, the received beam irradiance from a square aperture of side length $2x_{o}$ is given by:

$$
G_{Rx}(z) = \frac{P_{Rx,o}(z)}{(2x_{o})^{2}}.
$$

The application of $z = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $P_{Rx,o}(10$ cm) = 18.07 mW and $2x_{o} = 0.7$ cm to (63) results in $G_{Rx}(10$ cm) = 36.88 mW/cm². This value is larger than $G_{AEL}$. Consequently, the LD cannot be classified as Class 3R.

Now, the LD is considered to belong to Class 3B, and a time base of 100 s is selected according to the classification principle $4.3$ c). The received optical power, i.e. $P_{Rx,o}(10$ cm) = 18.07 mW, is less than the AEL, i.e. $\kappa = 0.5$ W, derived from Table VIII. As a result, the optical source is classified as Class 3B.

### APPENDIX D

**CLASSIFICATION OF THE LASER DIODE USED WITH COLLIMATION LENS**

In this case, the laser consists of the dc power supply, the LD and the aspheric lens used in Scenario II of Experiment II. So long as the area between the LD and the lens is shielded by an aluminum tube, the total optical device is considered to be an extended optical source. Note that Condition I of Table 10 [11] is applicable to collimated beams, but the most restrictive condition must be used for classification and, again, this is Condition 3 of Table 10 [11]. Thus, the measurement of AEL needs to be made by the use of a circular aperture stop with a diameter of $D_{ap} = 7$ mm at a distance of $d_{m} = 10$ cm from the new beam waists according to Table 11 [11]. As a first step, the new beam waists must be determined. The application of the values of parameters presented in Table II to (1)–(10) and (14)–(29) results in $W_{3x} = 34.93$ µm and $W_{3y} = 20.30$ µm. Therefore, the substitution of $z' = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $W_{3x} = 34.93$ µm and $\lambda_{o} = 660$ nm to (30) gives $W_{3x}(10$ cm) = 0.626-46 µm. Also, the values of $z' = d_{m} = 10$ cm, $W_{3y} = 20.39$ µm and $\lambda_{o} = 660$ nm are applied to (31) and yield $W_{3y}(10$ cm) = 1.03 mm. So long as the beam diameters at 10 cm from the beam waists are smaller than the diameter of the circular stop aperture, the AEL can be expressed as power and not as irradiance. The angular subtenses along the $x$- and $y$-axes are given by:

$$
\alpha_{x} = 2\tan^{-1}\left[\frac{W_{3x}(d_{m})}{d_{m}}\right] \approx \frac{2W_{3x}(d_{m})}{d_{m}}
$$

and

$$
\alpha_{y} = 2\tan^{-1}\left[\frac{W_{3y}(d_{m})}{d_{m}}\right] \approx \frac{2W_{3y}(d_{m})}{d_{m}}
$$

The application of $W_{3x}(10$ cm) = 0.626-46 µm, $W_{3y}(10$ cm) = 1.03 mm and $d_{m} = 10$ cm to (64) and (65) results in $\alpha_{x} = 12$ mrad and $\alpha_{y} = 20.6$ mrad, respectively. Therefore, $\alpha = (\alpha_{x} + \alpha_{y})/2 = 16.3$ mrad.

Assume that the optical transmitter can be classified as Class 3R, and select a time base of 0.25 s according to the classification principle $4.3$ e) of [11]. Then, the correction factor $C_{2}$ is equal to $\alpha/\alpha_{in} = 0.10867$ according to Table 9 [11]. Therefore, the AEL is determined to be $\kappa = 5C_{0}$ [mW] based on Table 7 [11] and, finally, $\kappa = 54.34$ mW.

Now, the laser beam power needs to be calculated at 10 cm from the beam waists in order to be compared with the AEL of Class 3R. So long as $d_{ap} \geq D_{ap}$, according to Table II, the total collection efficiency of the rectangular receiver is calculated at $z' = z = 10$ cm. The application of $x_{o} = y_{o} = 3.5$ mm, $W_{o}(10$ cm) = 0.626-46 µm and $W_{o}(10$ cm) = 1.03 mm to (43) gives a collection efficiency value of $\eta_{col}(10$ cm) = 1, as expected. So, the received optical power is $P_{Rx,o}(10$ cm) = $P_{Rx,in} = 130$ mW that is larger than $\kappa = 54.34$ mW. Therefore, again this optical transmitter is not classified as Class 3R, but as Class 3B. This is because the AEL of Class 3B is $\kappa = 500$ mW.
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